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General introduction

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The immune system

1

The immune system consists of an intrinsically complex network of different cell types,
tissues, cytokines, and chemokines that detect, recognize, and remove unwanted
harmful agents from our body . This protection is leveraged via two intertwined, but
1

distinct arms. The first arm is innate immunity which forms the physical barriers that block
entry of pathogens and can remove these harmful threats via patrolling innate immune
cells that can recognize shared pathogen-associated recognition patterns (PAMPs).
Innate immunity is carried out by the complement system, macrophages, dendritic cells
(DCs), natural killers (NK) cells and neutrophils, each equipped with distinct mechanisms
of action to recognize and kill pathogenic intruders. The second arm is the adaptive
immune system and that generates immune responses against pathogens that bypass
the first line of defense. Adaptive immunity is initiated by DCs and mainly carried out by
T-lymphocytes (T-cells) and B-lymphocytes (B-cells) that seek out and destroy pathogens
and corrupted cells. The different components of the innate and adaptive immune system
communicate through direct cell-to-cell contacts, cytokines, chemokines, and effector
molecules, maintaining a delicate balance between tolerance and immunity.

Cancer immunotherapy
Besides leveraging protection against bacterial, yeast and viral infections, the immune
system can prevent the manifestation and progression of malignant disease2. A single
cell experiences over 2,000 deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) damaging events daily that,
normally, are promptly repaired by the intrinsic DNA repair mechanisms3. However,
cells that are unable to mend the damaged DNA may acquire a malignant phenotype
with uncontrolled proliferation. If left unchecked, these malignant cells can lead to the
onset, growth and spread of tumors4. Due to acquiring more and more mutations during
consecutive proliferation cycles, malignant cells gain tumor-associated features in the
form of tumor antigens, that can be distinguished from normal tissue. In this process of
immune surveillance, these tumor antigens are harvested by DCs and presented to T-cells
in lymphoid tissues. If a T-cell recognizes the presented antigen, rapid clonal expansion
of that T cell takes place, resulting in the release of a vast number of antigen-specific
T-cells in the circulation that can seek out and destroy the malignant cells carrying the
recognizable tumor antigen2. However, different confounding factors can mask these
aberrant cells from the immune system and aid their escape from immune destruction,
resulting in the manifestation of malignant diseases5.
Cancer immunotherapy aims at re-educating a patient’s immune system to specifically recognize and destroy cancerous cells that have successfully evaded immune
destruction6. To this end, different therapeutic avenues can be undertaken. In cellular
therapy, immune cells such as T-cells or DCs are isolated, expanded (possibly reengineered) and stimulated ex-vivo, before being reinfused back into the patients to
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mount specific anti-tumor responses7,8. Other immunotherapeutic approaches revolve
around the use of cytokines, attenuated bacteria or small molecules to stimulate the
immune system systemically9–11. All these therapeutic approaches have demonstrated to
offer therapeutic relief in various degrees, but none have been as widely implemented or
effective as the use of therapeutic monoclonal antibodies12.
Antibodies are the effector molecules of the immune system and able to recognize
antigens with extreme specificity13. In natural immunity, antibodies are secreted by B-cells
during the humoral response and bind hazardous agents, resulting in their neutralization
via distinct mechanisms of action. The same concept is exploited by designed therapeutic
antibodies in oncology to exert anti-tumor activity. These include direct killing upon
target antigen binding, blockade of tumor promoting signaling pathways, stimulation of
immune cells, direct recruitment of cytotoxic cells, and induction of the complement
cascade14–18. The plethora of antibody-based therapeutics in oncology would not have
been possible without the revolutionary technique that allowed the development of
monoclonal antibodies with pre-defined specificity: hybridomas19.
This thesis explores precise genome engineering to expand upon a fundamental
technology for antibody development. In this chapter, I will provide an in-depth review
of antibodies in the current chapter. I will first explore the biology of antibodies, then
discuss the existing antibody technologies, and finish with a review of current antibodies
and their mechanism of action in oncology.

Dissecting the antibody molecule
The antibody blueprint lays out a symmetric structure consisting of two identical heavy
chains and two identical light chains (Fig. 1)20. In general, the heavy chain (~50 kDa) of
secreted antibodies consists of four immunoglobulin (Ig) domains and a hinge region,
while the light chain consists of only two Ig domains (~25 kDa)21. The most N-terminal
located domain on the heavy and light chain are referred to as the variable heavy (VH)
domain and the variable light (VL) domain. Variable - because these domains exhibit an
extreme diversity between antibody molecules that also determines their specificity22.
C-terminal to the VH and VL domains, constant domains are located23. The constant
region of the heavy chain is comprised of the constant heavy 1 (CH1), hinge region, CH2
and CH3 domains, while the constant region of the light chain consists of a single constant
domain (CL), being either the kappa (Cκ) or lambda (Cλ)24. The light chain and heavy chain
are connected through disulfide bonds between cysteine residues located in the CL and
hinge region, while the two heavy chains are interconnected via multiple disulfide bonds
and non-covalent interactions in the hinge region and CH3 domains21,25,26. One complete
light chain and VH and CH1 of one heavy chain comprise one Fab (Fragment, antigen
binding) fragment27,28, while the hinge, CH2, and CH3 of the heavy chain dimers constitute
the Fc (Fragment, crystallizable) region21. As the hinge is somewhat flexible, the Fab arms
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are positioned at an angle to the Fc domain, which leads to the characteristic Y shaped
structure of antibodies29.

1

As mentioned above, the VH and VL are extremely polymorphic regions and bestow
antibodies with the ability to interact with the surface of other proteins (antigens)
with extreme specificity22. Each variable domain consists of three complementaritydetermining regions (CDRs) and four frameworks (FRs)30–33. The CDRs are the hypervariable
stretches of amino acids that form protruding loops and are complementary to the 3
dimensional (3D) shape of the antigen surface. The CDRs of both heavy and light chain
form the antigen-binding-surface and determine antibody specificity and affinity. The
FRs enclosing the CDRs are more conserved sequences and facilitate the correct
folding of the CDR loops. Still, the FRs display some degree of variability which impacts
CDR loop orientation and stability, influencing antigen affinity. The sequence of the VH
and VL is determined in early B-cell development through V(D)J recombination34 and is
further fine-tuned throughout the humoral response to increase affinity through somatic
hypermutation35.

General antibody structure

Antibodies are produced by B-cells, address target cells, recruit effector cells
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Figure 1 General architecture and function of the antibody molecule. Antibodies follow a
general architecture consisting of a heavy and light chain each with the most N-terminal located
region deemed variable regions (VH and VL) that determine antigen specificity, and with adjacent
domains (CH1, Hinge, CH2, CH3 for the heavy chain and Cκ or Cλ for the light chain) that make up
the constant domains. The CH2 and CH3 of each heavy chain comprise the Fc domain which is
pivotal for the antibody’s effector function (upper left panel). B-cell produced antibodies can bind
their target via epitope-paratope interaction between the target antigen and variable domains of
an antibody with an extreme specificity (Upper right panel, 1 & 2). Through its Fc domain, target
bound antibodies can recruit effector cells, resulting in antibody cytotoxicity (Upper right panel, 3).
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Despite their name, constant domains also exhibit a degree of variability, which
determines their architecture and effector function of antibodies. Based on this variability
between the constant domains, antibodies are divided into five different isotypes; IgA,
IgD, IgE, IgM and IgG. In the initial stages of the humoral response, antibody secretion
is characterized by exclusive secretion of pentameric IgM antibodies, which exhibit a
relatively low affinity for their target36. Throughout the humoral response, B-cells switch
to the secretion of antibodies of the IgA, IgG or IgE isotypes through a process called
class switch recombination (CSR)37,38. The switch to a particular isotype heavily depends
on the type of pathogen which triggered the response, exemplifying the remarkable
plasticity of our immune system to finetune responses.

Antibody specificity and affinity are determined during
B-cell development and the humoral response.
Antibody specificity is derived from the N-terminal VH and VL domains, while antibody
effector function is encrypted by the C-terminal Fc domain. The sequence of both these
regions develops throughout B-cell development and is finalized during the humoral
response. Before commitment to the B-cell lineage, the genomic loci that encode the
heavy chain (IgH) and light chain (Igκ or Igλ) cannot produce functional transcripts39.
This is caused by the absence of a functional exon for transcription and translation of
the variable domains of both chains. The genetic composition of the variable region of
all Ig loci consists of a significant number of gene segments divided over three or two
gene clusters. These gene clusters are called the variability (V), diversity (D), and joining (J)
gene segments for the IgH locus, while for the Igκ and Igλ loci only V and J gene segments
exist. To form functional transcripts for the heavy and light chains a single segment of
each cluster is randomly selected and fused to form the VH or VL exon in a process called
V(D)J recombination (Fig. 2) 39.
VDJ recombination starts in the IgH loci of pro-B-cells residing in the bone marrow,
after expression of the recombination activating gene 1 (RAG1) and RAG240. When VDJ
recombination in one of the loci produces a functional transcript (meaning a transcript
in which a VDJ exon can be translated in frame with the constant domains of IgM [Cµ])
membrane-bound IgM will be expressed at the B-cell surface. Membrane-bound IgM is
co-expressed with Igβ and Igα and assembled with surrogate light chains, forming the socalled pre-B-cell receptor41. If VDJ recombination does not lead to a functional pre-B-cell
receptor, the pro-B-cell will undergo apoptosis.
Successful assembly of the pre-B-cell receptor terminates transcription of the RAG
genes and initiates the pre-B-cell stage. In this stage, B-cells undergo several rounds
of cell division until ~100 clones are formed which share identical IgM heavy chains.
During division, the pre-B-cell receptor loses the surrogate light chains which should be
replaced by functional a light chain for the B-cell to receive survival stimuli. RAG genes
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VDJ recombination creates a functional heavy chain
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Figure 2 V(D)J recombination and alternative splicing. During B cell development the genomic
regions that encode the heavy chain (IgH) and light chain (Igκ or Igλ) loci undergo genomic
rearrangement under the influence of RAG1 and RAG2 resulting in the pre B cell receptor in pre
B cells (upper left panel) and B cell receptor in the immature B cell (upper right panel). In mature
B cells alternative splicing the transcribed mRNA that encodes the heavy chain results in the
expression of membrane-bound IgD, next to the B cell receptor (IgM, bottom panel).

are reactivated to perform VJ recombination on one of the two Igκ loci. If a successful
transcript is formed, the Igκ chain will replace the surrogate light chain in the pre-Bcell receptor, forming the final B-cell receptor. If no functional B-cell receptor can be
assembled, the other Igκ and Igλ loci will sequentially undergo VJ recombination until
a functional B-cell can be formed. If none of the four loci produce a functional B-cell
receptor after VJ recombination the cell will undergo apoptosis.
With the formation of a B-cell receptor, the B-cell has entered the immature stage of its
development. In this stage, the cell will undergo rounds of negative selection, before it can
leave the bone marrow and finish its development in the lymphoid tissues. During negative
selection, B-cells are evaluated for their avidity to self-antigens. If the B-cell receptor
does not bind self-antigens, it will migrate out of the bone marrow towards lymphoid
tissues. If self-antigens are recognized, receptor editing will take place. Expression of
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the light chain allele will be shutdown (allelic exclusion) and VJ recombination will be
reinitiated on another light chain locus. Receptor editing will repeat on each available Igκ
or Igλ locus until a functional B-cell receptor can be formed that does not recognize the
self-antigens. Again, if all 4 available light chain loci are exhausted and the B-cell receptor
remains reactive to self-antigens, the immature B-cell will undergo apoptosis.
After negative selection, B-cells migrate towards the lymphoid tissues. During this
process, alternative splicing of the IgH transcript will also be initiated, resulting in the
transcription of the Cδ region and additional expression of membrane-bound IgD. Once
the B-cell arrives in the lymphoid tissues, it will enter the mature stage.
Activation of mature naïve B-cells is initiated upon antigen recognition by the B-cell
receptor which will results in their rapid proliferation and differentiation via two distinct
processes. In the first process, B-cells differentiate into short-lived plasmablasts outside
the lymphoid follicles and will produce and secrete IgM to provide early aid in clearing the
target pathogen. In the second process, activated B-cells will undergo rapid proliferation
and form a so-called germinal center within the lymphoid follicle. Within these germinal
centers, B-cells will differentiate in long-lived plasma cells and memory B-cells and will
increase their target affinity in a process called affinity maturation.
B-cells undergo affinity maturation under expression of the enzyme activation-induced
deaminase (AID), which leads to somatic mutations in the CDR regions of the V-region
with each replication cycle. This event either increases or decreases B-cell receptor
affinity for their respective target antigen, which is presented in the germinal center by
follicular DCs. B-cells with high affinity and low-affinity B-cell-receptors will thus compete
for the antigens available. Antigen interaction will promote B-cell survival, favoring the
proliferation of B-cells with somatic mutations that increase B-cell receptor affinity over
those B-cells with lower affinity receptors. Additionally, B-cells will also undergo isotype
switching before exiting the germinal center and participating in immune surveillance as
plasma cells or memory B-cells.
Differentiation into plasma cells involves a dramatic change in components of the
endoplasmic reticulum and secretory pathway, resulting in enhanced antibody secretion.
Plasma cells can be either short-lived or long-lived, depending on the received stimuli.
Short-lived plasma cells remain in the lymph node, while long-lived plasma cells home to
the bone marrow, where they secrete antibody over prolonged periods. Memory B-cells
acquire the ability to live for prolonged times without continued antigen stimulation
by producing high levels of the anti-apoptotic protein Bcl-2. Upon a second antigenic
encounter, memory B-cells rapidly proliferate and differentiate again into plasma cells
and B-cells, generating rapid immune response upon secondary infection.
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Isotype switching dictates humoral responses

1

B-cells change the isotype of their secreted antibody in the germinal centers throughout
the humoral response. This process of isotype switching is significant as it can tune the
immune response towards the type of pathogen dealt with. Viral infection stimulates
switching to the IgG1 and IgG3 isotype, encapsulated bacteria evoke IgG2 driven humoral
responses, IgG4 and IgE are produced in response to extracellular parasites, and both
IgA subtypes deal with pathogenic bacteria at the mucosae24. This plasticity in humoral
responses is a highly regulated process in which external cytokines drive the process
of CSR in the IgH loci of activated B-cells34. The IgH locus of a naive B-cell consists of
the rearranged VDJ exon and clusters of exons of the C-terminus, each cluster encoding
the constant region of a particular isotype. These clusters are organized in the order Cµ,
Cδ, Cγ3, Cγ1, Cα1, Cγ2, Cγ4, Cε and Cα2 in the human IgH locus (encoding the isotypes
IgM, IgD, IgG3, IgG1, IgA1, IgG2, IgG4, IgE and IgA2, respectively). In naïve B-cells, CSR
replaces the expressed Cµ cluster, with one of the downstream clusters, resulting in the
expression of IgG, IgA or IgE (sub)isotypes. Notably, expression of the Cδ for expression
of IgD is only mediated through alternative splicing of the Cµ, and not mediated via CSR.
The process of CSR depends on both AID expression and production of germline
transcripts. AID expression can be initiated by T-cells through CD40 signaling, but can
also occur independently of T-cells through engaging a combination of toll-like receptors
(TLR), TACI (transmembrane activator and CAML [calcium-signal modulating cyclophilin
ligand] interactor), and/or the B-cell receptor34. The production of germline transcript
depends on the additional presence of secondary stimuli, such as interleukin-4 (IL-4) and
transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β). The generation of these transcripts is initiated at
the IgH intervening region (IH) promotor and continues through the IH exon, the switch
(S) region and then the CH cluster, forming the germline IH-S-CH transcript. These
germline transcripts are non-coding and align with the coding strand of the IgH locus,
freeing up the non-coding DNA strand and forming a single-stranded DNA loop (R loop)42.
Subsequently, the AID enzyme converts cytosine residues to uracil residues within the
R loop and preferentially in the S region as this contains numerous motifs that can be
recognized by the AID enzyme. The resulting uracil residues are removed by Uracil N
glycosylase (UNG), leaving abasic sites that are cut with specific endonucleases. For
example, breaks in the upstream Sµ region can be subsequently joined with the break
in the downstream S region via non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ), resulting in the
deletion of the DNA between these breaks. Thus, CSR leads to a rearranged IgH locus in
which the original VDJ exon is transcribed with a different constant region. The net result
is the expression of an antibody with the same specificity, but with a different isotype.
Different isotypes of secreted antibodies mediate different effector functions based
on their Fc structure and expression of their corresponding receptors. The secreted
form of IgM can opsonize pathogens in circulation and their pentameric (or sometimes
hexameric) structure efficiently facilitates complement activation. Likewise, the binding
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of multiple IgG molecules nearby can facilitate complement fixation to the target cell.
Additionally, antibodies of the IgG (sub)isotypes can bind to their specific Fc gamma
receptors (FcγRs) expressed by different immune cells. IgA is the predominant isotype
produced at mucosal sites and can mediate effector functions through engagement
of the Fc alpha receptor (FcαR) abundantly expressed by neutrophils43. Without being
complexed with antigen IgE can interact with its high-affinity Fc epsilon receptor
(FcεR) and cover the surface of basophils and mast cells and are involved in allergic
responses44,45. The secreted form of IgD does not seem to be of significance for adaptive
immune responses as the IgD structure does not mediate effector functions nor fixate
complement24.

Effector functions of IgG and the role of Fc receptors
As antibodies of the IgG (sub)isotypes are the most potent and diverse class in eliciting
immune responses they have been the primary choice for the development of antibody
therapeutics. These antibodies primarily exert their effector functions by engaging
different types of FcγRs on immune cells46. These receptors are part of the same globulin
superfamily as antibodies and therefore share many features47. The extracellular domain
of an FcγR consists of two or three Ig domains that directly interact with residues within
the CH2 domain proximal to the hinge region. The intracellular domain of FcγRs contains
activating or inhibiting signaling motifs that are used as an important classification
between FcγRs. The group of activating receptors consists of FcγRI, FcγRIII, and FcγRIV
in mouse, and of FcγRI, FcγRIIa, and FcγRIIIa in human, while FcγRIIb is the only inhibitory
receptor described in both mouse and human. FcγRI is, similar to the proprietary
receptor of IgE, a high affinity receptor, which in human can bind IgG1 and in mouse IgG2a
in monomeric form. The other FcγRs are low-affinity receptors, meaning they can only
bind IgG when it is complexed with the target antigen. IgG antibodies of different isotypes
exhibit different affinities for each receptor, which in turn influences the degree to which
these isotypes can recruit the different immune mechanisms (fig. 3)48.
Engagement of activating Fc receptors results promotes antibody-dependent cellular
cytotoxicity (ADCC), antibody-dependent cellular phagocytosis (ADCP), complementdependent cytotoxicity (CDC), or induction of inflammatory cytokine secretion in immune
cells46. In contrast, the engagement of the inhibitory FcγRIIb results in a downregulation
of all these processes. The degree to which an immune cell can mount an attack against a
target cell, therefore, depends on the level of expression of a target antigen on the target
cells, and the number and type of FcγRs on the immune cells.
Besides the antibody isotype, the glycan composition attached to the evolutionarily
conserved asparagine on position 297 (N297) is pivotal for the FcγR engagement49.
Amino acid substitution of this position affects the binding of IgG to FcγR and will result
in complete loss of FcγR affinity. Moreover, subtle differences in the composition of the
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Figure 3 FcγR engagement of human IgG. Antibodies of distinct IgG isotypes differ in their
affinity for different FcγRs and this, in part, determines the efficacy of therapeutic antibodies.
FcγRI interacts with human IgG1, IgG3 and IgG4 with high affinity. FcγRIIa binds all isotypes, but
IgG1 with the highest affinity. The inhibitory FcγRIIb binds IgG2 with low affinity and the other
IgG isotypes a KD in a range of 10-100 nM. FcγRIIIa binds human IgG1 with the highest affinity,
followed by human IgG3 and binds IgG2 and IgG4 with a KD of <0.1nM. FcγRIIIb binds IgG1 and
IgG3 with high affinity, binds IG4 with low affinity and has no interaction with human IgG2. The
FcRn that is responsible for the antibody half-life in circulation binds all IgG antibodies with
similar affinity, but has low affinity for IgG3.

biantennary N-linked glycan attached to N297 affect Fc structure and direcetly impact
FcγR engagement. Of note, the absence of fucose in the glycan composition results
in a tremendous increase in binding FcγRIII, a feature now readily exploited in the
development of novel antibody therapeutics to increase their therapeutic efficacy50.
Summarizing, the antibody specificity is generated early in the process of B-cell
development in the process of V(D)J recombination and finetuned during the process
of affinity maturation during differentiation, while effector function is determined
throughout the humoral response via isotype switching.
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Hybridomas kickstart antibody development
In 1900, Paul Ehrlich was the first to describe the concept of antibodies in his side-chain
theory51. He postulated that side-chains of cells could interact with other molecules
in a key-lock configuration and, upon contact, cells would shed their side-chains in
circulation, becoming antibodies. Over the following 60 years most elements of Ehrlich’s
theory would be confirmed, leading to the complete elucidation of the role of B-cells and
antibodies in humoral responses. The clinical potential of antibodies was evident, but
techniques to truly harness the therapeutic potential of antibodies would only become
available in 1975.
The inception of the therapeutic antibodies started with the seminal study entitled
‘’continuous cultures of fused cells secreting antibody of predefined species’’ in 197552.
In this study, Kohler and Milstein used red blood cells of sheep (SRBC) as an immunogen
to evoke humoral responses in mice against these cells. Spleen cells (including antibodyproducing B-cells) from these immunized mice were then harvested and fused to an
immortal myeloma cell line using the inactivated Sendai virus. Due to the complementary
characteristics of the spleen cells and myeloma cells, successful fusion resulted in
hybrid cells that could be selected: spleen cells are short-lived and resistant to HAT
(hypoxanthine-aminopterin-thymidine) medium, while myelomas are immortal but
susceptible to this selection medium. As a result, prolonged cultivation in HAT medium
results in the death of myeloma cells and primary spleen cells and survival of fusions.
Subsequent characterization of monoclonal suspensions of these hybrids revealed that
a significant number of clones produced antibodies targeting SRBC. This study was the
first to describe a technology to obtain monoclonal antibodies against a pre-defined
target. The authors closed with the conclusion that ‘’such cultures (of hybrids) could be
valuable for medical and industrial use’’.
As it turned out, Kohler and Milstein were right: such cultures were of value. The technique,
later coined as hybridoma technology became a revolutionary pillar and fundamental for
advancing the fields of biology, industry and medicine. The great success of hybridoma
technology came from the ability to not only develop antibodies against existing
predefined targets but also allowed the easy identification of novel proteins (Fig. 4).
Additionally, hybridoma cells could be easily shared between different research instates
due to their stable and immortal character, facilitating in their worldwide distribution. As
a result, the technology became a golden standard for academics and industry53.
The potential for monoclonal antibodies from hybridoma technology was quickly realized
and explored. Only ten years after the seminal study of Kohler and Milstein, the first
therapeutic antibody, muromonab-OKT3, was approved for clinical use54. MuromonabOKT3 was a murine antibody targeting CD3, and employed as an immunosuppressant
to prevent acute rejection in patients who received an organ transplant. Although this
first antibody-based therapy was received with much enthusiasm, the therapy had the
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Figure 4 Hybridoma technology produces monoclonal antibodies against a predefined
target of interest. To produce monoclonal antibodies against a target of interest an animal is
immunized with a protein of interest until a humoral response is evoked. Subsequently spleen
cells, including B cells producing antibodies, are isolated from the animal and fused to cells of
an immortal myeloma cell line under the influence of PEG or Sendai virus and under selection
pressure of HAT medium. Unfused primary B cells will perish over time and unfused myeloma
cells will die due their susceptibility to the HAT medium, while successful fusions will result in
proliferating hybridoma cells. The net result is a culture of polyclonal hybridomas. To obtain
monoclonal antibodies, a limiting dilution of the hybridoma is performed, allowing for functional
interrogation of these antibodies against the target of interest via different assays.

significant drawback of reduced efficacy upon consequtive administrations due to antidrug responses related to the murine character of the antibody. As a consequence, the
development of this new therapeutic class dwingled55.
To negate the anti-drug responses against the hybridoma-produced antibodies,
researchers developed different strategies to obtain antibodies that resembled human
antibodies more and more. First, the murine constant domains of antibodies were
replaced by their human counterparts via recombinant technologies resulting in chimeric
antibodies56–58. The use of chimeric antibodies, such as cetuximab and rituximab, was
significantly less hampered by the anti-drug responses, although they were still present.
To further humanize these antibodies, the FRs within the variable domains were also
replaced to ensure that the variable domains were as human-like as possible59. In this
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process, murine CDRs were engrafted into a scaffold containing human FRs, resulting
in human antibodies with only the CDRs remaining of a foreign species. However, this
process often led to a (sometimes complete) loss of affinity for the target antigen, leading
to the development of complementary strategies that ensured that antigen affinity was
retained60–62. Today, humanized antibodies form a great proportion of antibodies in the
clinic. Finally, to produce fully human antibodies, transgenic mice can be used in which
the endogenous Ig loci have been replaced in full or partial, with the germline human
heavy and light chain loci. As B-cells within these mice undergo the natural processes of
V(D)J recombination, somatic hypermutation and class switching they can produce fully
human antibodies against a target of interest. These transgenic mice can be utilized to
obtain human hybridoma lines and their use has become an industry standard.
An important aspect for hybridoma technology itself was the rate of fusion. Fusion
through the Sendai virus proved to be unreliable and inefficient and researchers quickly
switched to the use of polyethylene glycol (PEG) for their fusion protocol, which is 10
times more efficient63–65. However, PEG fusion rates still rarely exceed 0.1%, offering room
for improvement. Indeed, other approaches have been described, such as microfluidics
and electrofusion, that obtain fusion rates up to 95%66–68. Still, the complexity of these
approaches hampers their broad implementation, leading to the PEG protocol remaining
the protocol of choice. The screening of antigen-specific hybridomas has also been
significantly improved. By employing high-throughput approaches, such as dropletbased microfluidics, microarray technologies, and antibody surface display technologies
antigen-specific hybridomas can be quickly identified from large panels69–71. These
developments significantly shortened the screening process and further established
hybridoma technology as a predominant force for the discovery of therapeutic antibodies
in the academic field as well as in industry.

Phage display and other antibody discovery
techniques
Phage display is another predominant technology for antibody technology. In contrast to
hybridoma technology, no fusion of primary B-cells with immortal cells has to take place.
Instead, the genetic material for the VH and VL from the B-cells is obtained from immunized
animals and used for the construction of a genetic library. These genetic libraries encode
phages that express surface proteins that display the VH and VL domains as a Fab’ fragment.
To identify binding Fab’ fragment, the genetic library is expressed in bacteria to produce
phages. The phage particles can be isolated and used against antigen of interest.
Phages that do not bind the target of interest are removed during panning procedures,
while high-affinity phages stay bound. After panning, bound phages can be eluted and
reused to infect E. coli, creating a new, but smaller library consisting of higher affinity
clones. By propagating the library in subsequent panning rounds, sequences with higher
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affinity are enriched within the library, a process called affinity maturation. After affinity
maturation, the sequences can be simply extracted from bacterial clones infected with

1

the high-affinity phages. Due to the enormous size (>107) of these phage libraries, phage
display represents a better-suited method than hybridoma technology to the identified
multiple high-affinity antibodies against different epitopes of the same target. However,
the strategy is more laborious and costly than the relatively simple procedures seen
with hybridoma technology. Requiring significant effort into the extraction of variable
domains, cloning and expression in transient systems.
Other methods for antibody discovery comprise alternative immortalization techniques
and next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies to identify binding sequences.
Instead of using a myeloma fusion partner, primary B-cells can be immortalized directly
using Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), or by overexpression of Bcl-6 and Bcl-xl that are expressed
by long-lived memory B-cells in the germinal center69–71. The secreted antibodies of
monoclonal cell lines can subsequently be analyzed for reactivity against the target
of interest. Alternatively, the requirement for immortalization can also be skipped
by immediately screening primary B-cells for reactivity against the target of interest.
In this process, reactive B-cells are sorted to extract their genetic V regions via NGS
technologies. The variable domains are subsequently expressed in antibody scaffolds
for further antibody characterization. In phage display and primary B-cell screenings, the
sequences of the variable domains have to be extracted before antibody production can
be initiated. This is not a must when hybridoma generation is used, as the final result is a cell
line produces the antibody product. However, knowledge regarding the variable domain
sequences is useful for further development of a particular antibody. Immunological
interrogation of therapeutic antibodies is required to establish their mechanism of action
and for non-human antibodies, the variable domains have to be humanized. For these
reasons, researchers often extract and sequence the DNA encoding the variable domains
of hybridomas, which is subsequently used to transiently produce monoclonal antibodies.
In preclinical research, options for recombinant antibody production consist of two options; transient expression systems or stable cell line generation. One would assume the
latter to be the preferred option as it offers a continuous source of antibody product, while
the former only offers a temporary supply. However, the conventional protocols for the
generation of stable cell lines is challenging as multiple integration sites, gene silencing, and
chromatin remodeling influence the expression and production of the antibody of interest,
requiring months of tedious work before a stable cell line can be selected. To circumvent
these issues, research labs opt for the more convenient and less costly transient systems,
which often require extensive optimization before sufficient yields can be obtained. For
industrial production, non-antibody producing myelomas are transfected generate stable
cell lines for antibody production. Such myelomas -like NS0, and Sp2/1- are also used as the
fusion partner in the hybridoma generation. To ensure high quality and efficient production
numerous genetic modifications have been applied to industrial cell lines that suppress
apoptosis, promote proliferation, and optimize post-translational modifications.
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Antibody-based targeted therapies in oncology
The introduction of hybridoma technology announced a new era in oncology in which
therapeutic antibodies would take center stage. The first antibody with anti-tumor activity
that received approval for cancer treatment was the CD20 targeting rituximab in 199772.
The approval was based on clinical phase II results that demonstrated that rituximab led
to clinical remission in 46% of patients suffering from non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) who
were refractory against or relapsed to chemotherapeutic treatments. To date, rituximab
remains a mainstay therapy in different forms of NHL. The success of rituximab led to a
surge in the development of other antibody-based therapeutics which directly targeted
malignant cells, leading to the approval of trastuzumab that binds HER2 (receptor
tyrosine-protein kinase erbB-2) and cetuximab that binds EGFR (epidermal growth
factor receptor). The more recent success of immune checkpoint inhibitors nivolumab
and that bind and block PD-1 (programmed cell death protein 1) and CTLA-4 (cytotoxic
T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4) added another chapter to the story of antibodybased therapeutics in oncology.
Antibody-based-therapeutics can leverage their antitumor activity through distinct
mechanisms of action. These mechanisms are the result of the combination of antigen
specificity, imparted by the variable domains, and effector function, leveraged by the
antibody isotype, as outlined above. Depending on the cell type and antigen targeted,
the employed Fc domains, and optional mutations therein, different antibodies can be
distinguished (Fig 5).

Direct tumor-targeting antibodies
The identification of proteins that were associated with malignant cells, led to the
development of antibodies which would preferentially target tumor cells. Earlier studies
primarily revolved around a group of antibodies that target the tumor-associated
proteins; EGFR, HER2 and CD20. This group of direct tumor-targeting antibodies was
essential in elucidating the mechanism underlying the tumoricidal activity of antibodies.
Initial in vitro studies suggested that Fab-mediated mechanisms, such as induction of
apoptosis, receptor-ligand blocking or downregulation of the targeted molecule were
responsible for the cytotoxic activity of these antibodies. However, seminal studies in
knock-out mice revealed that the absence of activating FcγRs (or the absence of immune
cells) completely abrogated anti-tumor activity, while the sole knock-out of the FcγRIIb
receptor led to augmented anti-tumor activity48,73–75. These results demonstrated that not
Fab’-mediated mechanisms, but Fc-mediated mechanisms were pivotal in the anti-tumor
activity of these antibodies.
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Tumor microenvironment drives immune supression
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Figure 5 Targets and their complementary antibody types to revert immune suppression
within the tumor microenvironment. The suppressive tumor microenvironment and
immunosuppressive cell types, including tumor associated macrophages (TAMs) and T
regulatory cells (Tregs), hamper the function of effector cells like T effector cells (Teff),
macrophages (Mφ) and dendritic cells (DCs) promoting further cancer progression (upper panel).
Antibodies with different Fc domains exert different functions and can target different cells in the
suppressive and effector compartment. Depleting antibodies can recruit effector cells to both
tumor cells (HER2, EGFR, PD-L1) and Tregs (CTLA-4, 4-1BB, OX-40). Blocking antibodies can block
CD47-SIRPα interaction between tumor cells and Mφ, and the inhibitory effects of CTLA-4 and
the PD-1/PD-L1 axis between DCs and Teffs, and tumor cells and Teffs. Agonistic antibodies can
stimulate the DC activation (CD40) and stimulate function and proliferation of Teff (OX40, 4-1BB,
CD27). Finally, by addressing DC with antibodies carrying an tumorigenic payload antibody
specific responses can be kick-started (DEC-205, CD40, DC-SIGN, CLEC9A).
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Follow-up studies using different Fc variants of the same antibody demonstrated that
the isotype with the strongest anti-tumor activity, being IgG2a in mouse and IgG1 in
human, also displayed a superior affinity for activating receptors over the other, less
effective, isotypes74,76. Similar studies which investigated affinity for the inhibiting FcγRIIb
also showed differences between isotypes, but to a less dramatic extent compared to
activating receptors. Together, these insights led to the paradigm that the degree of
cytotoxic ability displayed by an antibody is dependent on their preference for activating
FcγRs over inhibiting FcγRIIb (A/I binding ratio) and that a high A/I binding ratio was an
absolute must for leveraging antibody-mediated therapy76–79.
The requirement of high A/I for antitumor activity has now been demonstrated for a
vast number of tumor-targeting antibodies in preclinical studies. Although it is hard to
directly translate these results to the clinic, there is some evidence that points towards
a significant role for FcγR engagement in cancer immunotherapy. For one, a FcγRIIIa
polymorphism that increases affinity for human IgG1 seems to improve the patient
outcome for several antibody-based treatments, altough this correlation has been
debated. Other clinical evidence for the high A/I FcγR ratio as an absolute requirement
would be best exemplified by clinical antibodies with distinct Fc backbones targeting
the same molecule with different clinical outcomes. Therapeutic antibodies that target
EGFR, CD20, and HER2 are such examples.

EGFR antibodies
Cetuximab and panitumumab both target EGFR which is an overexpressed receptor
on tumor cells that mediates the proliferation and survival of malignant cells80. The
antibodies target distinct epitopes but are designed with the same purpose: to effectively
block downstream intracellular signaling of EGFR, which promotes tumor survival and
progression. However, cetuximab is also equipped with the immune-activating human
IgG1 backbone, while panitumumab possesses the immune inert IgG2 backbone.
Multiple preclinical studies demonstrated that cetuximab and panitumumab can initiate
tumor cell apoptosis through Fab’ mediated blockade of EGFR signaling. Cetuximab,
however, has an additional mechanism to attack malignant cells as it recruits different
innate and effector cells directly and indirectly for immune destruction80,81. Specifically,
binding of cetuximab to EGFR results in Fc-mediated recruitment of NK cells, which
leverage therapy through ADCC. In turn, NK cells attract DCs to the tumor site through
secretion of chemokines, resulting in the uptake of tumorigenic material by DCs. These
DCs subsequently travel to the draining lymph node where they present tumor antigens
to B-cells and T-cells, generating humoral and cellular T-cell responses that are directed
at the site originally targeted by cetuximab. The IgG2 backbone of panitumumab does
not allow effective recruitment of effector cells, nor stimulation of additional immune
mechanisms. Thus, where cetuximab leverages therapy by both blocking the EGFR
signaling and recruiting effector cells, panitumumab depends on EGFR blockade
signaling alone.
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A direct comparison for the efficacy of cetuximab over panitumumab in the clinic is difficult
as they have not been compared head-to-head in clinical studies. Both therapeutics have

1

been evaluated independently for the treatment of metastatic collateral rectal cancer
(mCRC) and squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck (SCCHN). Both antibodies
perform equally well in context of mCRC, but in SCCHN only the treatment with cetuximab
increased overall survival. The latter finding suggests that indeed an FcγR activating
isotype may leverage additional anti-tumor responses. Moreover, as mCRC is considered
more immune resistant than SCCHN, it may negate the additional benefit derived from the
immune stimulatory properties of cetuximab. As cetuximab’s efficacy is in part leveraged
through its immune-stimulating properties, it would be of interest to combine cetuximab
with immune checkpoint inhibitors. Indeed, cetuximab is currently being investigated in
two clinical studies in combination with the programmed death ligand 1 (PD-L1) blocking
avelumab in SCCHN and mCRC82,83.

CD20 antibodies
The conventional B-cell marker CD20 is another surface molecule that is targeted by
multiple therapeutic antibodies with distinct Fc backbones. It is well established that
antitumor activity of CD20 antibodies is mediated through the recruitment of effector
cells and complement fixation via the Fc domain. However, the contribution of these
two mechanisms to antitumor activity can differ significantly between CD20 antibodies.
Rituximab, a chimeric antibody, was the first antibody approved for the treatment of
different B-cell malignancies. The activity of rituximab relies on the recruitment of NK cells
for mediating ADCC. Additionally, rituximab is efficient in recruiting complement through
a distinct mechanism seen with some CD20 antibodies. Specifically, antibody binding to
CD20 on the surface membrane initiates the clustering of antibody-CD20 complexes in
lipid rafts. The resulting orientation of the Fc domains in the resulting clusters facilitates
C1q binding, resulting in CDC. CDC is thought, however, to have a diminishing effect on
the activity of rituximab as C1q competes with FcγRs for Fc binding, and clustering leads
to CD20 internalization. Therefore CDC recruitment directly reduces the therapeutic
effect of ADCC which is believed to be the more potent immune mechanism of the two.
After the clinical success of rituximab, other CD20 antibodies were developed that were
designed to augment the mechanism behind ADCC or CDC. Ofatumumab is a secondgeneration CD20 therapeutic that is designed to significantly increase the capacity
of CDC compared to rituximab84. Ofatumumab is of the human IgG1 isotype and binds,
compared to rituximab, an epitope more proximal to the cell membrane and with stronger
affinity. As a result, the co-localization of CD20 in lipid rafts results in a more stable
conformation, increasing the binding of C1q85. Due to its increase in CDC, ofatumumab is
capable of mediating lysis in chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) cells that express low
levels of CD20 and are resistant to rituximab. Ofatumumab was approved in combination
with chlorambucil for the treatment of CLL patients for whom fludarabine-based
chemotherapies are not suitable, after increasing median progression-free survival
to 22.3 months compared to 13.1 months for chlorambucil alone86. In the treatment of
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follicular lymphoma (FL) ofatumumab appears comparable to rituximab in terms of
efficacy.
Obinutuzumab is a third-generation CD20 antibody that targets an overlapping epitope to
rituximab, but does not facilitate the co-localization of CD20 in lipid rafts. This effectively
diminishes the ability of obinutuzumab to mediate CDC, allowing for more Fc dependent
recruitment of effector cells to mediate ADCC. To further augment ADCC, obinutuzumab
has been glycoengineered by defucosylation of the N297 glycan to increase the FcγRIIIa
affinity. In healthy subjects as well as in the blood of CLL patients, obinutuzumab has
been demonstrated to be superior to rituximab in terms of B-cell clearance87,88. Moreover,
in multiple xenograft models obinutuzumab demonstrated superior efficacy over
rituximab89–91. In the clinic, obinutuzumab has been approved as a first-line treatment
in CLL, and was shown to outperform rituximab in terms of progression-free survival at
early timepoints in indolent non-Hodgkin lymphoma and CLL92,93. Although follow-up
studies for obinutuzumab are still ongoing and final analysis regarding overall survival
and progression-free survival have not been completed, most evidence suggests that
obinutuzumab is superior over rituximab and ofatumumab in different indications. The
superiority of this treatment can be explained by the augmentation in ADCC derived from
the stronger FcγR engagement.

HER2 antibodies
HER2 is an oncogene overexpressed in aggressive breast cancers and associated with
tumor development and progression94. Signal transduction through HER2 on malignantcells results in the activation of downstream pathways that stimulate proliferation
and inhibit apoptosis, thus promoting tumor survival and growth. These pathways can
be activated by HER2 dimerization or heterodimerization with EGFR, HER3 or HER4.
Antibodies directed against HER2, such as trastuzumab and pertuzumab, are designed
to block this interaction to inhibit tumor progression and induce cell death. Indeed, Fab’mediated blocking by these antibodies does leverage some activity, but for true efficacy,
the Fc-mediated recruitment of effector cells is a prerequisite.
Which effector cells carry out the cytotoxicity of trastuzumab has been a point of debate.
Earlier studies have indicated NK cells, neutrophils and adaptive immune mechanisms
over macrophages as the principal cells for trastuzumab mediated anti-tumor efficacy. A
recent study by Tsao et al., however, convincingly demonstrated a dominant role for the
tissue macrophages present within the tumor microenvironment over the other effector
cells95. This study first demonstrated that efficacy was similar between wildtype mice and
models in which T-cells, B-cells, and NK-cell were depleted, suggesting a limited role for
adaptive immune mechanisms. The depletion of macrophages, however, did result in a
loss of therapeutic efficacy of trastuzumab. In addition, treatment with trastuzumab was
found to greatly increase macrophage numbers in the tumor microenvironment, but not
of other effector cells. These results were further emphasized by the observation that
CD47 expression, a mediator of phagocytic inhibition, is a prognostic factor in HER2+
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breast cancer and limits the efficacy of trastuzumab in patients, suggesting a prominent
role for macrophages in these patients95.
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Of note, a next-generation trastuzumab biosimilar, called margetuximab (MGAH22),
has been Fc-engineered to increase A/I binding ratio . In a primary analysis of a phase
96

III study in metastatic breast cancer, margetuximab demonstrated better median
progression-free survival (PFS) than trastuzumab (5.8 vs 4.9 months)97.
Summarizing, antibodies that directly address targets that are over-expressed on
tumor cells benefit from Fc domains with high A/I FcγR engagement as this allows the
recruitment of different effector cells to mediate anti-tumor immunity. However, how
the Fc domain specifically mediates activity is often debated and nay significantly differ
between different antibodies.

Immune modulating antibodies
Our immune system is well equipped to detect and destroy malignant cells that arise
daily in the process of immune surveillance. However, malignant tumor cells employ
several mechanisms to circumvent their detection and destruction by the immune
system, ultimately leading to tumor manifestation and progression. The subsequent
immune removal of these tumors is challenging as an immunosuppressive environment is
maintained through dampening inflammatory cells, recruitment of immune-suppressive
cells, and the modulation of immune checkpoint molecules. To relieve this tumormediated suppressive environment immune-modulating antibodies can be employed
that either lift the inhibiting signaling or stimulate existing immune responses.

Blockade of immunosuppressive signaling
The most recent success story of therapeutic antibodies are the so-called checkpoint
inhibitors. These antibodies are designed to block immunosuppressive signaling of
tumor associated cells on effector cells carrying out immunity.

PD-1
The blockade of the interaction between PD-1 and its ligand PD-L1 has been a successful
strategy in leveraging immunotherapy98. In humans, PD-1 is expressed by a wide range
of effector cells, including B-cells, T-cells, monocytes and activated NK cells, while PDL1 is expressed by DCs, macrophages, epithelial cells, endothelial cells and pancreatic
isle cells. Ligation of PD-L1 and PD-1 inhibits the inflammatory processes within effector
cells, such as cytokine secretion, proliferation, and cytotoxicity, but can also lead to
programmed cell death. Under normal conditions, the PD-1/PD-L1 axis is a negative
feedback mechanism that controls the adaptive immune response and prevents
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autoimmunity by autoreactive immune cells or circumvents tissue damage during the
adaptive immune response. However, in malignant disease, tumors exploit this feedback
mechanism to cultivate an immunosuppressive microenvironment. Tumor-associated
macrophages, T regulatory cells, and the cancer cells themselves upregulate PD-L1
levels while infiltrating effector cells increase PD-1 expression under the influence of the
suppressive environment. By blocking the PD-1/PD-L1 axis, antibodies can alleviate the
suppression and relicense effector T-cells for anti-tumor activity.
Using wild-type mice and human FcR transgenic mice models researchers demonstrated
that antibodies that target PD-1 with isotypes with strong /I binding ratios did not improve
antitumor activity over those isotypes with lower A/I binding ratios or Fc silent isotypes99.
On the contrary, FcR engagement weakened the anti-tumor activity in vivo, demonstrating
that the activity is solely mediated via blockade of the PD-1/PD-L1 axis. The reduction
seen with the Fc engaging isotypes can be explained by either elimination of effector
T-cells through activating receptors, or through downregulation of the immune activation
of effector T-cells via FcγRIIb. In the clinic, nivolumab, pembrolizumab and cemipilimab
target PD-1 and leverage therapy in several malignancies. All these antibodies are of the
human IgG4 isotype, which exhibits a low A/I FcyR binding ratio.

PD-L1
Antibodies that target PD-L1, similar to antibodies that target PD-1, are designed to
block the inhibitory signaling mediated by the PD-1/PD-L1 axis. However, contrary to
PD-1, targeting PD-L1 with an antibody with depleting Fc domain does leverage more
effective therapy. This is likely mediated through the elimination of (suppressive) myeloid
populations which express higher levels of PD-L1 in the tumor microenvironment100. Still,
Fab’-mediated blocking does play a part in licensing T-cells immunity, as the influx of
effector cell within the tumor remains equal, independent of the type of isotype used.
Three different antibodies targeting PD-L1 are currently employed in the clinic; both
atezolizumab and durvalumab are approved for treatment of urothelial carcinoma (UC)
and non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), while avelumab is recently been approved for
the treatment of metastatic Merkel-cell carcinoma (MCC). All these therapeutics are of
the human IgG1 isotype, but atezolizumab and durvalumab also contain mutations that
render them Fc silent. It will be interesting to see whether avelumab will yield similar
results as atezolizumab and durvalumab in UC and NSCLC in the clinical trials that are
currently ongoing.

CD47
An additional strategy to relieve immunosuppression through blockade is by targeting
the signal-regulatory protein α (SIRPα) and CD47 pathway. SIRPα is expressed on
macrophages and DCs, while CD47 is expressed by virtually all cells, but overexpressed
by malignant cells101,102. Ligation of CD47 to SIRPα reduces the phagocytic ability of
macrophages and blockade of this interaction was therefore proposed to promote the
engulfment of cancer cells by macrophages through ADCP. Initial pre-clinical studies
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demonstrated that engulfment of tumor cells could be achieved by the mere blockade
of the CD47-SIRPα axis, independent of Fc-mediated mechanisms. The use of Fab’
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fragments, F(ab’)2 fragments, single chain variable (scFv) fragments, or VHHs directed
against CD47 triggered phagocytosis and eliminated lymphoma cell lines, such as
the B-cell lymphoma cell line Raji. However, this effect of mere blockade could not be
recapitulated for various cell lines derived from T-cell lymphomas or colon carcinoma,
and the use of αCD47 antibodies with an intact Fc domain was required to achieve ADCP
in these cell lines103. This suggests engagement of activating FcγRs on macrophages is a
must for phagocytosis next to blocking CD47 signaling. In line with these results, the use
of CD47 antibodies that engage activating receptors leveraged therapy in mice carrying
patient-derived-xenografts, while F(ab’)2 fragments of these antibodies did not104.
Evidence from the clinic also suggests Fc receptor engagement is a must. The anti-CD47
constructs Hu5F9-G4, SRF231, CC-9002 and ALX148 are equipped with human IgG4 or
Fc silent backbones and showed no clinical efficacy in early clinical trials. In contrast,
TTI-621 which is equipped with the human IgG1 backbone did result in a reduction of
circulation lymphomas and reduction in skin lesions after intratumoral injection in
cutaneous T-cell lymphoma (CTL). Intravenous administration of CD47 antibodies with
human IgG1 backbone is thought to be problematic due to CD47 being expressed by
almost all cell types, thus risking increasing ADCP against non-malignant tissues. Most
likely targeting CD47 will offer benefits to patients in a blocking format in combination
with cytotoxic antitumor antibodies or as part of a bispecific system in which therapy can
be localized to malignant tissues.

Depletion of the suppressive actors
CTLA-4 antibodies
CTLA-4 is a receptor expressed by T regulatory cells (Tregs) and activated T effector
cells (Teffs), and, like PD-1, serves as an off-switch to circumvent autoimmunity or tissue
damage. CTLA-4 competes with the co-stimulatory molecule CD28 for interaction with
its ligands CD80 and CD86 on antigen-presenting cells. Where ligation of CD28 with
these ligands results in T-cell activation and proliferation, CTLA4 binding results in
T-cell dysfunction105. The therapeutic efficacy of CTLA-4 antibodies was first thought to
be solely dependent on the Fab’ mediated blockade of inhibitory signaling to promote
CD28 ligation and T-cell activation. However, recent preclinical and clinical evidence
suggest that Fc mediated mechanisms are major determinants in leveraging therapy106.
The use of human αCTLA-4 Fc variants in transgenic mice expressing the human Fc
receptors revealed that human IgG1 or human IgG2 do not result in distinct differences in
tumor control. However, implementing Fc residue substitutions (SDALIE) that increased
FcγR affinity results in superior tumor control, underlined by tumor eradication and
durable responses in mice. In stark contrast, the use of Fc residue substitution N279A
that abrogated FcγR engagement resulted in a sharp loss in antibody activity and tumor
control.
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In the clinic, the depletion of tumor-infiltrating Tregs could not be directly established
as the therapeutic mechanism of action for ipilimumab107. But the link between
patient response and presence of activating FcR polymorphisms does suggest FcR
engagement is indeed central to efficacious CTLA-4 treatment106. Other clinical support
for the importance of engaging activating FcRs can be derived in the relative success of
ipilimumab over tremelimumab in the clinic. Both these antibodies target overlapping
epitopes on CTLA-4, but have different Fc domains. Ipilimumab is of the human IgG1
backbone (high A/I FcγR binding ratio) has been approved for the treatment of melanoma,
colorectal cancer, and renal cell carcinoma108–110. In contrast, tremelimumab is of the
human IgG2 backbone (low A/I FcγR binding ratio) and has so far failed to meet its primary
endpoints in clinical studies for melanoma and mesothelioma111,112.

OX40, 4-1BB, GITR, and CD25 targeted depletion
CTLA-4 and PD-L1 are not the only immune checkpoint expressed by T-cells that can
leverage therapy through implementation of an Fc domain with high A/I FcγR binding
ratio. Preclinical studies for antibodies targeting OX40113, 4-1BB114, GITR115,116 and CD25117
suggest that these antibodies can increase their activity through Treg depletion.

Agonistic antibodies
Instead of employing an activating Fc domain to increase activity of depleting antibodies,
one can employ an inhibitory Fc domain to enhance the agonistic potential of certain
antibodies. Agonistic antibodies developed to either target co-stimulatory molecules
such as CD40118,119, OX40120, 4-1BB121, GITR122 and CD27123 on immune cells for stimulation,
or target death receptors (DRs) such as DR4, DR5, or Fas on malignant cells to promote
apoptosis123. Activation of these surface molecules, all belonging to the tumor necrosis
factor receptor (TNFR) family, depends on receptor clustering at the cell surface after
binding their associated ligand. Engagement of inhibitory FcγRIIb by TNFR targeting
antibodies provides a scaffold for antibody cross-linking, allowing for receptor
multimerization and subsequent activation of the downstream signaling pathways.
Therefore, antibodies targeting TNFRs are highly dependent on the correct engagement
to FcγRIIb for their agonistic activity. This multimerization via FcγRIIb occurs in trans,
meaning another cell must bind the constant domains to multimerize the TNFRs.
In the context of agonistic potential, antibodies targeting CD40 have been used as a
frequent model to study agonism. The antibody CP-870,893 is among the strongest
agonistic antibodies targeting human CD40 but only showed modest antitumor activity
in early phase clinical studies124–126. In humanized mice, the modest activity of CP-870,893
was shown to originate from its human IgG2 backbone, which harbors a low affinity for
the FcγRIIb receptor. By replacing human IgG2 with human IgG1 for increased FcγRIIb
engagement, the anti-tumor activity of CP-870,893 could be significantly strengthened
in vivo127.
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Recent studies also indicated a profound role of the CH1/Hinge regions in establishing
superior agonism, which is FcγRIIb independent. The presence of a particular
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configuration of human IgG2 isotype which locks the Fab’ binding regions in a more rigid
conformation increased the agonistic potential of a CD40 antibody128. Moreover, an
elegant study that studied different CD40 antibody constructs in which the CH1 and hinge
region were swapped, demonstrated that the human IgG2 CH1 and hinge were superior
in leveraging agonistic activity by locking the Fab’ arms in a more rigid conformation129.
By combining these regions with the V11 mutations in the CH2 and CH3 led to the
superagonistic activity of CD40 and DR5 antibodies. Likely, the higher rigidity ensures
that the targeted receptors are kept in conformation, strengthening the intracellular
signaling in the target cells.

Antibody-mediated delivery of antigens to DCs
Besides using naked antibodies to mediate effector functions, one can utilize antibodies
as a delivery system to provide DCs with tumor-specific antigens to kick-start adaptive
immune responses. DCs are currently exploited as cellular vaccines in cancer patients
to elicit potent humoral and cellular T-cell responses to induce or augment anti-tumor
immunity130. In vivo delivery of tumor antigen to DCs is proposed to be advantageous over
cellular vaccination for a multitude of reasons, but mainly thought to be more effective as
ex vivo generation of cellular vaccines involves laborious cultivating procedures that may
affect their immune-stimulating capacities131. Antibodies targeting endocytic receptors,
such as DEC205, CLEC9a and DC-SIGN, have been used in a preclinical setting to deliver
tumor antigen to DCs, which in turn evoked potent anti-tumor responses132–144. In the
clinic, the vaccine CDX-1401 is evaluated to harness T-cell immunity in cancer patients.
CDX-1401 consists of an antibody conjugate that targets the cancer-testis antigen NYESO-1 towards the DC lectin DEC205 and is co-administered to patients with an adjuvant
for DC activation. Patients expressing NY-ESO-1+ tumors generated humoral and cellular
immunity against the antigen after treatment with CDX-1401. Moreover, of the eight
patients who received immune checkpoint inhibitors after CDX-1401 administration,
six experienced tumor regression145. These results highlight the potential of directing
vaccines towards DCs in vivo.
The role of Fc domain in antigen delivery by antibodies has not been well studied.
Most argue that interaction with FcR on non-targeted DCs would result in less efficient
delivery, thus would best be avoided146–148. On the other hand, most FcγRs are incapable
of interacting with monomeric antibody149 while the high-affinity FcRs are unavailable
for binding due to the excess of monomeric IgG in circulation150, thus the effect of
a-specific uptake could be insignificant in the context of antibody-mediated antigen
delivery. As related Fc-mediated uptake of antibody-antigen complexes does play a role
of significance in the downstream processing of the opsonized antigen151, it could be
advantageous to implement FcR engaging Fc domains in targeted antigen delivery. FcRn
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and TRIM21 are important regulators in the intracellular pathway for antigen processing
and subsequent presentation to T-cells152–154. Antigen cross-presentation and subsequent
CD8+ T-cell priming by DCs can be augmented by implementing residue substitutions
that increased TRIM21 affinity in antibodies used for antigen opsonization155. Such
mutations are likely to increase CD8+ T-cell responses after antibody-mediated delivery
of antigen to DCs.

Alternative antibody classes for immunotherapy
The dominance of IgG-based antibody therapeutics in the clinic is striking. The existence
of other immunoglobulin classes, each with unique properties, associated Fc receptors,
and intrinsic immune capabilities, warrants their investigation for certain therapeutic
applications.
Although IgE is associated with allergy and possibly anaphylactic shocks, there are
interesting features regarding this isotype that warrant the investigation of IgE antibodies
as anti-cancer therapeutics156,157. Specifically, IgE interacts only with activating FcεRs
and – in contrast to IgG – does not interact with an inhibitory receptor. As the high-affinity
FcεR is also expressed by human macrophages and monocytes, these effector cells can
be effectively licensed for antitumor activity. In preclinical studies, antibodies targeting
the tumor-associated folate alpha receptor (FRα), CD20, HER2 and EGFR have shown
superior anti-tumor activity compared to their IgG counterparts. One mouse-human
IgE chimera, MOv18, is currently in phase I investigation in patients with advanced solid
tumors of which the first results are expected to come out in early 2020 (NCT02546921).
Besides its use as a therapeutic antibody, IgE could be a valid isotype for tumor antigen
delivery to DCs to potentiate tumor antigen-specific T-cell responses158. Antigen
opsonized by antibodies can be encapsulated, processed, and presented by DCs through
binding FcRs, resulting in the presentation of the antigen derived peptides in MHCI and
II towards respectively CD4+ and CD8+ T-cells. Opsonization of tumor antigen with IgE
led to enhanced cross-priming to CD8+ T-cell responses compared to opsonization
with IgG1, resulting in enhanced tumor activity in vivo. This enhanced response is
mediated through interaction with the high-affinity FcεRI receptor which leads to more
efficient uptake by DCs than seen with the FcγRs mediated uptake. Moreover, while DCs
normally require the presence of additional danger signals, such as TLR ligands, to elicit
effective CTL responses, when the IgE/FcεR axis utilized no adjuvant was required for
DC maturation. These results indicate that the use of IgE/FcεR pathway is an attractive
option for targeted vaccination strategies.
IgA has also been investigated as an alternative isotype for the development of more
potent therapeutics as it is known as an effective recuiter of neutrophils for anti-tumor
immunity159,160. IgG-based therapeutics are also capable of interacting with neutrophils
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via FcγRs, but IgA-mediated recruitment through FcαR has been demonstrated to be far
superior in antitumor ativity161–163. This effect if IgA is attributed to the release of LT4B upon

1

binding FcαR, which is a potent chemoattractant for neutrophils and results in a massive
invasion of these effector cells at the tumor site. So far, studies in transgenic mice
carrying human FcαR have demonstrated the therapeutic potential of IgA antibodies
targeting CD20164, HER2165 and EGFR166. Still, the suitability of IgA as cancer therapeutic is
questionable as, in its current form, IgA has a short half-life in circulation.

Augmentation of antibody function through Fc design
The realization that Fc receptor engagement has direct consequences for the therapeutic
efficacy led to extensive research, investigating mutant Fc variants with an increased or
diminished affinity for Fc receptors. This has led to the description of numerous mutant
Fc variants that can enhance or diminish effector functions of antibodies, of which some
are currently employed in the clinic (Fig. 6).
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Figure 6 Complementing antibody specificity with function by Fc design. Therapeutic antibodies require different mechanisms of actions depending on the nature of target addressed.
This mechanism of action can divided into depleting of target cells, stimulation through agonism,
blockade of certain pathways, and delivery of payload, and can be complemented by choosing
the correct isotype with augmenting mutations to push the A:I ratio in a certain direction or
complete negate Fc receptor interaction.

Antibodies that directly engage malignant cells strongly depend on their capacity
to recruit effector cells via activating FcγRs. Multiple combinations of mutations
have been described that increase affinity for these receptors, increasing the ADCC
capacity. Especially, the amino acid substitutions consisting of G236A/S239D/A330L/
I332E (GASDALIE) or combinations thereof have been widely used to increase FcγRIIIa
affinity and augment ADCC167–170. Implementation of these mutations in trastuzumab
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and rituximab resulted in a 2 log fold increase in ADCC in preclinical studies. Another Fc
variant with F243L/A292P/Y300L/V305D/P396L (variant 18) mutations increases affinity
for FcγRIIIa and FcγRIIa while keeping FcγRIIb affinity at a minimum171. These mutations
have been incorporated in the antibody margetuximab, which targets the same epitope
on HER2 as trastuzumab. The two antibodies have been recently compared in phase III
in which margetuximab increased median duration of progression-free survival97. The
use of asymmetrical mutations, meaning two heavy chains harboring distinct enhancing
amino acid substitutions, has also been shown to significantly improve ADCC in vitro172.
Besides the use of amino acid residue mutations, defucosylation of the attached glycan
of N297 results in a significant increase of affinity for FcγRIIIa173.
Augmentation of CDC activity can be achieved by implementing amino acid substitutions
that increase the affinity for C1q, including the K326W/E333S mutations and S267E/
H268F/S234T174,175. IgG3 is the IgG isotype most potent in enhancing CDC, but not
suitable for therapeutic application due to its short half-life and issues in clinical-grade
production. Still, the potency for CDC can be harnessed by combining the CH2 and CH3
of IgG3 with the hinge and CH1 of human IgG1. Affinity for C1q can also be increased by
implementing mutations E345K or E430G that enforce hexamerization upon antigen
binding on the cell surface176. This configuration allows for efficient docking of C1q,
increasing complement activation significantly. As with ADCC, modulation of the N297
glycan can also be performed to improve CDC activity. However, in the case for CDC
augmentation galactosylation (not defucosylation) of the attached glycan is required to
increase affinity for C1q.
Agonistic antibodies benefit from mutations that increase the cross-linking of the
targeted receptors, especially through the engagement of the FcγRIIb receptor.
Residue mutations that increase affinity for this receptor comprise S267E/L328F (SELF)
or a combination of E233D/G237D/H268D/P271G/A330R (V12) substitutions and have
been shown to augment the agonistic potential of antibodies targeting DRs, CD40 and
4-1BB177,178. Enforcing antibody multimerization upon binding is another approach to
increase intracellular signaling and enhance the agonistic potential of TNFR targeting
antibodies129,177,179.
Although most engineering approaches are heavily focused on Fc modifications that
increase FcγR engagement, in some situations it is beneficial to abrogate Fc effector
function entirely. In cases where antibodies deliver payloads, are used as an imaging tool,
or function as pure antagonists, FcγR engagement is detrimental to the antibody function.
In these instances, the target cell are exploited rather than destroyed. Moreover,
engagement with different receptors could lead to unwanted uptake via a-specific FcγR
binding. To remove effector functions, the most common amino acid substitutions used
are directed against N297 to remove the associated glycan which is crucial for Fc-FcγR
interactions, as well as L234A/L235A substitutions, or combinations thereof180–182.
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Rational timing to optimize combinational treatments

1

Although the use of immune checkpoint inhibitors has been successful in the treatment
of previously untreatable malignancies, a majority of patients do not respond to immune
checkpoint inhibition in common cancer types such as breast, colon and prostate cancer.
To further increase the number of patients that can benefit from this therapy, the use of
combination treatment regimens is being pursued in the clinic. Although combination
treatment can leverage additional therapy, as demonstrated by the success of combining
nivolumab and ipilimumab, efficacy may be further enhanced by given the right antibody
at the right time.
The different mechanisms of action that agonistic, blocking and depleting antibodies
employ are complementary in the sense that they impact different actors that play their
part in the manifestation and cultivation of the tumors. Antibodies targeting the PD-1/
PD-L1 axis can alleviate the suppressive signaling, but still require the pre-existence of
tumor-specific T-cells to take effect. Depleting antibodies do the same by eliminating
those cells that are immunosuppressive, but often also reduce the effector populations
that should carry out anti-tumor immunity. Agonistic antibodies can expand and activate
existing tumor-specific T-cells and even generate subsequent waves of T-cells that
target different tumor-specific antigens, but are often ineffective due to the suppressive
tumor microenvironment. As with all treatments, it takes time before the effect of these
different antibodies takes place, and one should consider the most optimal timing for
the engagement of all these mechanisms to generate the most potent therapy. Indeed,
recent research highlights the importance of sequential immunotherapeutic therapies
over concurrent administration to obtain an optimized therapeutic effect.
Messenheimer et al. demonstrated that simultaneous administration of anti-OX40 and
anti-PD-1 was less effective than treatment with OX40 or PD-1 treatment alone in mice
models183. However, when delaying the administration of αPD-1, therapeutic efficacy was
significantly increased leading to superior tumor control in different mouse models. In
contrast, the use of PD-1 treatment first, followed by OX40 treatment diminished the
benifical effects of OX40. The simultaneous PD-1 and OX40 treatment was shown to
induce a strong burst in T-cell proliferation in the tumor, but this effect was short-lived
due to sharp increase in cytokines that induced T-cell exhaustion. In the regimen in which
administration of anti-PD-1 was delayed, the rapid expansion of T-cells was also seen
but did not lead to the sharp cytokine increase, allowing for T-cell mediated anti-tumor
activity. Moreover, as OX-40 stimulation does lead to increased CD40L expression in
effector memory T-cells and diminished secretion of immunosuppressive IL-10 by Tregs,
OX40 antibodies can indirectly enable the activation and migration from the tumor sites
to the draining lymph nodes to kick-start novel antigen-specific tumor responses.
Other evidence for first generating tumor-specific T-cell responses followed by checkpoint
inhibition comes from a study combining DC vaccination with HER2 epitopes with PD-1
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treatment in a breast cancer model184. Compared to PD-1 treatment or DC vaccination
alone and concurrent treatment, only sequential generation of T-cells responses through
vaccination, followed by PD-1 checkpoint inhibition significantly delayed tumor growth.
Equipping a 4-1BB antibody with different Fc backbones and using these sequentially
instead of simultaneously resulted in a synergistic effect. Buchan et al demonstrated
that using the depleting murine IgG2a variant of 4-1BB resulted in efficient depletion of
Tregs, promoting survival in mouse models. Using the murine IgG1 backbone resulted
in the strongest agonistic potential, but did not confer therapy in vivo. Combining both
4-1BB antibody versions simultaneously, significantly dampened the therapeutic efficacy
comparing to using the depleting antibody alone, likely as the mIgG1 competed with
mIgG2a for available activating FcγRs, decreasing the number of Tregs depleted. By
first using the depleting mIgG2a variant to eliminate existing Tregs and then using the
agonistic mIgG1 variant to generate a new wave of activated CD8+ T-cells, increased the
activity and resulted in stronger tumor control than seen with sole mIgG2a treatment114.
In the clinic, a phase II study investigated sequential treatment regimens with nivolumab
followed by ipilimumab or vice versa in advanced melanoma, extended with maintenance
PD-1 therapy185. It has been suggested that ipilimumab treatment could turn the tumor
more susceptible for PD-1 therapy, as the number of T-cell infiltrates in the tumor and
IFNy levels are increased in the tumor microenvironment, leading to increased PD-L1
expression. High PD-L1 levels in the tumor have been associated with better patient
outcome in nivolumab monotherapy. However, the study demonstrated the opposite
from what was expected and nivolumab followed by ipilimumab exhibited a greater
12-month survival (76%) than the reverse sequence (54%). Compared to concurrent
treatment regimens in other studies, the toxicity, as well as efficacy compared to the
nivolumab followed by ipilimumab, was comparable and the authors postulated that
the fast switch between the two drugs could be similar to concurrent treatment as the
occupancy of nivolumab on PD-1 of circulating T-cells is 72% for at least 59 days, with
PD-1 blockade persisting without detectable nivolumab in serum.
Together these studies highlight the importance of studying the concept of timing in
antibody-based treatments with different mechanisms of action. Where timing has
always taken an important role in the study design of complementing chemotherapy,
radiotherapy and direct tumor targeting treatment regimens, this concept has not yet
been vigorously pursued in combining agonistic antibodies with checkpoint inhibition. As
more and more novel agents with complementary targets and modes of action are being
developed for cancer immunotherapy, it could be fruitful to investigate in which order
these different antibody-based therapies would leverage maximal therapy.
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Scope and outline of this thesis

1

The efficacy of targeted antibody therapeutics is dictated by the constant domains that
form the Fc domain. Therefore it is paramount to investigate antibodies against a target
of interest in different isotype formats to establish its therapeutic potential in different
in vitro and in vivo models. Despite hybridoma technology being a dominant force for
over four decades in the discovery of novel antibody therapeutics, it lacks the flexibility
to adjust the antibody blueprint and for immunologic interrogation of different isotypes.
Therefore, researchers rely on other technologies that are sub-optimal, laborious and
costly, hampering the development of novel antibody therapeutics.
The recent introduction of CRISPR/Cas9 (clustered regularly interspaced short
palindromic repeat - CRISPR-associated protein 09) technology has leveraged a plethora
of exciting opportunities in science, medicine and biotechnology186. This technique,
derived from the natural adaptive immune of archaea and bacteria, allows the generation
of genomic double-stranded breaks (DSB) in the target gene of interest with extreme
precision and efficiency. These DSBs can be repaired via classical repair systems,
being the error-prone NHEJ or the accurate homology-directed repair (HDR). The latter
mechanism functions by using a sequence that is highly homologous to the damaged
locus as a repair template. By targeting Cas9 to a locus of interest while simultaneously
offering repair templates with a donor sequence insertion, one can modify the targeted
locus by design. Implementing CRISPR/HDR strategy in hybridomas would allow the
flexibility in tailoring the Fc domain by design, adding another layer of flexibility to h
ybridoma technology.
This thesis investigates the use of CRISPR/HDR to lift the genetic constraints of
hybridoma technology and reframe hybridoma produced antibody in the format of
choice.
Chapter 2 demonstrates the feasibility of using Cas9 assisted HDR (CRISPR/HDR) to
reprogram the IgH locus of hybridomas. Cas9 was directed within the hinge region of
hybridomas to enforce double-stranded breaks, which was resolved using a donor
construct that implements tags for chemoenzymatic modification and affinity purification.
The resulting recombinant hybridomas secrete Fab’ fragments that are stable, retain
antigen specificity and can be site-specifically labeled via sortase-mediated ligation.
Furthermore, a sequential CRISPR/HDR strategy is demonstrated in which the heavy and
light are modified to yield Fab’ fragments which can be dual site-specifically labeled for
the generation of multifunctional Fab’ molecules.
In Chapter 3 the CRISPR/HDR toolbox is expanded by adding the ability to adjust the
complete Fc domain of hybridoma produced antibodies. To this purpose, the intronic
region upstream of the expressed constant domains is targeted and the DSB resolved
by employing a genetrap strategy that allows the instalment of different (mutant)
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Fc domains together with gene elements that confer antibiotic-resistant. Antibiotic
pressure following co-transfection of the Cas9 and donor construct enriched for
recombinant hybridomas secreting antibodies with the Fc domain of choice. These Fc
variants exhibited their proprietary biological functions as each Fc variant engages its
cognate FcγR, retains antigen specificity and displays the associated effector functions
in vitro and in vivo.
In Chapter 4, a hybridoma in the field of immune-oncology is repurposed by employing
the CRISPR/HDR strategy. Tregs still pose a major hurdle for effective cancer immunotherapy by cultivating an immunosuppressive environment within established tumors.
CD25 is a highly expressed marker on Tregs and has been used to deplete this cell type
via antibody-mediated therapy, but to no success. In preclinical studies examining CD25
mediated Treg depletion the antibody PC-61 has been widely used. However, the rat
IgG1 isotype of this particular clone render the antibody sub-optimal for the mediation
of effector functions. CRISPR/HDR editing of the PC-61 parental hybridoma allowed
reframing of the αCD25 in an Fc domain optimal for mediating effector functions, as
demonstrated in Chapter 4. When we used the resulting antibody, αCD25-m2a, in tumor
challenging experiments we observed efficient Treg depletion in the tumor, lymph
nodes and blood. Moreover, αCD25-m2a synergized with αPD-L1 treatment resulting in
significant tumor eradication and increased survival.
Cellular DC vaccination has been investigated as an immunotherapeutic cancer treatment
and has been demonstrated to be safe and effective in the generation of tumor-specific
T-cell responses. However, due to the complexities in generating these autologous
vaccines, significant efforts have been taken to develop off-the-shelf nanovaccines to
replace the current therapy to deliver vaccine cargo to DCs directly in vivo. Antibodymediated-targeting of such nanovaccines towards DCs potentiates their therapeutic
efficacy in preclinical research. To advance this targeted strategy towards the clinic the
optimization of each vaccine component must be clinically sound. One challenge is the
murine origin of the antibodies used as it is associated with immunogenicity. Chapter 5
describes the process of antibody humanization of the antibodies targeting CLEC9A
and DC-SIGN by combining germline identification with phage display. Based on residue
difference in the murine framework and closest human germline a phage library was
constructed and used to find a balance between affinity and humanization. From a pool
of humanized and affinity matured clones, we assembled two panels of antibodies with at
least 90% human identity with similar or increased avidity to the original clone.
In Chapter 6 of this thesis, the findings obtained during the generation of the CRISPR/
HDR hybridoma platform and antibody humanization for DC focused immunotherapy are
summarized and discussed in the context of existing literature.
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Abstract
Fab’ fragments are widely used in the development of novel antibody-based therapeutics
and diagnostics. However, available methods to produce Fab’ fragments are limited
and sub-optimal, hampering the application of Fab’ fragments in the research setting.
Here, we demonstrate a CRISPR/HDR strategy to convert the expression of hybridomas
from full-length antibodies to Fab’ fragments by targeting the hinge region in the heavy
chain locus and incorporate useful tags for site-specific labeling. The strategy is robust
and versatile, yielding multiple Fab’ secreting cell lines using both rat and mouse
hybridomas after a single nucleofection event. Furthermore, by applying this strategy
on the c-terminus of the light chain, we were able to equip both heavy and light chains
with orthogonal chemo-enzymatic tags. As the approach is versatile, robust and simple,
we believe CRISPR/HDR engineering represents an attractive new strategy to obtain an
inexhaustive source of Fab’ fragment for pre-clinical research.
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Introduction
Antigen-binding fragment (Fab’) are monovalent molecules which contain the variable
binding domains of monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), but lack the constant domains that
constitute the Fc domain. As a result, these targeting moieties behave functionally different
than their parental counterparts. Fab’ fragments do not exercise immune effector functions,
are insusceptible to Fc-mediated uptake by scavenger cells, have a short circulation time,

2

and are more efficient in penetrating tissue1,2. These properties have made Fab’ fragments
attractive tools for certain applications in research3, diagnostics4,5 and therapeutics6.
Conventional strategies to produce Fab’ fragments are laborious, costly and inefficient.
The traditional method; enzymatic digestion with papain of the parental antibody7,
results in a heterogeneous product as the particular cleavage sites differ between
antibodies. Therefore, this approach requires extensive optimization procedures for
each antibody clone before a uniform product can be obtained8. Moreover, to separate
and isolate the Fab’ fragment from the Fc and papain, multiple purification steps
are required, resulting in an inefficient process in which valuable starting product is
lost9. An alternative approach to obtain these Fab’ fragments is through recombinant
production in transient expression systems. However, the use of these systems requires
prior knowledge regarding the sequence of the variable regions of the heavy and light
chain, which is often unavailable. The transient expression also often requires extensive
optimization procedures before satisfying yields can be obtained through repeated
production cycles. These limitations hamper the effective production of Fab’ fragments
and their use in research applications.
The use of stable cell lines is an attractive strategy to produce a protein of interest. Cell lines
can be cultivated at low cost, while protein is continuously secreted in large quantities,
delivering a steady supply of protein. Cell lines that produce monoclonal antibodies are
widely available in the form of hybridomas. These immortal cells are the result of a fusion
between a myeloma cell line and a B-cell derived from an immunized animal. The resulting
hybridoma will secrete antibodies against the target used for immunization in large
quantities10,11. As hybridoma technology pioneered the field of mAb development a wealth
of validated hybridoma cell lines is available for a wide range of targets. However, as the
constant domains that constitute the Fc domain are genetically engraved in hybridomas,
production of Fab’ fragments by these cell lines was, until recently, impossible.
The introduction of clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat (CRISPR)
– CRISPR associated protein 09 (CRISPR/Cas9) technology has made precise genomic
engineering incredibly easy and opened up a plethora of opportunities in the field of
research, industry and medicine12. We hypothesize that we could exploit CRISPR/Cas9 to
target the IgH locus in hybridomas in combination with homology-directed repair (HDR)
to obtain cell lines secreting vast amounts of Fab’ fragments with c-terminal tags for sitedirected ligation or purification purposes.
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Results
Rat hybridoma conversion to Fab’ secreting cell lines via CRISPR/HDR
For generating Fab’ secreting hybridomas via CRISPR/HDR we hypothesized that the
introduction of a stop codon in the hinge region would result in a truncated, monovalent
antibody fragment without an Fc domain. To this end, we selected the hybridoma clone
NLDC-145 which secrets mAbs of the rat IgG2a (rIgG2a) isotype and binds murine DEC205
(Fig. 1A, B). DEC205 is an endocytic receptor that is abundantly expressed by dendritic
cells (DCs), and employed as a target for various in vivo vaccination strategies13,14. To edit
the heavy chain locus (IgH) of NLDC-145 we used a guide RNA (gRNA-rH) which guides
Cas9 to the rIgG2a hinge region (Fig. S1). To resolve the resulting double stranded break,
we designed a donor construct (Table S1) that would insert the LPETGG sortag motif15,
his-tag motif, and stop codon within the hinge upon HDR, and included a blasticidin-S
deaminase (Bsr) gene to enrich for hybridomas which successfully integrated the donor
construct.
We transfected NLDC-145 hybridoma cells with the Fab’ donor construct and the Cas9
PX459 vector containing gRNA-rH. After blasticidin selection, we assessed whether
knock-in of the donor construct was successful by genomic PCR, using a forward primer
that hybridizes upstream of the 5’ homologous arm and a reverse primer specific for the
HDR construct. An amplicon was only observed for the transfected hybridoma population,
indicating genomic integration of the donor construct at the correct site (Fig. 1C). After
one week of cultivation, we performed a limiting dilution on the blasticidin resistant cells
to obtain monoclonal hybridomas. We used the supernatant of these monoclonal cell
suspensions to determine antigen specificity and phenotype of the secreted product. We
first stained JAWSII, a DEC205 expressing cell line, with the supernatant from each clone
and performed subsequent secondary staining for the his-tag and the parental rIgG2a
heavy chain (HC). Flow cytometry analysis revealed that a large fraction of monoclonal
hybridomas was successfully engineered (Fig. 1D). From the 76 clones we obtained,
47 (62%) clones were his-tag positive, indicating production of Fab’ fragment with a
C-terminal his-tag. Furthermore, only a single clone (clone 48, Fig. 1D) was positive for the
original rIgG2a isotype, displaying the high efficacy of our selection method. To validate
the flow cytometry results we performed a Western Blot for the heavy and light chain on
the supernatant of clones 47 to 52 (Fig. 1E). The four clones that were his-tagpos rIgG2aneg
by flow cytometric analysis, secreted a smaller HC that was his-tag positive, confirming
production of his-tagged Fab’ fragments by these clones. Clone 48 (his-tagneg, rIgG2apos)
retained its expression of the rat heavy chain, while for clone 47 (his-tagneg, rIgG2aneg), only
rat light chain could be observed. When we used another gRNA (gRNA_rH2) to convert
hybridomas to Fab’ fragment producing cell lines, we again confirmed genetic integration
and production of Fab’ fragment via flow cytometry (Fig. S2), indicating that gRNAs
targeting alternative sites in the Hinge region can be used to generate Fab’ hybridomas.
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Figure 1 Generation of Fab’ fragment secreting cell lines through CRISPR/HDR editing of rat
IgG2a hybridoma NLDC-145. (A) Schematic representation of the CRISPR/HDR approach to convert
wildtype rat IgG2a hybridomas to Fab’ fragment producing cell lines. (B) Shown is the targeted
IgH locus of NLDC-145 with the variable region (VH) and constant regions (CH1, Hinge, CH2, CH3,)
annotated. Cas9 is guided by gRNA-rH to hinge region and creates a double stranded break before
the first cysteine. The double stranded break is subsequently repaired by homology directed repair
via the donor construct, consisting of; a sortag and his-tag motif (srt-his), an internal ribosomal entry
site (IRES), blasticidin-resistance gene(Bsr), polyA transcription termination signal (pA) and homology
arms (5’ HA, 3’ HA). The first 10 amino acids of the hinge, before and after successful CRISPR/HDR
are indicated. (C) Ten days after electroporation PCR was performed on genomic DNA from WT and
CRISPR/HDR targeted population using primers fwd.r2a and rev.bsr (Fig. 1B). Agarose gel shows
amplicon of expected size exclusively for the CRISPR/HDR targeted population, indicating correct
integration of the donor construct within the population. (D) After limiting dilution of CRISPR/
HDR targeted cells, a flow cytometry screen was performed on the supernatant of monoclonal cell
suspensions. To this end, DEC-205 expressing cells (JAWSII) were incubated with clonal supernatants
in combination with secondary antibodies against his-tag (blue) or rat IgG2a (red). Exclusive his-tag
signal indicates production of Fab’ fragments. (E) Immunoblotting of the supernatant of clone 47-52
for his-tag (blue) and rat heavy and light chain (red) confirms flow cytometry results. (F) Competition
assay, JAWSII were incubated with a serial dilution (150µg/mL-20ng/mL) of either purified Fab’DEC205
(blue), αDEC205 mAb (red), or an isotype control (grey) in combination with 1µg/mL of fluorescently
labelled αDEC205 mAb. Decrease in mean fluorescent intensity relates to increase in competition for
DEC205 binding with fluorescent labelled αDEC205 mAb. n=3, mean ± s.e.m
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Figure 2 Sortase mediated ligation of hybridoma derived Fab’DEC205 fragments. (A)
Schematic demonstrating sortase-mediated ligation of sortagable Fab’ fragments. Fab’DEC205
is equipped with the c-terminal sortag motif LPETGG (1) which serves as a substrate for the
transpeptidase sortase. Sortase recognized the LPETGG motif and cleaves the peptide bond
between the threonine and glycine, resulting in a thioacyl intermediate (2). A nucleophilic
probe subsequently attacks the thioacyl intermediate, resulting in a final product in which
the nucleophilic probe is attached to the initial substrate (3). (B) Synthesized fluorescence
nucleophilic probe MV4 to visualize sortase mediated ligation. (C) Using Fab’DEC205 as a
substrate, we can quantitatively functionalize the Fab’ fragment through sortase mediated
ligation with the fluorescently labelled probe MV4.

For further characterization of the secreted Fab′DEC205–sortag–his-tag (hereafter
referred as Fab′DEC205srt), we selected one clone (hereafter referred as Fab′ hybridoma)
of which the heavy chain sequence was validated by Sanger sequencing. After the
expansion of the Fab′ hybridoma, Fab′DEC205srt was easily isolated from the supernatant
with high purity via Ni-NTA gravity flow protein purification.
To assess whether the Fab′DEC205srt retained antigen specificity, we performed a
competitive binding assay. We used a fixed concentration of fluorescently labeled
parental NLDC-145 mAb in combination with increasing concentrations of Fab′DEC205srt,
unlabeled NLDC-145 mAb, and an isotype control antibody (Fig. 1F). Contrary to the
isotype control, Fab′DEC205srt and NLDC-145 mAb competed for DEC205 binding
with the fluorescent mAb in a dose-dependent manner, indicating that the CRISPR-
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engineered Fab′srt binds the same epitope and that antigen specificity is not affected by
our CRISPR/HDR approach. The lower EC50 (half-maximum effective concentration) of
the Fab′ fragment compared to NLDC- 145 is in line with the difference in avidity between
monovalent Fab′ and bivalent mAb. Moreover, when we compared the EC50 of the
Fab’DEC205 with a recombinantly produced Fab’ fragment with the N-terminal domains
of NLDC-145 we observed EC50 values in the same order of magnitude (Fig. S3).

2

In contrast to conventional proteolytic cleavage to obtain Fab′ fragments, CRISPR/
HDR engineering allows the inclusion of various tags. Besides the his-tag to facilitate
purification, we introduced a C-terminal sortag (LPETGG) for chemoenzymatic conjugation using the sortase enzyme (Fig. 2A). Unlike classical stochastic chemical conjugation strategies, the sortag facilitates site-specific coupling of cargo to mAbs to obtain a
homogeneous end product, without the danger of compromising the N-terminal binding
region16,17. To show the sortag functionality of Fab′DEC205srt, we used a fluorescently
labeled sortase substrate probe MV4 (GGGCK(FAM); Fig. 2B) and (fluorescent) SDS–
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) analysis. When Fab′DEC205srt was
exposed to 3M sortase (a mutated sortase for higher conversion efficacy)18 alone, the
heavy chain C-terminal sortag, his-tag was hydrolyzed, resulting in a lower molecular
weight heavy chain product (Fig. 2C). However, in the presence of the fluorescent sortase
probe, the reaction gave conversion to a slightly higher molecular weight fluorescently
labeled Fab′DEC205 heavy chain with high efficiency as judged by SDS-PAGE, proving
the functionality of the sortase recognition motif introduced using our CRISPR/HDR
approach.
After successfully converting NLDC-145 to recombinant hybridomas producing fully
functional Fab′DEC205srt, we applied the same strategy to other hybridomas of interest
in the field of immune-oncology. We generated Fab′ hybridomas against murine CD40
(clone FGK45.5)19, programmed death 1 (PD-1; clone RMP-14)20 and programmed death
ligand-1 (PD-L1; clone MIH5)21. The resulting Fab′ fragments were purified and sitespecifically modified to obtain fluorescently labeled Fab′ fragments (Fig S4). No decline
in antibody production was observed for each CRISPR/HDR-engineered hybridoma
over an extended period (1 to 3 years). Furthermore, the antigen-binding and sortagging
capability of engineered antibodies between batches remained similar, indicating the
long-term stability of the CRISPR/HDR modified hybridomas. Together, these results
demonstrate that our CRISPR/HDR Fab′ hybridoma engineering approach is effective in
generating an inexhaustible source of Fab′ fragment

Sequential heavy and light chain engineering in murine hybridomas
Antibody molecules are widely used for conjugated delivery of cytotoxic payloads,
radioactive agents, and/or imaging probes to malignant cells. Classical antibody
conjugation is characterized by non-stochastic labeling that often results in a
heterogeneous end-product. The ability to site-specifically label antibodies at two
specific sites would be an attractive strategy, as it leverages flexibility to conjugate
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distinct cargo/functionalities in a controlled manner. Therefore, we set out to advance
our CRISPR/HDR strategy to generate Fab’ fragments with two orthogonal sites for
specific labeling to generate multifunctional conjugates, dubbed ‘’Fab’ squared’’ (sqFab’).
We selected NKI-B20/1, which secretes mouse IgG1 (mIgG1) antibodies targeting human
CD2022, as the target hybridoma for generating sqFab’. CD20 is expressed through all
stages of B-cell development and a primary target for a plethora of antibody-based
therapeutics to treat B-cell associated malignancies23. To generate sqFab fragments we
aimed at incorporating the orthogonal sortase motifs in the heavy and light chain. These
motifs, LAETG and LPESG, serve as specific substrates for the evolved sortase enzymes
2A-9 (eSrt 2A-9) and 4S-9 (eSrt 4S-9). The LAETG motif is a substrate for eSrt 2A-9, but not
for eSrt 4S-9. Likewise, the LPESG motif is a substrate for eSrt 4S-9, but not for 2A-9. Thus
implementation of the LAETG motif on the heavy chain and LPESG motif on the light chain,
facilitates site specific conjugation of distinct probes at the both chains24.
First, we engineered the heavy chain locus of NKI-B20/1 to obtain Fab’ fragments with
a c-terminal sortag LAETGG and his-tag (Fig 3A). Contrary to the situation in rat IgG2a,
no suitable protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) sequences were found in the hinge of the
IGHG1 locus. Therefore, we opted for a gRNA that targets a PAM sequence within the CH1
region of mIgG1 (gRNA-mH, Fig S5). Similar to the situation with rat IgG2a, we designed
the donor construct to reinstall part of the hinge region conjugated to a G4S linker, the
LAETG sortag motif, his-tag and a stop codon within the open-reading-frame of CH1.
We also provided the gene elements necessary to confer resistance against blasticin
upon correct donor construct integration (Fig 3B, Table S2). After electroporation and
antibiotic selection, we confirmed genomic integration of the donor construct in the
transfected population via PCR (Fig 3C) and continued with limiting cell dilution to obtain
monoclonal cell lines. Subsequently, we used the supernatant of these monoclonal cell
suspensions to stain the Human Burkitt lymphoma cell line BJAB25, which expresses
CD20, in combination with secondary antibodies against the his-tag and murine IgG1
(Fig 3D). From the 60 clones we screened, we obtained 37 his-tag positive clones (62%).
To verify the engineered hybridoma indeed secreted Fab’ fragment (Fab’CD20) one clone
was selected and expanded. Fab’CD20 was obtained from the supernatant with high
purity via Ni-NTA gravity flow and analysed by reducing SDS-PAGE, confirming production
of Fab’ fragment (Fig 3E).
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Figure 3 CRISPR/HDR conversion of murine IgG1 hybridoma to obtain Fab’ fragment
producing cell lines. Schematic representation (A) of the CRISPR/HDR approach to convert
wildtype murine IgG1 hybridoma to Fab’ fragment producing cell line. (B) Shown is the targeted
IgH locus of NKI-B20/1 with the variable region (VH) and constant regions (CH1, Hinge, CH2,
CH3,) annotated. Cas9 is guided by gRNA-m1 to CH1 region. The resulting double stranded
break is subsequently repaired via the donor construct and installs; part of the hinge region; a
sortag and his-tag motif (srt-his), an internal ribosomal entry site (IRES), blasticidin-resistance
gene(Bsr), polyA transcription termination signal (pA) and homology arms (5’ HA, 3’ HA). The
first 10 amino acids of the hinge, before and after successful CRISPR/HDR are indicated. (C)
Ten days after electroporation PCR was performed on genomic DNA from WT and CRISPR/
HDR targeted population. Agarose gel shows amplicon of expected size exclusively for the
CRISPR/HDR targeted population, indicating correct integration of the donor construct within
the population. (D) After limiting dilution of CRISPR/HDR targeted cells, CD20 expressing cells
(BJABs) were incubated with clonal supernatants in combination with secondary antibodies
against his-tag (blue) or mIgG1 (orange) and analysed via flowcytometry. Exclusive his-tag signal
indicates production of Fab’ fragments. (E) SDS-PAGE of parental antibody and Ni-NTA purified
Fab’CD20srt.
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Figure 4 CRISPR/HDR modification of light chain locus to obtain sqFab’ hybridomas.
Schematic (A) representing the sequential CRISPR/HDR strategy to equip the LC with c-terminal
4S-9 sortag and myctag. (B) Shown is the targeted Igκ locus of NKI-B20/1 with the variable
region (VL) and constant region (Cκ) indicated. Cas9 is guided by gRNA-mκ in close proximity of
the Cκ locus. The resulting double stranded break can be subsequently repaired via the donor
construct, resulting in the installation of the 4S-9 sortag motif (LPESGG) and myctag motif (srtmyc), an internal ribosomal entry site (IRES), blasticidin-resistance gene(Bsr), polyA transcription
termination signal (pA) and homology arms (5’ HA, 3’ HA). The final amino acids of the ligh chain,
before and after successful CRISPR/HDR, are indicated. (C) Ten days after electroporation
PCR was performed on genomic DNA from WT and CRISPR/HDR targeted population. Agarose
gel shows amplicon of expected size exclusively for the CRISPR/HDR targeted population,
indicating correct integration of the donor construct within the population. (D) After limiting
dilution of CRISPR/HDR targeted cells, CD20 expressing cells (BJABs) were incubated with
clonal supernatants in combination with secondary antibodies against myctag (purple) or the
his-tag (blue) and analysed via flowcytometry. (E) SDS-PAGE of parental antibody, Fab’CD20 and
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sqFab’CD20. (F) Fluorescent labelling of the heavy chain via eSrt 2A-9 and the light chain via Srt
4S-9 of sqFab’CD20. (G) Schematic visualizing sequential site specific labelling of sqFab’CD20srt. (H) SDS page of double fluorescently labelled sqFab’CD20. (I) Competition assay, BJAB
cells were incubated with a serial dilution (150µg/mL-20ng/mL) of either purified Fab’CD20,
sqFab’CD20, sqFab’CD20-MV4, sqFab’CD20-MV4-IH2, αCD20 mAb, or an isotype control in
combination with 1µg/mL of fluorescently labelled αCD20 mAb. Decrease in mean fluorescent
intensity relates to increase in competition for CD20 binding with fluorescent labelled αCD20
mAb. n=2 (J) FACS plot of BJAB cells unstained, labelled with sqFab’CD20-MV4 and sqFab’C20MV4-IH2.

2

For sequential light chain engineering, we subsequently applied the CRISPR/HDR
strategy to target the light chain locus of the Fab’ hybridoma to generate sqFab’
hybridomas (Fig 4A, 4B). Cas9 was directed to a PAM site in proximity of the Igκ exon
(Fig S6) via gRNA-mκ. The HDR donor construct was designed in a similar fashion as
before, but now the LPESGG combined with a myc-tag would be incorporated at the
c-terminus and integration of the donor construct would now confer resistance to
puromycin (Table S4). After puromycin selection and PCR confirmation of correct donor
construct integration in the bulk population (Fig 4C), we performed limiting dilution.
Resulting monoclonal supernatants were used to stain CD20 expressing BJAB cells in
combination with αhis-tag or αmyc-tag (Fig 4D). All evaluated monoclonal cell lines
expressed double positive supernatants, suggesting the combination of the targeted
site, puromycin selection and donor construct is optimal. Again, we picked one clone
for sqFab’ fragment production and analysed the isolated sqFab’ fragments via reducing
SDS-PAGE (Fig 4E). Of note, due to the addition of the c-terminal sortag motif and his-tag
the engineered sqFab’ light chain has a higher molecular weight than the sqFab’ heavy
chain.
To confirm eSrt 2A-9 and eSrt 2S-9 mediate transpeptidase activity on their respective
substrates on the heavy and light chain, we performed separate sortase-mediated
ligation reactions with MV4 (Fig. 4F). Although the limited changes in molecular weight of
the heavy and light chain makes discrimination between the two products challenging,
the fluorescent scan confirms 4S-9 exclusively labels the LPESGG containing light chain,
while eSrt 2A-9 specifically labels the heavy chain equipped with the LAETGG motif. Of
note, the rate of hydrolysis observed when sqFab’ is incubated with eSrt alone, and the
observed fluorescent intensities suggest the conversion rate of eSrt 2A-9 is suboptimal
compared to eSrt 4S-9 (Fig S7).
We proceeded with the production of dual conjugated sqFab’CD20 with two distinct
probes. First, we ligated MV4 to the HC using eSrt 2A-9 and isolated sqFab’CD20-MV4 from
the reaction mix. Subsequently, we used eSrt 4S-9 in combination with IH2, a synthesized
probe harboring a tetramethylrhodamine dye, to label the LC. After the reaction, we
purified and analyzed the end product sqFab’CD20-MV4-IH2 via fluorescent SDS-PAGE
(Fig 4G). The detection of two separate fluorescent signals of different molecular weight
revealed specific labeling of the heavy with MV4 and light chain with IH2. To assess
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whether the addition of the two orthogonal sortags and the subsequent chemoenzymatic
modification thereof affected the affinity of these sqFab’CD20 fragments we compared
these constructs to Fab’CD20, mAb’ CD20 and control antibody in a competition assay
(Fig 4H). All sqFab’CD20 fragment constructs, labeled and unlabelled, displayed similar
inhibition curves to Fab’CD20, demonstrating that LC CRISPR/HDR engineering nor
labeling influenced antibody affinity (Fig 4I). Fab’ fragments could be used for labeling
CD20 positive cells using single (sqFab’CD20-MV4) and dual labeled sqFab’ (sqFab’CD20MV4-IH2) (Fig 4J). Notable is a small decrease in the signaling of MV4 between single and
dual labeled sqFab’, likely stemming from fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)
from carboxyfluorescein to tetramethylrhodamine after excitation. Together, these data
demonstrate that separate labeling of both heavy and light chain via orthogonal sortases
is a suitable strategy to create bifunctional targeting molecules.

Discussion
This chapter describes a CRISPR/HDR approach for the rapid engineering of hybridomas
to obtain Fab’ fragment secreting stable cell lines. We used CRISPR/HDR in the rat IgG2a
hybridoma NLDC-145 and generated multiple Fab’ secreting cell lines within the short
time frame of one month. The resulting Fab’ fragments were easily isolated, retained
their antigen specificity and could be site-specifically labeled with a fluorescent probe
through sortase-mediated ligation. The robustness of this approach was demonstrated
by applying the strategy successfully in a multitude of other hybridomas of the rat IgG2a
isotype. The approach is also versatile as we were able to adjust the CRISPR approach
simply to redesign both the heavy and light chain of a murine hybridoma. Finally, we
demonstrated that the heavy and light chain of the derived sqFab’ fragments can be
effectively labeled through orthogonal sortase-mediated-ligation, without losing affinity
for the original target. Site-specific dual-labeling of antibodies or antibody fragments
is useful in the development of novel multimodal imaging tools or drug conjugates as it
leverages a level of extra modularity.
Others also applied CRISPR/Cas9 technology to tailor the immunoglobulin genes of
hybridomas by design. Cheong et al. performed class-switching by deleting the natural S
region in IgM hybridomas and obtained Fab’ fragments by knocking-out the Fc regions in
murine IgG hybridomas using retroviral Cas9 vectors26. However, the freedom to install
useful tags is not possible with this approach, and the use of retroviral plasmids requires
specific safety requirements that are not present in every lab. The approach described
here, is the first to enable sequential modification of hybridomas to obtain recombinant
Fab’ fragments which can be site-specifically functionalized with either one chain or
orthogonally on both the heavy and light chain.
Although full-length mAb is the format of choice for the development of novel antibodybased therapeutics, more than 50 Fab’ fragments have entered clinical studies, which
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have cumulated in the FDA approval for three Fab’ fragments sofar6. These Fab’ fragments
exercise their therapeutic efficacy by blocking ligand-receptor interactions. ReoPro
(abxicimab) prevents thrombus formation27,28, Cimzia (certolizumab pegol) dampens
inflammation29, and Lucentis (ranibizumab) is used to treat neovascular wet age-related
macular degeneration30. Besides acting solely as a therapeutic, Fab’ fragments are
used as conjugates in (pre-)clinical studies for tumor imaging31,32, targeted vaccination
strategies33, generation of bispecific formats34,35, and drug delivery36. However, most of

2

these conjugates are generated using non-site-specific labeling techniques, yielding
a heterogeneous end product and risking a loss in affinity and thereby efficacy. We, by
combining orthogonal tags for sortase-mediated ligation, generated sqFab’ fragments
which can be specifically labeled at the c-termini of the heavy and light chain. Such
molecules could be of interest for the rapid generation of a large panel of drug and/or
imaging combinations to direct to a target of interest and to evaluate their localization or
cytotoxic effect.
Development of Fab’-based strategies early on in development rests, in great part, on the
ability to produce satisfying quantities of Fab’ fragment. Available methods to produce
and obtain Fab’ fragments are sub-optimal and can limit pre-clinical researchers in
applying this tool in their studies. Papain digestion of the parental antibody results in
a heterogeneous product, does not allow installment of useful tags, and requires vast
amounts of starting material. Transient expression of Fab’ fragments requires prior
sequence knowledge of the variable regions, cloning into the appropriate backbone, and
multiple rounds of transfections in costly expression systems until sufficient product
is obtained. In contrast, our CRISPR/HDR strategy exploits the continuous production
capacity of hybridomas to acquire stable cell lines producing Fab’ fragments with the
freedom to incorporate useful protein tags. Such a simple and cost-effective approach
to obtain an inexhaustive source of Fab’ fragments will greatly facilitate the preclinical
development of Fab’ based strategies.

Materials and Methods
General culture conditions
In this study the following cell lines were used: NLDC-145 (ATCC®, HB-290™), FGK-45,
MIH-5, RMP1-14, NKI-B20/1, JAWSII (ATCC® CRL-11904™) and BJAB. For cultivation
purposes NLDC-145, FGK-45, MIH5, RMP1-14, NKI-B20/1 and BJAB were grown in
complete medium formulation, consisting of RPMI 1640 medium (Thermofisher,
11875093), 2 mM ultraglutamine (Lonza, BE16-605E/U1), 50 μM Gibco 2-Mercaptoethanol
(2-ME) (Thermofisher, 21985023), 1x antibiotic-antimycotic (anti-anti) (Thermo
Fisher 15240062) and 10% heat inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS). The cell line
JAWSII was cultivated in alpha minimum essential medium with ribonucleosides,
deoxyribinuuleosides, 4 mM L-glutamine, 1 mM sodium pyruvate and 5 ng/mL murine
GM-CSF.
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Cloning of CRISRP-Cas9 and donor constructs
To identify the genomic sequences for rat IgG2a, mouse IgG1 and mouse kappa light chain
the NCBI gene database was used. The sequences of gRNA-rH (GACTTACCTGTACATCCACA),
gRNA-rH2

(CCAAGGGAATGCAATCCTTG),

gRNA-m1

(CTTGGTGCTGCTGGCCGGGT),

gRNA-mκ(GGAATGAGTGTTAGAGACAA) were selected through the CRISPR tool from the
Zhang lab (http://crispr.mit.edu). The corresponding oligos were ordered from Integrated
DNA Technologies (IDT) with the appropriate overhangs and cloned in the pSpCas9(BB)2APuro (PX459) vector, obtained as a gift from Feng Zhang (Addgene plasmid #62988)37.
The sequences which constituted the HDR donor constructs were synthesized by IDT and
cloned into the PCR2.1 TOPO TA vector (ThermoFisher, K-450001). Cas9 vectors and HDR
vectors were isolated from transformed bacterial cultures with nucleobond® Extra midi kit
(Machery-Nagel, 740410.100) according to manufacturer’s protocol.

Hybridoma nucleofection with donor constructs and CRISPR/Cas9
Nucleofection of hybridoma cells with the HDR template and CRISPR/Cas9 vectors
was performed with SF Cell Line 4D-Nucleofection X Kit L (Lonza, V4XC-2024). Before
nucleofection, hybridoma cells were centrifuged (90g, 5 minutes), resuspended in
PBS/1% FBS and centrifuged again (90g, 5 minutes). Subsequently, 1 million hybridoma
cells were taken up in SF medium with 1 μg of HDR template and 1 μg of CRISPR/Cas9
vectors or 2 μg of GFP vector (control) and transferred to cuvettes for nucleofection with
the 4D-Nucleofection System from Lonza (Program SF, CQ-104). Transfected cells were
transferred to a 6-well plate in 4 mL of complete medium. The following day the cells
were transferred to a 10 cm petridish in 10 mL of complete medium, supplemented with
15 μg/mL of blasticidin (Invivogen, anti-bl-05) or 2,5 μg/mL of puromycin (Invivogen, antipr-5). Antibiotic pressure was released until GFP transfected hybridomas were dead and
HDR transfections were confluent. Subsequently, antibiotic-resistant cells were clonally
expanded by seeding the hybridomas in 0,3 cells/well in u-bottom 96-well plates in 100
μL of complete medium. After ten days, supernatant from wells with a high cell density
were obtained for further characterization.

Genomic DNA isolation, PCR and sequencing
Ten days after nucleofection, antibiotic-resistant hybridomas genomic integration was
assessed. DNA was extracted using the genomic DNA isolate kit from Bioline (BIO52067).
The DNA pellet was resuspended in ultra-purified water and used for PCR analysis. For
PCR confirmation we used forward primers that anneal upstream of the 5’homolog arm for
each target (rIgG2a: TGTAGGAGCTTGGGTCCAGA, mIgG1: GTGCCGACTTCAATGTGCTT,
mIgκ: GTGCTTGTGTTCAGACTCCC) and reverse primers that anneal with the BSD gene
(ATACATTGACACCAGTGAAGATGC) or the IRES (GGCTTCGGCCAGTAACGTTA). Presence
of amplicons was visualized on a 1% (wt/vol) agarose gel containing Nancy-520 dye stain.

Flow cytometry
Supernatant derived from monoclonal cell suspensions was collected ten days after
limiting dilution and used to stain target cells. Supernatants were transferred to wells
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containing 20,000 target cells and incubated for 20 minutes at 4°C in a V-bottom 96well plate. After incubation plates were centrifuged (90g, 2 minutes) and hybridoma
supernatant discarded by flicking. Plates were washed twice with PBS/5% FBS and
incubated with anti-rat IgG2a (PE) (Thermofisher, 12-4817-82) or anti-his-tag (PE)
(Biolegend, 362603) to assess Fab’-secreting hybridomas. To assess antibody specificity,
50,000 JAWSII cells/well were seeded in a V-bottom 96 well plate and stained with Fab’
DEC2 05, NLDC-145 or AZN-D1 (αDC-SIGN) in concentrations ranging between 0.01 –

2

1000nM. After 10 minutes of incubation at 4°C, 50 μL of 1 μg/mL of the parental antibody
NLDC-145 (PE) (Biolegend, 138213) was added to the wells. After 30 minutes of incubation
at 4°C the plate was acquired via FACS.

Western Blot
Supernatants from Fab’ engineered hybridomas were analyzed for presence of Fab’
fragments by anti-his-tag staining and anti-rat IgG (H+L) staining. Samples were run under
reducing conditions on 12% sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(SDS-PAGE). Gels were transferred on PVDF membrane and blocked with 3% BSA in PBSTween 0,02% (PBS-T) and stained with rabbit anti-his-tag antibody (abcam, ab137839),
goat anti-rabbit IgG (H+L) (IRD800) (LI-COR, 926-32211) and goat anti-rat IgG (H+L) (AF680)
(Thermofisher, A-21096).

Antibody production and isolation
Engineered hybridomas selected for production were cultivated in Celline Bioreactor
Flasks (Argos, 900-05) for 1 week. Antibody-containing-supernatants were separated from
cells via centrifugation (90g, 5 minutes), filtered through a 20 μm filter and supplemented
with 10 mM imidazol (Sigma-Aldrig, I2399). Subsequently, the hybridoma supernatant
was run over a Ni-NTA column (Qiagen, 30210). The column was subsequently washed
with 10 column volumes of PBS/25 mM imidazole before antibody elution with PBS/250
mM imidazole. Buffer exchange to PBS (for mIgG3; 300 mM NaH2PO4, 50 mM NaCl2, pH
6.5) was performed via ultracentrifugation with amicon Ultra-15 Centrifugal filter units
(Sigma, Z717185). Parental antibodies from the WT hybridoma were isolated by cultivating
the WT hybridoma in CD hybridoma medium (Thermofisher, 11279023) supplemented with
2 mM ultraglutamine, 1x AA and 50 μM 2-ME. Antibodies were purified from medium using
protein G gravitrap (Sigma, 28-9852-55) according to manufacturer’s protocol. Antibody
concentration was measured via absorption at 280nm with an 0.1% extinction coefficient
of 1.4. Protein purity was assessed by SDS-PAGE using SYPRO™ Ruby Protein Gel Stain
(ThermoFisher, S12000).

Production of sortase enzymes
Production of sortase enzymes was performed through bacterial expression. The
plasmids encoding for 3M Srt18, eSrt 2A-9 and eSrt 4S-924 were a kind gifts from David Lui.
Plasmids were transformed in E. Coli BL21(DE4) and cultured at 37°C in LB containing
50 µg/mL kanamycin until OD600 was between 0.5 and 0.8. Subsequently, protein
expression was initiated by IPTG (1mM) overnight. Bacterial suspension was pelleted
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and resuspended in ice cold lysis buffer (50mM Tris pH 8.0, 300mM NaCl supplemented
with protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche). Cells were lysed through modification and
centrifuged to obtain supernatant. Sortase enzymes were isolated through Ni-NTA
purification (Qiagen, 30210). Sortase enzymes were dialyzed against sortase buffer
(25mM Tris, 150mM NaCl, pH7.5) using ultracentrifugation spin filters (Sigma Aldrich).

Sortase-mediated ligation
To assess sortase-mediated conjugation two nucleophilic probes (MV4 & IH2) were
synthesized via solid-phase-peptide synthesis. Antibodies were dialysed into sortase
buffer (150 mM Tris, 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM CaCl2, pH7.5) via ultracentrifugation. Sortase
mediated reactions were carried out with 5 μg of substrate (Fab’) in 10 μL volumes. One
molar equivalent of the sortase enzyme (3M srt, eSrt 2A-9 or eSrt 4S-9), and 50 molar
equivalent of nucleophilic peptide. After one hour of incubation at 37°C, the reaction was
stopped via addition of EDTA (10 mM final concentration). For sequential sortagging, 1000
μg of sqFas’CD20 was sortagged to the carboxyfluorescein carrying probe MV4, followed
by purification over NiNTA column to remove eSrt 2A-9 and unreacted sqFab’CD20
product. Excess of the nucleophile was removed using PD-10 desalting columns
(17085101, GE Healthcare). The resulting labelled Fab’ fragment again used in the sortase
reaction with eSrt 4S-9 and the TAMRA carrying probe IH2 to label the light chain. For
each reaction, 500 ng was loaded on reducing SDS-PAGE and analyzed for fluorescence
and protein using SYPRO™ Ruby Protein Gel Stain on Typhoon Trio+.
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Figure S1

Supplementary information
Rattus norvegicus: Rn Celera
Chr.6 (AC_0000741)
129,955,150 – 129,957,604

GGTGAGGCTGACATTGGCAAGCCCAATGGTTGGGTGTTGCCTCCTCCATGTAGACAGCCACAGACTTG
GGGAGGGTACAAAATGGAGGACTTGTAGGAGCTTGGGTCCAGACCTGTCAGACAAAATGATCACGCAT
ACTTATTCTTGTAGCTGAAACAACAGCCCCATCTGTCTATCCACTGGCTCCTGGAACTGCTCTCAAAA
GTAACTCCATGGTGACCCTGGGATGCCTGGTCAAGGGCTATTTCCCTGAGCCAGTCACCGTGACCTGG
AACTCTGGAGCCCTGTCCAGCGGTGTGCACACCTTCCCAGCTGTCCTGCAGTCTGGACTCTACACTCT
CACCAGCTCAGTGACTGTACCCTCCAGCACCTGGTCCAGCCAGGCCGTCACCTGCAACGTAGCCCACC
CGGCCAGCAGCACCAAGGTGGACAAGAAAATTGGTGAGAGAACAACCAGGGGATGAGGGGCTCACTAG
AGGTGAGGATAAGGCATTAGATTGCCTACACCAACCAGGGTGGGCAGACATCACCAGGGAGGGGGCCT
CAGCCCAGGAGACCAAAAATTCTCCTTTGTCTCCCTTCTGGAGATTTCTATGTCCTTTACACCCATTT
ATTAATATTCTGGGTAAGATGCCCTTGCATCATGACATACAGAGGCAGACTAGAGTATCAACCTGCAA
AAGGTCATACCCAGGAAGAGCCTGCCATGATCCCACACCAGAACCAACCTGGGGCCTTCTCACCTATA
GACCATACTAACACACAGCCTTCTCTCTGCAGTGCCAAGGGAATGCAATCCTTGTGGATGTACAGGTA
AGTCACTAGGACTATTACTCCAGCCCCAGATTCAAAAAATATCCTCAGAGGCCCATGTTAGAGGATGA
CACAGCTATTGACCTATTTCTACCTTTCTTCTTCATCTACAGGCTCAGAAGTATCATCTGTCTTCATC
TTCCCCCCAAAGACCAAAGATGTGCTCACCATCACTCTGACTCCTAAGGTCACGTGTGTTGTGGTAGA
CATTAGCCAGAATGATCCCGAGGTCCGGTTCAGCTGGTTTATAGATGACGTGGAAGTCCACACAGCTC
AGACTCATGCCCCGGAGAAGCAGTCCAACAGCACTTTACGCTCAGTCAGTGAACTCCCCATCGTGCAC
CGGGACTGGCTCAATGGCAAGACGTTCAAATGCAAAGTCAACAGTGGAGCATTCCCTGCCCCCATCGA
GAAAAGCATCTCCAAACCCGAAGGTGGGAGCAGCAGGGTGTGTGGTGTAGAAGCTGCAGTAGGCCATA
GACAGAGCTTGACTTAACTAGACTTCTGCCCTCTTACTGACCTCCATGCTGACCACTCTCTGTATCCA
CAGGCACACCACGAGGTCCACAGGTATACACCATGGCGCCTCCCAAGGAAGAGATGACCCAGAGTCAA
GTCAGTATCACCTGCATGGTAAAAGGCTTCTATCCCCCAGACATTTATACGGAGTGGAAGATGAACGG
GCAGCCACAGGAAAACTACAAGAACACTCCACCTACGATGGACACAGATGGGAGTTACTTCCTCTACA
GCAAGCTCAATGTAAAGAAAGAAACATGGCAGCAGGGAAACACTTTCACGTGTTCTGTGCTGCATGAG
GGCCTGCACAACCACCATACTGAGAAGAGTCTCTCCCACTCTCCTGGTAAATGATCCCAGAGTCCAGT
GGCCCCTCTTGGCCTAAAGGATGCCAACACCTACCTCTACCACCTTTCTCTGTGTAAATAAAGCACCC
AGCTCTGCCTTGGGACCC

2

Figure S1 Genomic sequence of rat IgG2a heavy chain locus. Genomic sequence of rat IgG2a
heavy chain immunoglobulin locus with the exons of CH1, Hinge, CH2 and CH3 in bold font.
The protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) sequences for gRNA-rH (CCT) and gRNA-rH2 (TGG) are
indicated (red, bold and italic font).
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Figure S2 Generation of Fab’ hybridoma via transfection of NLDC-145 hybridoma with
Fab’ donor construct and gRNA-H2. (A) Genomic PCR results in expected PCR product for
transfected population. (B) Characterization by flow cytometry of edited hybridomas by
incubating JAWSII with supernatant and secondary antibodies against his-tag (blue) or rat IgG2a
(red). (C) Immunoblotting of hybridoma supernatant to visualize rat IgG (H+L) (red) and his-tag
(blue) from flow cytometry screening.
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Figure
50 S3 Competition assay for binding DEC205 with recombinant produced Fab’DEC205.
JAWSII were incubated with a serial dilution (75µg/mL-20ng/mL) of either purified Fab’DEC205
(blue), αDEC205 mAb (red), or an isotype control (grey) in combination with 0.5µg/mL of
MIH-5 labelled αDEC205 mAb. Decrease
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Figure S4 Fab’ hybridoma generation via CRISPR/HDR approach is robust. Annotated images
of protein and fluorescent SDS-page scans for sortagging of Fab’ fragments directed against
murine PD-L1 (MIH-5), PD-1 (RMP1-14) and CD40 (FGK45.5). Fab’srt fragments are obtained from
hybridomas engineered with the CRISPR/HDR as demonstrated for NLDC-145 (Fig. 1) and were
labeled with MV4 as described for Fab’DEC205 (Fig. 2).
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Mus Musculus: GRCm38.p4 C57BL/6J
Chr.12 (NC_000078.6)
113,332,601 – 113,330,474
AAAAGAGCGGCCTTCTAGAAGGTTTGGTCCTGTCCTGTCCTGTCTGACAGTGTAATCACATATACTTT
TTCTTGTAGCCAAAACGACACCCCCATCTGTCTATCCACTGGCCCCTGGATCTGCTGCCCAAACTAAC
TCCATGGTGACCCTGGGATGCCTGGTCAAGGGCTATTTCCCTGAGCCAGTGACAGTGACCTGGAACTC
TGGATCCCTGTCCAGCGGTGTGCACACCTTCCCAGCTGTCCTGCAGTCTGACCTCTACACTCTGAGCA
GCTCAGTGACTGTCCCCTCCAGCACCTGGCCCAGCCAGACCGTCACCTGCAACGTTGCCCACCCGGCC
AGCAGCACCAAGGTGGACAAGAAAATTGGTGAGAGGACGTATAGGGAGGAGGGGTTCACTAGAGGTGA
GGCTCAAGCCATTAGCCTGCCTAAACCAACCAGGCTGGACAGCCATCACCAGGAAATGGATCTCAGCC
CAGAAGATCGAAAGTTGTTCTTCTCCCTTCTGGAGATTTCTATGTCCTTTACACTCATTGGTTAATAT
CCTGGGTTGGATTCCCACACATCTTGACAAACAGAGACAATTGAGTATCACCAGCCAAAAGTCATACC
CAAAAACAGCCTGGCATGACCTCACACCAGACTCAAACTTACCCTACCTTTATCCTGGTGGCTTCTCA
TCTCCAGACCCCAGTAACACATAGCTTTCTCTCCACAGTGCCCAGGGATTGTGGTTGTAAGCCTTGCA
TATGTACAGGTAAGTCAGTAGGCCTTTCACCCTGACCCCAGATGCAACAAGTGGCCATGTTAGAGGGT
GGCCCAGGTATTGACCTATTTCCACCTTTCTTCTTCATCCTTAGTCCCAGAAGTATCATCTGTCTTCA
TCTTCCCCCCAAAGCCCAAGGATGTGCTCACCATTACTCTGACTCCTAAGGTCACGTGTGTTGTGGTA
GACATCAGCAAGGATGATCCCGAGGTCCAGTTCAGCTGGTTTGTAGATGATGTGGAGGTGCACACAGC
TCAGACGAAACCCCGGGAGGAGCAGATCAACAGCACTTTCCGTTCAGTCAGTGAACTTCCCATCATGC
ACCAGGACTGGCTCAATGGCAAGGAGTTCAAATGCAGGGTCAACAGTGCAGCTTTCCCTGCCCCCATC
GAGAAAACCATCTCCAAAACCAAAGGTGAGAGCTGCAGTGTGTGACATAGAAGCTGCAATAGTCAGTC
CATAGACAGAGCTTGGCATAACAGACCCCTGCCTTGTCCATGACCTCTGTGCTAACCAATCTCTTTAC
CCACCCACAGGCAGACCGAAGGCTCCACAGGTGTACACCATTCCACCTCCCAAGGAGCAGATGGCCAA
GGATAAAGTCAGTCTGACCTGCATGATAACAAACTTCTTCCCTGAAGACATTACTGTGGAGTGGCAGT
GGAATGGGCAGCCAGCGGAGAACTACAAGAACACTCAGCCCATCATGGACACAGATGGCTCTTACTTC
GTCTACAGCAAGCTCAATGTGCAGAAGAGCAACTGGGAGGCAGGAAATACTTTCACCTGCTCTGTGTT
ACATGAGGGCCTGCACAACCACCATACTGAGAAGAGCCTCTCCCACTCTCCTGGTAAATGATCCCAGT
GTCCTTGGAGCCCTCTGGTCCTACAGGACTCTGACACCTACCTCCACCCCTCCCTGTGTAAATAAAGC
ACCCAGCACTGCCTTGGGACCCTGCAATAATGTCCTGGTGATTTCTGAGATGTAGAGTCTAGCTAGGT
CATGGAATGAGGGGTCTC

Figure S5 Genomic sequence of murine IgG1 heavy chain locus. Genomic sequence of
murine IgG1 heavy chain immunoglobulin locus with the exons for the CH1, Hinge, CH2 and CH3
are in bold font. The PAM sequence for gRNA-m1 (CCC) is indicated (red, bold and italic font).
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Figure
S6 S6
Figure

MusMus
Musculus:
GRCm38.p4
C57BL/6J
Musculus:
GRCm38.p4
C57BL/6J
Chr.6
(NC_000072.6)
Chr.6
(NC_000072.6)
70,726,203-70,726,954
70,726,203-70,726,954
ATCTTCAAAGGGTCAGACTCAATTTACTTTCTAAAGAAGTAGCTAGGAACTAGGGAATAACTTAGAAA
ATCTTCAAAGGGTCAGACTCAATTTACTTTCTAAAGAAGTAGCTAGGAACTAGGGAATAACTTAGAAA
CAACAAGATTGTATATATGTGCATCCTGGCCCCATTGTTCCTTATCTGTAGGGATAAGCGTGCTTTTT
CAACAAGATTGTATATATGTGCATCCTGGCCCCATTGTTCCTTATCTGTAGGGATAAGCGTGCTTTTT
TGTGTGTCTGTATATAACATAACTGTTTACACATAATACACTGAAATGGAGCCCTTCCTTGTTACTTC
TGTGTGTCTGTATATAACATAACTGTTTACACATAATACACTGAAATGGAGCCCTTCCTTGTTACTTC
ATACCATCCTCTGTGCTTCCTTCCTCAGGGGCTGATGCTGCACCAACTGTATCCATCTTCCCACCATC
ATACCATCCTCTGTGCTTCCTTCCTCAGGGGCTGATGCTGCACCAACTGTATCCATCTTCCCACCATC
CAGTGAGCAGTTAACATCTGGAGGTGCCTCAGTCGTGTGCTTCTTGAACAACTTCTACCCCAAAGACA
CAGTGAGCAGTTAACATCTGGAGGTGCCTCAGTCGTGTGCTTCTTGAACAACTTCTACCCCAAAGACA
TCAATGTCAAGTGGAAGATTGATGGCAGTGAACGACAAAATGGCGTCCTGAACAGTTGGACTGATCAG
TCAATGTCAAGTGGAAGATTGATGGCAGTGAACGACAAAATGGCGTCCTGAACAGTTGGACTGATCAG
GACAGCAAAGACAGCACCTACAGCATGAGCAGCACCCTCACGTTGACCAAGGACGAGTATGAACGACA
GACAGCAAAGACAGCACCTACAGCATGAGCAGCACCCTCACGTTGACCAAGGACGAGTATGAACGACA
TAACAGCTATACCTGTGAGGCCACTCACAAGACATCAACTTCACCCATTGTCAAGAGCTTCAACAGGA
TAACAGCTATACCTGTGAGGCCACTCACAAGACATCAACTTCACCCATTGTCAAGAGCTTCAACAGGA
ATGAGTGTTAGAGACAAAGGTCCTGAGACGCCACCACCAGCTCCCCAGCTCCATCCTATCTTCCCTTC
ATGAGTGTTAGAGACAAAGGTCCTGAGACGCCACCACCAGCTCCCCAGCTCCATCCTATCTTCCCTTC
TAAGGTCTTGGAGGCTTCCCCACAAGCGACCTACCACTGTTGCGGTGCTCCAAACCTCCTCCCCACCT
TAAGGTCTTGGAGGCTTCCCCACAAGCGACCTACCACTGTTGCGGTGCTCCAAACCTCCTCCCCACCT
CCTTCTCCTCCTCCTCCCTTTCCTTGGCTTTTATCATGCTAATATTTGCAGAAAATATTCAATAAAGT
CCTTCTCCTCCTCCTCCCTTTCCTTGGCTTTTATCATGCTAATATTTGCAGAAAATATTCAATAAAGT
GATGAT

2

Figure S6. Genomic sequence of murine Igκ region. Genomic sequence of murine constant
kappa immunoglobulin locus with the exon highlighted in grey. The PAM sequence for gRNA-mκ
(TGG) is indicated (red, bold and italic font).
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Figure S7 Orthogonal sortase mediated ligation via eSrt 2A-9 and eSrt 4S-9. Using sqFab’CD20
as a substrate we performed sortase mediated ligation. sqFab’ CD20 was incubated with or
without 1 molar equivalent of eSrt 2A-9 or eSrt 4S-9 combined with or without an excess of 25
or 50 molar equivalents of MV4 for 1 hour. Reaction was visualized by reducing fluorescent SDSPAGE.
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Table S1 Fab’ donor construct for HDR in rat IgG2a hybridomas. Table displays sequences
of each feature of the donor construct used to convert rat IgG2a hybridomas to sortagable
Fab’fragment secreting cell lines.

Sequence

5’ HA

G4S, LPETGG, H6

IRES

GGAAGGAGGCGGAGGCAGCCTGCCGGAAACCGGCGGCCATCATCATCATCATCATT
GA
GGATCCCAATTGCTCGAGGCCCCTCTCCCTCCCCCCCCCCTAACGTTACTGG
CCGAAGCCGCTTGGAATAAGGCCGGTGTGCGTTTGTCTATATGTTATTTTCCAC
CATATTGCCGTCTTTTGGCAATGTGAGGGCCCGGAAACCTGGCCCTGTCTTCTT
GACGAGCATTCCTAGGGGTCTTTCCCCTCTCGCCAAAGGAATGCAAGGTCTGTT
GAATGTCGTGAAGGAAGCAGTTCCTCTGGAAGCTTCTTGAAGACAAACAACGTCT
GTAGCGACCCTTTGCAGGCAGCGGAACCCCCCACCTGGCGACAGGTGCCTCTG
CGGCCAAAAGCCACGTGTATAAGATACACCTGCAAAGGCGGCACAACCCCAGTG
CCACGTTGTGAGTTGGATAGTTGTGGAAAGAGTCAAATGGCTCTCCTCAAGCGTAT
TCAACAAGGGGCTGAAGGATGCCCAGAAGGTACCCCATTGTATGGGATCTGATCTG
GGGCCTCGGTGCACATGCTTTACATGTGTTTAGTCGAGGTTAAAAAAACGTCTAGGC
CCCCCGAACCACGGGGACGTGGTTTTCCTTTGAAAAACACGATGATAATATGGCCA
CAGAATTCGCCACC

BSR

T G G C C A A G C C T T T G T C T C A A G A A G A AT C C A C C C T C AT T G A A A G A G C A A C G
G C TA C A AT C A A C A G C AT C C C C AT C T C T G A A G A C TA C A G C G T C G C C A G C G
CAGCTCTCTCTAGCGACGGCCGCATCTTCACTGGTGTCAATGTATATCATTTTACTGG
GGGACCTTGTGCAGAACTCGTGGTGCTGGGCACTGCTGCTGCTGCGGCAGCTGG
CAACCTGACTTGTATCGTCGCGATCGGAAATGAGAACAGGGGCATCTTGAGCCCCT
GCGGACGGTGCCGACAGGTGCTTCTCGATCTGCATCCTGGGATCAAAGCCATAGT
GAAGGACAGTGATGGACAGCCGACGGCAGTTGGGATTCGTGAATTGCTGCCCTCTG
GTTATGTGTGGGAGGGCTAAGTACTAGTCGA

SV40 polyA

GTACTAGTCGACTGTGCCTTCTAGTTGCCAGCCATCTGTTGTTTGCCCCTCCCCCGT
GCCTTCCTTGACCCTGGAAGGTGCCACTCCCACTGTCCTTTCCTAATAAAATGAG
GAAATTGCATCGCATTGTCTGAGTAGGTGTCATTCTATTCTGGGGGGTGGGGTGGGG
CAGGACAGCAAGGGGGAGGATTGGGAAGACAATAGCAGGCATGCTGGGGATGCGGT
GGGCTCTATGGAGATCTTGTACA

3’HA

74

CCTGGAACTCTGGAGCCCTGTCCAGCGGTGTGCACACCTTCCCAGCTGTCCTG
CAGTCTGGACTCTACACTCTCACCAGCTCAGTGACTGTACCCTCCAGCACCTGGTC
CAGCCAGGCCGTCACCTGCAACGTAGCCCACCCGGCCAGCAGCACCAAGGTGGA
CAAGAAAATTGGTGAGAGAACAACCAGGGGATGAGGGGCTCACTAGAGGTGAGGA
TAAGGCATTAGATTGCCTACACCAACCAGGGTGGGCAGACATCACCAGGGAGGG
GGCCTCAGCCCAGGAGACCAAAAATTCTCCTTTGTCTCCCTTCTGGAGATTTCTAT
GTCCTTTACACCCATTTATTAATATTCTGGGTAAGATGCCCTTGCATCATGACATACA
GAGGCAGACTAGAGTATCAACCTGCAAAAGGTCATACCCAGGAAGAGCCTGCCAT
GATCCCACACCAGAACCAACCTGGGGCCTTCTCACCTATAGACCATACTAACACA
CAGCCTTCTCTCTGCAGTGCCAAG

GGTAAGTCACTAGGACTATTACTCCAGCCCCAGATTCAAAAAATATCCTCAGAGGCCCATGTTAGAGGATGACACAGCTATTGACCTATTTCTACCTTTCTTCTTCATCTACAGGCTCAGAAGTATCATCTGTCTTCATCTTCCCCCCAAAGACCAAAGATGTGCTCACCATCACTCTGACTCCTAAGGTCACGTGTGTTGTGGTAGACATTAGCCAGAATGATCCCGAGGTCCGGTTCAGCTGGTTTATAGATGACGTGGAAGTCCACACAGCTCAGACTCATGCCCCGGAGAAGCAGTCCAACAGCACTTTACGCTCAGTCAGTGAACTCCCCATCGTGCACCGGGACTGGCTCAATGGCAAGACGTTCAAATGCAAAGTCAACAGTGGAGCATTCCCTGCCCCCATCGAGAAAAGCATCTCCAAACCCGAAGGTGGGAGCAGCAGGGTGTGTGGTGTAGAAGCTGCAGTAGGCCATAGACAGAGCTTGACTTAACTAGACTT

CRISPR/HDR REPROGRAMMING OF HYBRIDOMAS FOR PRODUCTION OF FAB’ FRAGMENTS

Table S2 Fab’ donor construct for HDR in mIgG1 hybridomas. Table displays element
sequences of the donor construct used to convert mIgG1 hybridomas to Fab’fragment secreting
cell lines, equipped with 2A-9 sortag motif.

Sequence

5’ HA

CAGTATTGTCCAGATTGTGTGCAGCCATATGGCCCAGGTATAAGAGGTTTAACAGTGGAACA
CAGATGCCCACATCAGACAGCTGGGGGGCGGGGGTGAACACAGATACCCATACTGGAAAG
CAGGTGGGGCATTTTCCTAGGAACGGGACTGGGCTCAATGGCCTCAGGTCTCATCTGGTCT
GGTGATCCTGACATTGATAGGCCCAAATGTTGGATATCACCTACTCCATGTAGAGAGTCGGG
GACATGGGAAGGGTGCAAAAGAGCGGCCTTCTAGAAGGTTTGGTCCTGTCCTGTCCTGTCT
GACAGTGTAATCACATATACTTTTTCTTGTAGCCAAAACGACACCCCCATCTGTCTATCCACT
GGCCCCTGGATCTGCTGCCCAAACTAACTCCATGGTGACCCTGGGATGCCTGGTCAAG
GGCTATTTCCCTGAGCCAGTGACAGTGACCTGGAACTCTGGATCCCTGTCCAGCGGTGTG
CACACCTTCCCAGCTGTCCTGCAGTCTGACCTCTACACTCTGAGCAGCTCAGTGACTGTC
CCCTCCAGCACCTGGCCCAGCCAGACCGTCACCTGCAACGTTGCTCATCCGGCATGTAG
CACCAAGGTAGACAAAAAGATAGTGCCCAGGGATTGTGGATCCCTCGAG

G4S, LAETGG,
H6

GGAGGTGGCGGGTCACTTGCTGAGACAGGGGGACACCATCACCATCACCATTGA

IRES

CAATTGCATATGACCGGTGAGCTCTCCCTCCCCCCCCCCTAACGTTACTGGCCGAAGC
CGCTTGGAATAAGGCCGGTGTGCGTTTGTCTATATGTTATTTTCCACCATATTGCCGTCTTTTG
GCAATGTGAGGGCCCGGAAACCTGGCCCTGTCTTCTTGACGAGCATTCCTAGGGGTCTTTC
CCCTCTCGCCAAAGGAATGCAAGGTCTGTTGAATGTCGTGAAGGAAGCAGTTCCTCT
GGAAGCTTCTTGAAGACAAACAACGTCTGTAGCGACCCTTTGCAGGCAGCGGAAC
CCCCCACCTGGCGACAGGTGCCTCTGCGGCCAAAAGCCACGTGTATAAGATACACCTG
CAAAGGCGGCACAACCCCAGTGCCACGTTGTGAGTTGGATAGTTGTGGAAAGAGTCAAAT
GGCTCTCCTCAAGCGTATTCAACAAGGGGCTGAAGGATGCCCAGAAGGTACCCCATTGTAT
GGGATCTGATCTGGGGCCTCGGTGCACATGCTTTACATGTGTTTAGTCGAGGTTAAAAAAC
GTCTAGGCCCCCCGAACCACGGGGACGTGGTTTTCCTTTGAAAAACACGATGATAA
TCTA
GAGTCGACGTTAAC

BSR

ATCTAGAGTCGACGTTAACATGGCCAAGCCTTTGTCTCAAGAAGAATCCACCCTCATT
GAAAGAGCAACGGCTACAATCAACAGCATCCCCATCTCTGAAGACTACAGCGTCGCCAGC
GCAGCTCTCTCTAGCGACGGCCGCATCTTCACTGGTGTCAATGTATATCATTTTACTGGGG
GACCTTGTGCAGAACTCGTGGTGCTGGGCACTGCTGCTGCTGCGGCAGCTGGCAACCT
GACTTGTATCGTCGCGATCGGAAATGAGAACAGGGGCATCTTGAGCCCCTGCGGACGGT
GCCGACAGGTGCTTCTCGATCTGCATCCTGGGATCAAAGCCATAGTGAAGGACAGTGAT
GGACAGCCGACGGCAGTTGGGATTCGTGAATTGCTGCCCTCTGGTTATGTGTGGGAGG
GCTAA GAGCTCGCTAGC

SV40 polyA

CTGTGCCTTCTAGTTGCCAGCCATCTGTTGTTTGCCCCTCCCCCGTGCCTTCCTTGACCCT
GGAAGGTGCCACTCCCACTGTCCTTTCCTAATAAAATGAGGAAATTGCATCGCATTGTCTGAG
TAGGTGTCATTCTATTCTGGGGGGTGGGGTGGGGCAGGACAGCAAGGGGGAGGATTGG
GAAGACAATAGCAGGCATGCTGGGGATGCGGTGGGCTCTATGGAGATCTTTAATTAA

3’HA

GGTGAGAGGACGTATAGGGAGGAGGGGTTCACTAGAGGTGAGGCTCAAGCCATTAGCCT
GCCTAAACCAACCAGGCTGGACAGCCATCACCAGGAAATGGATCTCAGCCCAGAAGATC
GAAAGTTGTTCTTCTCCCTTCTGGAGATTTCTATGTCCTTTACACTCATTGGTTAATATCCTGG
GTTGGATTCCCACACATCTTGACAAACAGAGACAATTGAGTATCACCAGCCAAAAGTCATAC
CCAAAAACAGCCTGGCATGACCTCACACCAGACTCAAACTTACCCTACCTTTATCCTGGTG
GCTTCTCATCTCCAGACCCCAGTAACACATAGCTTTCTCTCCACAGTGCCCAGGGATTGTG
GTTGTAAGCCTTGCATATGTACAGGTAAGTCAGTAGGCCTTTCACCCTGACCCCAGATGCAA
CAAGTGGCCATGTTAGAGGGTGGCCCAGGTATTGACCTATTTCCACCTTTCTTCTTCATCCT
TAGTCCCAGAAGTATCATCTGTCTTCATCTTCCCCCCAAAGCCCAAGGATGTGCTCACCAT
TACTCTGACTCCTAAGGTCACGTGTGTTGTGGTAGACATCAGCAAGGATGATCCCGAGGTC
CAGTTCAGCTGGTTTGT

2
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Table S3 Donor construct for equipping murine κ light chain with c-terminal sortag motif.
Table displays sequences of each feature of the donor construct used to convert mIgG1
hybridomas to Fab’ fragment secreting cell lines, equipped with sortag motif that serves as a
substrate for eSrt 4S-9.

Sequence

5’ HA

76

CAGTATTGTCCAGATTGTGTGCAGCCATATGGCCCAGGTATAAGAGGTTTAACAGTGGAACACAGAT
GCCCACATCAGACAGCTGGGGGGCGGGGGTGAACACAGATACCCATACTGGAAAGCAGGTGGGG
CATTTTCCTAGGAACGGGACTGGGCTCAATGGCCTCAGGTCTCATCTGGTCTGGTGATCCTGACATTGA
TAGGCCCAAATGTTGGATATCACCTACTCCATGTAGAGAGTCGGGGACATGGGAAGGGTGCAAAAGAG
CGGCCTTCTAGAAGGTTTGGTCCTGTCCTGTCCTGTCTGACAGTGTAATCACATATACTTTTTCTTGTAG
CCAAAACGACACCCCCATCTGTCTATCCACTGGCCCCTGGATCTGCTGCCCAAACTAACTCCATGGT
GACCCTGGGATGCCTGGTCAAGGGCTATTTCCCTGAGCCAGTGACAGTGACCTGGAACTCTGGATC
CCTGTCCAGCGGTGTGCACACCTTCCCAGCTGTCCTGCAGTCTGACCTCTACACTCTGAGCAGCT
CAGTGACTGTCCCCTCCAGCACCTGGCCCAGCCAGACCGTCACCTGCAACGTTGCTCATCCGGCAT
GTAGCACCAAGGTAGACAAAAAGATAGTGCCCAGGGATTGTGGATCCCTCGAGGGAGGTGGCGGGTCA

G4S,
LPESGG,
Myctag

GGATCCCTCGAGGGAGGTGGCGGGTCATTGCCTGAATCCGGTGGAGAGCAGAAGCTGATCTCAGAG
GAGGACCTGTGA

IRES

CAATTGCATATGACCGGTGAGCTCTCCCTCCCCCCCCCCTAACGTTACTGGCCGAAGCCGCTTG
GAATAAGGCCGGTGTGCGTTTGTCTATATGTTATTTTCCACCATATTGCCGTCTTTTGGCAATGTGAGGG
CCCGGAAACCTGGCCCTGTCTTCTTGACGAGCATTCCTAGGGGTCTTTCCCCTCTCGCCAAAGGAAT
GCAAGGTCTGTTGAATGTCGTGAAGGAAGCAGTTCCTCTGGAAGCTTCTTGAAGACAAACAACGTCT
GTAGCGACCCTTTGCAGGCAGCGGAACCCCCCACCTGGCGACAGGTGCCTCTGCGGCCAAAAGC
CACGTGTATAAGATACACCTGCAAAGGCGGCACAACCCCAGTGCCACGTTGTGAGTTGGATAGTTGT
GGAAAGAGTCAAATGGCTCTCCTCAAGCGTATTCAACAAGGGGCTGAAGGATGCCCAGAAGGTAC
CCCATTGTATGGGATCTGATCTGGGGCCTCGGTGCACATGCTTTACATGTGTTTAGTCGAGGTTA
AAAAACGTCTAGGCCCCCCGAACCACGGGGACGTGGTTTTCCTTTGAAAAACACGATGATAATCTA
GAGTCGACGTTAAC

Puromycin
resistance

ATGACCGAGTACAAGCCCACAGTGCGGCTGGCCACAAGAGATGATGTGCCTAGAGCTGTGCGGA
CACTGGCCGCTGCTTTCGCTGATTACCCTGCCACCAGACACACTGTGGACCCCGACAGACACATC
GAGAGAGTGACCGAGCTGCAAGAGCTGTTCCTGACCAGAGTCGGCCTGGACATCGGCAAAGTGTG
GGTTGCAGATGATGGCGCCGCTGTGGCTGTGTGGACAACACCTGAATCTGTGGAAGCCGGCGCT
GTGTTCGCTGAGATCGGACCTAGAATGGCCGAGCTGTCTGGCAGCAGACTGGCTGCTCAGCAG
CAGATGGAAGGACTGCTGGCTCCCCACAGACCTAAAGAGCCTGCCTGGTTCCTGGCTACCGTGG
GAGTGTCTCCTGACCACCAAGGCAAAGGCCTGGGATCTGCTGTTGTGCTGCCTGGCGTTGAGGCT
GCTGAAAGAGCTGGCGTCCCAGCCTTCCTGGAAACAAGCGCCCCTAGAAACCTGCCTTTCTACGA
GAGACTGGGCTTCACCGTGACCGCCGATGTGGAAGTTCCTGAGGGACCAAGAACCTGGTGCATGAC
CAGAAAGCCTGGCGCCTAAGAGCTCGCTAGC

SV40 polyA

GTACTAGTCGACTGTGCCTTCTAGTTGCCAGCCATCTGTTGTTTGCCCCTCCCCCGTGCCTTCCTT
GACCCTGGAAGGTGCCACTCCCACTGTCCTTTCCTAATAAAATGAGGAAATTGCATCGCATTGTCT
GAGTAGGTGTCATTCTATTCTGGGGGGTGGGGTGGGGCAGGACAGCAAGGGGGAGGATTGGGAAGA
CAATAGCAGGCATGCTGGGGATGCGGTGGGCTCTATGGAGATCTTGTACA

3’HA

TGAAGACAAAGGTCCTGAGACGCCACCACCAGCTCCCCAGCTCCATCCTATCTTCCCTTCTA
AG G TCT TG G AG G CT TCCCCACA AG CG ACCTACCACTG T TG CG G TG CTCCA A ACCTCCTC
CCCACCTCCTTCTCCTCCTCCTCCCTTTCCTTGGCTTTTATCATGCTAATATTTGCAGAAAATATTCAATA
AAGTGAGTCTTTGCACTTGAGATCTCTGTCTTTCTTACTAAATGGTAGTAATCAGTTGTTTTTCCAGT
TACCTGGGTTTCTCTTCTAAAGAAGTTAAATGTTTAGTTGCCCTGAAATCCACCACACTTAAAGGATA
AATAAAACCCTCCACTTGCCCTGGTTGGCTGTCCACTACATGGCAGTCCTTTCTAAGGTTCACGAGTAC
TATTCATGGCTTATTTCTCTGGGCCATGGTAGGTTTGAGGAGGCATACTTCCTAGTTTTCTTCCCCTA
AGTCGTCAAAGTCCTGAAGGGGGACAGTCTTTACAAGCACATGTTCTGTAATCTGATTCAACCTAC
CCAGTAAACTTGGCGAAGCAAAGTAGAATCATTATCACAGGAAGCAAAGGCAACCTAAATGTGCA
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Abstract
Hybridoma technology is instrumental in the development of novel antibody therapeutics
and diagnostics. Recent clinical and preclinical studies have emphasized the importance
of antibody isotype for therapeutic efficacy. This highlights the necessity of antibody
format engineering and immunological interrogation early on in development. Here,
we demonstrated a one-step CRISPR/HDR platform to genetically engineer the
immunoglobulin locus of hybridomas to introduce any panel of foreign immunoglobulin
classes and Fc mutant formats. Furthermore, we installed c-terminal tags for site-specific
chemo-enzymatic antibody modifications. The resulting chimeric antibody products
retained antigen specificity, displayed their propriety affinities for Fc receptors, and were
functionally active in vitro and in vivo. We believe that this versatile platform facilitates
antibody engineering for the entire scientific community, empowering antibody research
and development.
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Introduction
Monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) have revolutionized the medical field, allowing the treatment of diseases which were previously deemed incurable 1. For mAb discovery, screening
and production, hybridoma technology has been widely used since its introduction in
19752. Hybridomas are immortal cell lines capable of secreting large quantities of mAbs
and have been essential for the development of antibody-based therapies. Over the past
decades, a wealth of hybridomas have been generated, validated and made available for
use in preclinical research. Besides the antigen specificity, the mAb isotype is an important
determinant for the therapeutic mechanism of action. However, as the mAb heavy
chain sequence is genetically fixed in hybridomas, the possibilities to adjust antibody

3

format and functionality without compromising target specificity are limited. Typically,
genetically engineered antibodies are produced using recombinant technology. This
requires sequencing of the variable domains, cloning of these variable domain sequences
into the plasmids with the appropriate backbone, and expression of these plasmids
in expression systems. These procedures are often time-consuming, challenging and
expensive and therefore often outsourced to specialized contract research organizations,
thus hampering academic early-stage antibody development.
The importance of the antigen-binding variable regions for specificity is apparent.
However, the importance of the constant domains which form the fragment crystallizable
(Fc) cannot be overlooked. Numerous studies have now demonstrated that the mechanism
of action of therapeutic mAbs can depend on the chosen Fc domain through interaction
with activating or inhibiting Fc receptors (FcRs)3–8. Indeed, the therapeutic mechanism of
action by mAbs directed against clinically interesting targets, such as immune checkpoint
molecules, have been proven to depend on the isotype of choice. The immunotherapeutic
mechanism of action by mAbs targeting cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein
4 (CTLA-4) revolves around Fc-dependent depletion of regulatory T-cells in the tumor
microenvironment4, mAbs directed against 4-1BB can either deplete regulatory T-cells
or stimulate cytotoxic T-cell proliferation depending on the isotype used9, and anti-CD25
mAbs, in combination with anti-programmed cell death protein 1 (PD-1) antibodies, can
only clear tumors when the Fc domain is optimized for binding activating FcRs5. These and
other examples demonstrate the importance of antibody isotype and emphasize the need
to evaluate different Fc-formats early-on in antibody development.
The clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat (CRISPR) - CRISPRassociated protein 09 (CRISPR/Cas9) targeted genome editing technology opened up a
plethora of new opportunities for gene therapy, immunotherapy, and bioengineering10.
Recently, CRISPR/Cas9 has been used to modulate mAb expression in hybridomas:
Cheong et al. forced class-switch recombination in IgM producing hybridomas to
downstream immunoglobulin classes via deletion of the natural S regions11. Pogson et
al. generated a hybridoma platform in which the variable domains can be substituted12,
and affinity maturation can be simulated via homology-directed mutagenesis with single-
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stranded oligos13. Khoshnejad et al. engineered a hybridoma to introduce a sortase
recognition motif (sortag)14 on the C-terminus of the constant heavy chain domain 3 (CH3)
for site-specific chemoenzymatic antibody modification purposes15. However, to date,
no platform has been described for versatile and effective Fc substitution in hybridomas
with constant domains from foreign species, isotypes or formats.
Here, we demonstrate genetic engineering of hybridomas via a one-step CRISPR/
homology-directed repair (HDR)–based strategy enabling rapid generation of recombinant hybridomas secreting mAbs in the Fc format of choice with the freedom to install
preferred tags or mutations. We generated hybridomas producing chimeric antibodies
with the isotype and species of choice, as well as Fc mutant mAbs without compromising
antigen specificity. The engineered antibodies are easily isolated from the hybridoma
supernatant and display their expected biochemical and immunological characteristics,
both in vitro and in vivo. Because we target the constant domains of the immunoglobulin
locus, our CRISPR/HDR method is adaptable to hybridomas from any species or isotype.
We believe that this versatile platform will empower preclinical antibody research by
opening up antibody engineering for the entire scientific community.

Results
Recombinant hybridoma generation through CRISPR/HDR
We selected the hybridoma MIH5 as a first target to genetically install a murine isotype
variant16. This hybridoma secretes mAbs targeting the mouse immune checkpoint
programmed death receptor ligand 1 (PD-L1). In steady-state, PD-L1 is known to dampen
adaptive immune responses through interaction with its receptor programmed death
1 (PD-1) on T-cells17, but in cancer, this mechanism is exploited by the tumor to resist
adaptive immune responses and escape destruction18. Therefore, PD-L1 has been a major
target for the development of antibody therapeutics in the field of immune-oncology.
MIH5 secretes mAbs of the rat IgG2a (rIgG2a) isotype and as the first proof of concept,
we set out to genetically engineer this hybridoma to switch the production from rIgG2a
mAbs to chimeric murine IgG1 (mIgG1) mAbs (Fig. 1A). We developed a strategy in which
the mIgG1 Fc domain would be installed upstream of the native CH1 domain in the heavy
chain locus of MIH5, (Fig. 1B, S1). To this end, we selected a guide RNA (gRNA-Iso) that
generates a double-stranded break in the intronic region upstream of the first native
constant domain. We resolve the double-stranded break by an HDR donor construct
that would insert an artificial splice acceptor, followed by the CH1, hinge, CH2, CH3 of
mIgG1 with a c-terminal sortag 14 and histag motif. The artificial splice acceptor ensures
splicing of the murine Fc domain to the splice donor at the c-terminal end of the heavy
variable domain. Additionally, the donor construct would install gene-elements to confer
resistance to blasticidin in hybridoma clones which were successfully engineered.
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We electroporated the MIH5 hybridoma cells with the mIgG1 HDR donor construct in
combination with the Cas9 PX458 (19) containing gRNA-Iso and applied blasticidin pressure
after two days. Ten days after the electroporation we assessed knock-in of the donor
construct by genomic PCR with a forward primer that is outside the 5’ homologous arm and
a reverse primer that is unique to the donor construct. An amplicon was only observed for the
electroporated hybridomas, indicating the integration of the donor construct in the correct
genomic location (Fig. 1C). After one week of cultivating the transfected hybridomas under
antibiotic pressure, we performed limiting dilution to obtain monoclonal cell suspensions.
We used the supernatant of these monoclonal cells to screen for hybridomas that secrete
antibodies with a c-terminal histag. First, we stimulated CT26 (a mouse colon carcinoma
cell line) cells with IFN-γ to induce the upregulation of PD-L1. Subsequently, we stained the

3

CT26 cells with the supernatants of the monoclonal cell suspensions in combination with
secondary staining against the c-terminal histag or rat IgG2a heavy chain. Flow cytometry
analysis revealed that a large portion (52/79) of the monoclonal hybridomas were successfully
engineered and secreted PD-L1 mAbs with c-terminal histag with no expression of the native
isotype (Fig. 1D).
After the successful generation of the mIgG1 MIH5 clone (MIH5-m1), we continued with
a panel of donor constructs that would generate recombinant hybridomas that would
secrete mIgG2a, mIgG2b, mIgG3 and mIgA. In addition, we included a mutant mIgG2a
isotype with the amino acid substitutions L234A/L235A/N297A (mIgG2asilent), which
ablates affinity for murine FcγRs20. We co-transfected the MIH5 hybridomas with each
of the respective HDR donor constructs in combination with gRNA-Iso and checked
whether HDR was successful by genomic PCR. Only the DNA of hybridoma populations
electroporated with an HDR construct and gRNA yielded amplicons of the correct
size (~2600bp) after PCR (Fig. 2A). Subsequently, we performed a limiting dilution to
obtain monoclonal cell lines. Again we used the supernatant of these monoclonal cell
suspensions to identify clones that secreted mAbs with a c-terminal histag, but without
rat IgG2a signal (Hispos/r2aneg). From the Hispos/r2aneg clones, we selected a single clone
for each isotype and validated the correct genomic integration of the chimeric heavy
chain domain by sequencing.
Having a panel of recombinant hybridomas in hand, we continued with the characterization of the secreted product. From the supernatant, we isolated the MIH5 isotype
variants via histag purification and performed flow cytometry and western blot to confirm
their isotype (Fig. 2B). By flow cytometry we established that the engineered mAbs were
positive for their respective isotype as well as histag, but not for the native rIgG2a isotype.
CT26 cells in which PD-L1 is knocked out were not stained by the isotype variants, proving
retention of antigen specificity (Fig. S2). Western blot analysis confirmed the substitution
of the rat native heavy chain by the genetically introduce mouse heavy chain (Fig. 2C).
Of note, the removal of the native splice acceptor adjacent to the CH1 of the rat IgG2a
domain appeared to be crucial for obtaining hybridomas that secrete a uniform product
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Figure 1 CRISPR/HDR engineering of hybridoma MIH5 to obtain mIgG1 isotype. (A) CRISPR/
HDR strategy to engineer the rat IgG2a hybridoma MIH5 and obtain recombinant MIH5
hybridomas that secretes mIgG1 mAbs targeting PD-L1. (B) Shown is the targeted IgH locus of
MIH5 with the variable region (VH), constant region 1 (CH1) and hinge annotated. Cas9 is guided
by gRNA-Iso to the intronic region upstream of the CH1 to generate a double stranded break.
The double stranded break is subsequently resolved via HDR through a donor construct, leading
to an in-frame insertion of an splice acceptor (SA, grey), mIgG1 (yellow), a sortag and histag
motif (srt-his, blue), an internal ribosomal entry site (IRES), blasticidin-S deaminase (Bsr), and
polyA transcription termination signal (pA) upstream of the native CH1. The insert is enclosed
by homology arms (5’HA and 3’HA). (C) Three days after electroporation, DNA from CRISPR/
HDR targeted MIH5 populations is obtained for PCR with primer 1 and primer 2. Agarose gel of
the PCR product reveals amplicon of the correct size exclusively for the CRISPR/HDR targeted
population. (D) After limiting dilution of CRISPR/HDR targeted cells, a flow cytometry screen was
performed on the supernatant of 79 monoclonal cell suspensions. To this end, PD-L1 expressing
CT26 were incubated with clonal supernatants in combination with secondary antibodies
against either histag (blue) or rat IgG2a (red). Exclusive histag signal indicates production of
mAbs of the murine IgG1 isotype.

(Fig. S3). When the native splice acceptor in the 3’ homology arm of the donor construct
was kept intact, the resulting hybridomas still expressed the native rIgG2a isotype,
resulting in the isolation of mAb hetero-dimers containing rat and mouse heavy chains.
We postulated that elements downstream of the inserted murine heavy chain were still
be transcribed due to incomplete transcription termination, facilitating splicing of the VH
region to the native rIgG2a isotype. Removal of the native splice acceptor in the donor
construct led to the identification of clones where expression of rIgG2a isotype was
completely ablated.
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Figure 2 CRISPR/HDR engineering to obtain panel of MIH5 isotype variants. (A) CRISPR/HDR
approach as outlined in figure 1 was applied with a panel of isotype donor constructs (mIgG1,
mIgG2a, mIgG2b, mIgG3, mIgA, mIgG2asilent). Genomic PCR with primers 1 and 2 (figure 1b) of the
transfected populations confirmed correct integration of the donor construct for all isotypes.
(B) After selection of monoclonal hybridomas for each isotype, antibodies were isolated from
the supernatant via the c-terminal histag. Subsequently, the MIH5 isotype variants were used
to stain CT26 cells expressing PD-L1 in combination with a panel of secondary antibodies.
Displayed plots demonstrate that supernatants exclusively contains the engineered isotype
variant with a c-terminal histag, while the original rat IgG2a mAbs is absent. (C) Western blot
analysis demonstrates substitution of the rat HC for a histagged HC for each MIH5 Fc variant. (D)
Purified MIH5 isotype variants were effectively labeled with the fluorescent probe GGGCK(FAM)
using sortase mediated ligation.

Besides the histag motif for identification and purification purposes, we equipped all
the MIH5 isotype variants with a sortag motif (LPETGG) for chemoenzymatic functionalization14. Unlike classical stochastic chemical conjugation strategies, the sortag
facilitates site-specific coupling of cargo to mAbs without the danger of compromising
the n-terminal binding region and results in homogeneous final products14,21. To confirm
the functionality of c-terminal sortag we synthesized a fluorescent probe (GGGCK(FAM),
Chapter 2, Fig. 2B), a substrate for sortase-mediated conjugation and used this to
fluorescently tag the generated panel of mAbs (Fig. 2D). When using the fluorescent
probe in combination with sortase enzyme22, we only observed a fluorescent signal for
the CRISPR/HDR derived mAbs, whereas the WT antibody could not be tagged. As such,
these mAbs can be quantitively functionalized to attach payloads of choice for multiple
applications.
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Figure 3 Glycosylation profiling of MIH5 WT and Fc silent variant using high-resolution
native mass spectrometry. Purified samples of WT MIH5 (A) and mIgG2asilent (B) were treated
overnight with PNGaseF (orange) to remove existing glycans. Subsequently these samples
were compared to untreated samples (black) via high resolution native mass spectrometry.
The Pearson correlation coefficient between the two spectra over all ion signals is given in the
upper right corner. The molecule mass of the untreated (black) and treated (orange) sample and
difference in leading mass (green) is given in the lower right corner.

To confirm this approach is not only restricted to the MIH5 hybridoma, we performed the
same CRISPR/HDR approach on the hybridoma NLDC-145 and were able to generate
a hybridoma panel secreting Fc-variants that target the C-type lectin DEC-205 (Fig.
S4). Taken together, we demonstrate that this CRISPR/HDR strategy can be applied to
any hybridoma of rIgG2a isotype to rapidly obtain a panel of Fc variants with the same
specificity.

Biochemical and functional characterization of the MIH5 isotype variants
Having established and validated our hybridoma CRISPR/HDR genomic engineering
approach we set out to characterize the functional properties of our isotype-switched
mAbs. First, we characterized the mIgG2asilent by high-resolution native mass
spectrometry analysis. Asparagine (N) on position 297 (N297) is a conserved glycosylation
site and is one of the major determinants for FcγR engagement, and hence the efficacy of
certain therapeutic mAbs. In mIgG2asilent the N297A amino acid substitution is introduced,
rendering it Fc-silent20. To validate the absence of glycans in this engineered mutant,
we treated MIH5 WT and mIgG2asilent with the glycosidase PNGase F to remove existing
glycans. Subsequently, we performed high-resolution native mass spectrometry on
treated and untreated samples to assess whether glycans were removed. For the WT
samples, clear shifts in protein mass were observed, with a leading loss of 2889.6 Da,
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corresponding to the loss of two G0F glycans (theoretical mass 2890 Da) per mAb (Fig.
3A). In contrast, no difference in mass between the PNGase F treated and untreated
samples of mIgG2asilent could be measured, indicating the absence of glycans (Fig. 3B).
Native mass spectrometry analysis of our MIH5 mIgG2a isotype variant before and after
PNGase F treatment showed a mass difference of 2889.2 Da, corresponding to two G0F
glycans, analogous to the WT MIH5 mAb (Fig. S5).
We continued with the evaluation of the binding affinities of MIH5 isotype variant panel
for immobilized mFcγRIa, mFcγRIIb and mFcγRIV on a multiplex biosensor via surface
plasmon resonance (SPR). We monitored the association and dissociation over time and
generated affinity plots to calculate the dissociation constants (KD) for each receptor
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concentration (Fig. 4A). Subsequently, these were interpolated to calculate the affinity
of each antibody at receptor concentration giving Rmax=500 (Fig 4B), as described
before23. The obtained affinities of mIgG1, mIgG2a and mIgG2b for the FcγRs fall well
within the range of previously reported KD values for recombinantly produced isotypes23.
In summary: mIgG1 did not bind mFcγRI and mFcγRIV, but binds to mFcγRIIb; mIgG2a
displayed binding to all tested mFcγRs with highest affinity for mFcγRI, followed by
mFcγRIV and mFcγRIIb; mIgG2b binds to mFcγRIIb and mFcγRIV, with a stronger affinity
for the latter. mIgA and the Fc-silent mutant mIgG2asilent did not display affinity for any
of the mFcγRs. The WT rIgG2a displays a FcγR engagement profile similar to the one of
mIgG1, binding to the FcγRIIb, but not to FcγRI and FcγRIV. Due to protein aggregation,
a characteristic previously reported for this isotype24,25, we were not able to determine
the KD values for mIgG3. Based on the differential affinity for activating and inhibiting
receptors reported here, we predicted the capacity of CRISPR/HDR engineered mAbs to
evoke antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) (Fig. 4C), as others have done in
the past8.
To conclude the characterization of the generated isotype variants we assessed their
capacity to induce ADCC in vitro and in vivo. In vitro, we labeled MC38 (murine colon
adenocarcinoma) cells with chromium-51, opsonized these with MIH5 Fc variants,
and added whole blood from C57BL/6 mice for four hours. To assess specific lysis we
measured the chromium-51 release and used an aspecific mAb (AZND-1) as a baseline
(Fig. 5A). In vivo, we assessed the ability of MIH5 Fc variants to deplete B-cells (Fig.
5B). We labeled isolated splenic B-cells from C57BL/6 mice with Far Red tracer dye and
opsonized these with mIgG2a, mIgG2b or mIgA. Simultaneously, we used mIgG2asilent
to opsonize splenic B-cells labeled with Violet Blue tracer dye. Subsequently, we mixed
the populations in equal ratio and injected these intravenously into LPS-primed C57BL/6
mice. After 24 hours, we sacrificed the mice and isolated the spleens to determine the
ratio between the violet-blue and far-red population to assess relative B-cell depletion
via flow cytometry (Fig. 5C, Fig S6). Both in vitro and in vivo assays yielded similar
results; mouse IgG2a displayed the strongest capacity to induce Fc mediated killing of
target cells, followed by mIgG2b, which is in line with literature and the observed FcyR
binding affinities. The wildtype rIgG2a, nor it’s CRISPR/HDR engineered variants mIgG1,
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mIgG3, mIgA and mIgG2asilent were able to mediate specific killing or depletion. As mIgG3,
mIgG2asilent and mIgA do not interact with murine Fc receptors these are unable to
mediate ADCC. The lack of effect for rIgG2a and mIgG1 Fc variants can be explained by
their ability to bind only a single activating FcyR (FcyRIII), whereas mIgG2a and mIgG2b
bind respectively three and two activating FcγRs. Taken together, our in vitro and in vivo
data indicate that chimeric and mutant mAbs generated applying our CRISPR/HDR
hybridoma engineering approach exhibit the same biochemical and immune effector
characteristics as reported for their natural and recombinantly produced counterparts.

Figure 4 FcγR engagement of MIH5 isotype variants. Representative sensograms (A) display
interactions of MIH5 WT and MIH5 engineered mAbs (mIgG1, mIgG2a, mIgG2b, mIgA and
mIgG2asilent) for immobilized mFcγRI, mFcγRIIb and mFcγRIV at increasing concentrations. SPR
was performed on four different concentrations of immobilized FcγRs (1nM, 3nM, 10nM and
30nM) to determine affinity (KD(M)) of the Fc variants for the different Fc receptors (B), n=3, mean ±
s.e.m. (C) Predicted ADCC activity for each murine isotype variant on the basis of their differential
affinity for FcγRs.
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Figure 5 Effector function of MIH5 isotype variants. ADCC in vitro assay (A) to compare effector
function of MIH5 isotype variants. MC38 cells were 51Cr labelled, opsonized with different MIH5
isotype variants, and exposed to whole blood from C57/Bl6 mice for 4 hours. Specific lysis was
quantified by measuring 51Cr release. n=3, mean ± s.e.m (*p<0.05). (B) Experimental set-up of
in vivo depletion assay. Splenic B-cells labelled with violet and red tracer dye were used as
target cells for in vivo depletion. The violet B-cells were opsonized with mIgG2asilent variant,
while the red B-cells were opsonized with mIgG2a, mIgG2b, or mIgA variant. Subsequently,
B-cells were mixed 1:1 (upper plot and diagram) and injected intravenously into C57/Bl6 mice.
Twenty-four hours later the spleens were isolated and the ratios between violet and red B-cells
determined via flow cytometry (lower plot and diagram). The ratios before injection and after
spleen isolation were used to quantify the isotype-specific depletion of the target cells. (C)
Representative experiment indicating mIgG2a, mIgG2b and mIgA specific depletion of target
cells with mIgG2asilent opsonized cells as reference population; n=3, mean ± s.e.m (*p<0.05).

Discussion
Here we report the development of a versatile platform for easy and rapid generation
of panels of Fc engineered antibodies starting from their parental hybridomas. Using
a one-step CRISPR/HDR approach we could obtain a hybridoma panel producing
mAbs of different isotypes against the same target. Additionally, our method allows
the incorporation of useful protein tags for purification and site-specific conjugation
purposes. Extensive characterization of the produced antibodies revealed that target
specificity is uncompromised and that the CRISPR/HDR engineered chimeric antibodies
display their proprietary Fc-effector functions. Currently, most researchers rely mainly
on recombinant production methods to evaluate monoclonal antibodies in different
Fc formats. To do so, the variable heavy chain and light chain needs to be sequenced,
and these sequences have to be cloned into the appropriate backbones, followed by
multiple rounds of transfections into transient mammalian expression systems to obtain
sufficient antibody yields. This process often requires extensive optimization, expertise,
knowledge and dedicated resources, not available in most laboratories. In contrast, the
CRISPR/HDR strategy outlined here, offers a simple alternative approach requiring a
single electroporation step to obtain an unlimited source of target antibody in the isotype
format of choice.
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Other investigators also described approaches to modulate heavy chain loci in
hybridomas via genomic engineering. However, these approaches are either restricted
in their engineering capabilities or require multiple sequential genome editing events.
For example, Cheong et al. used viral CRISPR/Cas9 vectors to engineer isotype switched
mIgG1 and mIgG3 mAbs from IgM-producing hybridomas exploiting the class-switch
recombination machinery present in hybridomas11. Although elegant, the technique is
restricted to the native heavy chain loci within the target hybridoma. Consequently, the
generation of a complete isotype panel is restricted to scarcely available IgM-producing
hybridomas. Furthermore, the placement of recombinant tags, production of mutated
isotypes with modulated effector functions or isotypes from a foreign species to generate
chimeric mAbs is impossible with this technique. Hashimoto et al. described a multistep
method to introduce Fc variants with amino acid substitutions via recombinant mediated
cassette exchange (RMCE)26. However, this procedure relies on the prior incorporation
of flanking Cre/lox sites required for RMCE, limiting the broad application in other
hybridomas. Our single-step CRISPR/HDR method is easily adaptable to any hybridoma
regardless of background species or isotype to obtain complete panels of engineered
antibodies in the format of choice.
We demonstrate here, for the first time, the ability to modulate the antibody isotype in
hybridomas to a panel ranging from the activating Fc variant mIgG2a, to the Fc-silent
mIgG2asilent. It is widely recognized that mAb isotype is of major importance for the
outcome of antibody-based therapies, especially in the field of cancer immunotherapy.
Various studies have shown that the therapeutic efficacy of mAbs directed against
immune checkpoints such as CTLA-4, CD25, PD-L1, GITR, and OX-40 depends on
their isotype4,5,27–29. This is mainly due to the interaction of the Fc-region with different
components of the immune system, such as FcRs on the surface of immune cells and the
C1q protein of the complement system. Substantial efforts have been made to modulate
Fc affinity for these different components making use of amino acid substitutions in
the Fc-region. This has led to a wide range of described mutants that can be used to
increase affinity for activating or inhibitory FcRs30–32, ablate Fc-effector functions33, or
recruit complement34. Moreover, amino acid substitutions can also be used to control
antibody half-life35 or to construct bispecific antibodies36,37. All of these Fc variants can be
implemented in our versatile single step CRISPR/HDR platform.
This method is accessible for any laboratory capable of hybridoma cell line culture, thus
providing a molecular toolbox for repurposing the wealth of established hybridoma cell
lines available. Since many hybridoma products are extensively used in preclinical in vivo
studies, our method will empower preclinical antibody research by enabling screening
of large panels of antibody variants early on in therapeutic antibody development.
Moreover, the freedom to add affinity tags and amino acid recognition sequences for
chemoenzymatic modification adds a layer of flexibility and utility. The ability to sitespecifically functionalize the engineered antibody products will find application in
the fields of biomolecular engineering, chemical biology, antibody-drug conjugates,
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multimodal imaging and nanomedicine. We are convinced that this method will open up
antibody engineering for the entire scientific community.

Materials and Methods
General culture conditions
The hybridoma clones NLDC-145 (ATCC®, HB-290™) and MIH5 were genetically
engineered for expression of murine isotypes. Other cell lines used in this study were
CT26 (ATCC® CRL-2638™), CT26.PD-L1KO 38, MC38, JAWSII (ATCC® CRL-11904™). For
cultivation purposes NLDC-145, MIH5, CT26, CT26.PD-L1KO and MC38 were grown
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in complete medium formulation, consisting of RPMI 1640 medium (Thermo Fisher,
11875093), 2 mM ultraglutamine (Lonza, BE16-605E/U1), 50 μM Gibco 2-Mercaptoethanol
(2-ME) (Thermo Fisher, 21985023), 1x antibiotic-antimycotic (anti-anti) (Thermo
Fisher 15240062) and 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS). The cell line
JAWSII was cultivated in alpha minimum essential medium with ribonucleosides,
deoxyribinuuleosides, 4 mM L-glutamine, 1 mM sodium pyruvate and 5 ng/mL murine GMCSF. For expression of PD-L1, MC38 and CT26 were stimulated overnight with 100 ng/mL
of recombinant murine IFN-γ.

Cloning of CRISRP-Cas9 and donor constructs
The genomic sequence of the rat IgG2a heavy chain locus was identified via the Ensembl
rate genome build Rnor_6.0 (accession: AC_0000741) and used for the design of the HDR
donor templates. Selection of gRNA-Iso (TGTAGACAGCCACAGACTTG) was based upon
analysis of a 500bp genomic region containing the CH1 of the rat IgG2a with the CRISPR
tool from the Zhang lab (http://crispr.mit.edu). Single-stranded oligos were subsequently
ordered from Integrated DNA technologies (IDT) with the appropriate overhangs for
cloning purposes. The oligos were phosphorylated with T4 PNK enzyme by incubation
at 37°C for 30 minutes and annealed by incubation at 95°C for 5 minutes followed by
gradually cooling to 25°C using a thermocycler. The annealed oligos of gRNA-Iso were
cloned into the plasmid and pSpCas9(BB)-2A-GFP (PX458), obtained as a gift from Feng
Zhang (Addgene plasmid #48138)19. For the generation of the murine IgG1 isotype variants,
a vector was synthesized by Invitrogen, containing the appropriate homology arms.
The different genes of the other described Fc-domains were subsequently inserted via
traditional cloning techniques. All CRISPR/Cas9 and HDR constructs were purified with
nucleobond® Extra midi kit (Machery-Nagel, 740410.100) according to manufacturer’s
protocol. Removal of the native splice acceptor in the 3’ homologous arm of HDR
templates was achieved via site-directed mutagenesis (Agilent Technologies, 200523).

Hybridoma nucleofection with donor constructs and CRISPR/Cas9
Nucleofection of the HDR template and CRISPR/Cas9 vectors was performed with SF Cell
Line 4D-Nucleofection X Kit L (Lonza, V4XC-2024). Before nucleofection hybridoma cells
were assessed for viability and centrifuged (90g, 5 minutes), resuspended in PBS/1% FBS
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and centrifuged again (90g, 5 minutes). One million cells were resuspended in SF medium
with 1 μg of HDR template and 1 μg of CRISPR/Cas9 vectors or 2 μg of GFP vector (control)
and transferred to cuvettes for nucleofection with the 4D-Nucleofection System from
Lonza (Program SF, CQ-104). Transfected cells were transferred to a 6-well plate in 4 mL
of complete medium. The following day the cells were transferred to a 10 cm petridish in
10 mL of complete medium, supplemented with 10-20 μg/mL of blasticidin (Invivogen,
anti-bl-05). Antibiotic pressure was sustained until GFP transfected hybridomas were
dead and HDR transfections were confluent (typically between day 10-14). Subsequently,
antibiotic resistant cells were clonally expanded by seeding the hybridomas in 0,3 cells/
well in u-bottom 96-well plates in 100 μL of complete medium. After ten days, supernatant
from wells with a high cell density were obtained for further characterization.

Genomic DNA isolation, PCR and sequencing
One week after nucleofection with HDR and targeting constructs a minimum of 10,000
cells of the surviving cell population were collected for genomic phenotyping. DNA was
extracted using the genomic DNA isolate kit from Bioline (BIO52067). The DNA pellet was
resuspended in ultra-purified water and used for PCR analysis. For PCR confirmation
we used primer 1 (GGCGACCTGTAACAACTTGG) which hybridizes upstream of the 5’
homolog arm of the HDR template and primer 2 (ATACATTGACACCAGTGAAGATGC) which
hybridized with the BSD gene. PCR products were visualized on a 1% (wt/vol) agarose gel
containing Nancy-520 dye stain. DNA was excised, purified (Macherey-Nagel, 740609) and
validated via Sanger sequencing.

Flow cytometry
Ten days after limiting dilution the supernatant from wells with high cell densities were
used to stain target cells. Supernatants were transferred to wells in a V-bottom 96-well
plate containing 20,000 target cells. After 20 minutes incubation at 4°C, plates were
centrifuged (90g, 2 minutes) and hybridoma supernatant discarded by flicking. Plates were
washed twice with PBS/5% FBS and incubated with anti-rat IgG2a (PE) (Thermofisher, 124817-8211) or anti-histag (PE) (Biolegend, 362603) to identify modified hybridomas. The
murine isotype was determined by using the following panel of secondary antibodies
on histag positive supernatants: anti-mouse IgG1 (PE) (Thermofisher, 12-4015-82), antimouse IgG2a (PE) (Thermofisher, 12-4817-82), anti-mouse IgG2b (FITC) (11-4220-82),
anti-mouse IgG3 (A488) (Thermofisher, A21151), anti-mouse IgA (FITC) (BD Bioscience,
559354).

Western Blot
The purified murine MIH5 isotypes were stained for presence of rat and his-tagged
heavy chains. Samples were run under reducing conditions on 12% sodium dodecyl
sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). Gels were transferred on PVDF
membrane and blocked with 3% BSA in PBS-Tween 0,02% (PBS-T) and stained with rabbit
anti-his-tag antibody (abcam, ab137839), goat anti-rabbit IgG (H+L) (IRD800) (LI-COR, 92632211) and goat anti-rat IgG (H+L) (AF680) (Thermofisher, A-21096).
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Antibody production and isolation
Engineered hybridomas selected for production were expanded in T175 flasks containing
20 mL of complete medium. Once confluent, hybridomas were cultivated for 7-10 days
in RPMI-1640 supplemented with 2 mM ultraglutamine, 1x AA, 50 uM 2-ME, and 10%
FBS, before Ni-NTA purification. For larger antibody titers, 20 million cells were seeded
in Celline Bioreactor Flasks (Argos, 900-05) and cultivated for 1 week. Antibodycontaining-supernatants were separated from cells via centrifugation (90g, 5 minutes),
filtered through a 20 μm filter and supplemented with 10 mM imidazol (Sigma, I2399).
Subsequently, the hybridoma supernatant was run over a Ni-NTA column (Qiagen, 30210).
The column was subsequently washed with 10 column volumes of PBS/25 mM imidazole
before antibody elution with PBS/250 mM imidazole. Buffer exchange to PBS (for mIgG3;
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300 mM NaH2PO4, 50 mM NaCl2, pH 6.5) was performed via ultracentrifugation with
amicon Ultra-15 Centrifugal filter units (Sigma, Z717185). Antibodies from WT hybridomas
were obtained by cultivating parental hybridoma using CD Hybridoma medium
(Thermofisher, 11279023) supplemented with 2 mM ultraglutamine, 1x AA and 50 μM
2-ME. Antibodies were purified from medium using protein G gravitrap (Sigma, 28-985255) according to manufacturer’s protocol. Antibody concentration was determined via
absorption at 280nm with an extinction coefficient of 1.4. Protein purity was assessed by
SDS-PAGE using SYPRO™ Ruby Protein Gel Stain (ThermoFisher, S12000).

Sortase-mediated ligation
To assess sortase-mediated conjugation a small nucleophilic peptide (GGGCK(FAM))
was constructed via solid-phase-peptide synthesis. Antibodies were dialysed into
sortase buffer (150 mM Tris, 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM CaCl2, pH7.5) via ultracentrifugation.
Sortase mediated reactions were carried out with 5 μg of substrate (mAb or Fab’) in 10
μL volumes, containing 1 (Fab’) or 2 (mAb) molar equivalents of tri-mutant sortase A Δ59
(3M srt)22, and 50 (Fab’) or 100 (mAb) molar equivalents of GGGCK(FAM) peptide. After
one hour of incubation at 37°C, the reaction was stopped via addition of EDTA (10 mM
final concentration). For each reaction, 500 ng was loaded on reducing SDS-PAGE and
analyzed for fluorescence and protein using SYPRO™ Ruby Protein Gel Stain on Typhoon
Trio+.

Native Mass spectrometry analysis
mAbs were treated overnight with four units of PNGase F (Roche, IN, USA) at room
temperature. Subsequently, treated and untreated samples were buffer exchanged into
150 mM aqueous ammonium acetate (pH7.5) by ultrafiltration (vivaspin 500, Sartorius
Stedim Biotech Germany) with 30 kDa cut-off filter. Sample concentrations were adjusted
to 5 µM, before 4 µL was used for native MS analysis. Native MS analysis was carried
out with a modified Exactive Plus Orbitrap instrument with extend mass range (EMR) as
described before39. Intact Mass software was used for zero-charge deconvolution of the
spectra to determine the antibody mass40.
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FcγR engagement
Surface plasmon resonance measurement were performed on an IBIS MX96 (IBIS
technologies) with a similar methodology as described before23. In short, biotinylated
mouse FcγRI, FcγRIIb and FcγRIV were immobilized in duplicate, ranging from 30 nM to
1 nM onto a single SensEye G-streptavidin sensor. Then MIH5 Fc variants were injected
over the IBIS in PBS supplemented with 0.075% Tween-80 in concentrations ranging
from 0.49 nM to 1000 nM. KD calculation was performed by fitting a 1:1 Langmuir binding
model to the RU360sec values at each antibody concentration. For consistency, these fits
were performed at each receptor concentration and the final KD values were calculated
by interpolating to Rmax=500. The measurements were performed in triplicate.

ADCC in vitro
Mouse whole blood ADCC with a 51Cr release assay was performed as described
before 41. Briefly, M38 cells were stimulated overnight with 100 ng/mL of IFNy to upregulate
PD-L1 expression and used as target cells. Subsequently, the target cells (5000 cells/well)
were labelled with 100 μCu 51Cr for 2 h at 37°C and washed in complete medium. MIH5
isotype variants were added in a final concentration of 10 µg/mL, followed by addition of
whole blood (25 μL) derived from pegylated G-CSF stimulated C57/Bl6 mice expressing
human CD89. Cellular mix was incubated for 4 hours in 200 μL RPMI1640 + 10% FCS at
37°C. 51Cr release was counted in 50 µl supernatant with a liquid scintillation counter.
Percentage of specific lysis was calculated as follows: (experimental cpm − basal cpm)/
(maximal cpm − basal cpm) × 100, with maximal lysis determined in the presence of 5%
Triton and basal lysis in the present of a non-specific antibody control (AZN-D1, αDCSIGN).

B-cell depletion in vivo
B-cells were isolated from two C57BL/6 mice via MACS depletion (CD43 microbeads,
130-049-801 MACS) and labelled with Cell Trace Violet (ThermoFisher, C34557) or Cell
Trace Far Red (ThermoFisher, C34564). To increase PD-L1 expression, labelled B cells
were treated with 100 ng/mL IFN-γ and 10 ng/mL of IL-4 overnight at 37°C. Following
day, 9 million Far red labelled B-cells were incubated with 25 µg/mL of MIH5 mIgG2a,
mIgG2b or mIgA and 27 million violet labelled B-cells with MIH5 mIgG2asilent. Far red
labelled B-cells and violet labelled B-cells were mixed 1:1 and intravenously injected into
C57BL/6 mice (6 million/mouse), which were stimulated 6 hours earlier with LPS (1 µg/g).
Part of the cell suspension was analyzed to determine the ratio between Far Red and
Blue B-cells injection. Twenty-four hours after injection, isolated spleens were meshed
through a 100µm cell strainer using a syringe plunger. The resulting cell suspension was
centrifuged (90g, 5 minutes) and incubated in ammonium chloride potassium solution to
lyse erythrocytes. After 5 minutes of incubation cells were washed with PBS two times
and analyzed with flow cytometry to determine the ratio between violet B-cells and far
red B-cells. To determine the relative depletion the following calculation was used:
1-(Injected (Violet:Red)/Isolated (Violet:Red)) x 100. Mice were maintained under specific pathogenfree conditions and treated according to IUCAC guidelines.
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Supplementary information
A

B

Figure S1 Genomic map and annotated basepair sequence of rat IgG2a constant domains.
The genomic location (A) and annotated basepair sequence (B) and of the IgH locus of rat IgG2a
located on chromosome 6 (Rn celera, AC_0000741) are given. The exons of CH1, Hinge, CH2 and
CH3 are indicated (grey highlight) with splice acceptor and donor sites (underlined, cursive). The
targeted protospace adjacent motifs (PAMs) for gRNA-Iso (red) are indicated.
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Figure S2 MIH5 isotype variants retain specificity for PD-L1. FACS plots of IFN-γ stimulated
CT26 and CT26PD-L1 KO stained with purified MIH5 Fc variants in combination with secondary
against histag indicate that specificity for PD-L1 is retained.
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Artifical SA

Native SA
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CH1
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Figure S3 Removal of the native splice acceptor in donor construct leads to uniform product.
(A) Schematic of the HDR construct indicating the native splice acceptor (SA) adjacent to the
CH1 domain. As an example, two clones of the MIH5 mIgG2b are given. These hybridomas are
generated with a donor construct in which the native splice acceptor is intact (+) or destroyed (-).
Destruction of the splice acceptor leads to completely abrogates the expression of the native
isotype (rat IgG2a) as determined by flow cytometry (B) and western blot (C).
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NLDC-145
WT

mIgG1

mIgG2a

mIgG2b

mIgG3

mIgA

αmIgG1
αmIgG2a
αmIgG2b
αmIgG3
αmIgA
αHis6
αrIgG2a

Figure S4 Murine isotype panel generation of NLDC-145 via CRISPR/HDR. The CRISPR/HDR
strategy as outlined in Fig. 1 and 2 was applied to the NLDC-145 to obtain recombinant hybridomas
secreting murine IgG1, IgG2a, IgG2b, IgG3 and IgA. For each isotype, hybridoma supernatant
was used to stain DEC-205 expressing cell line JAWS II in combination with a panel of secondary
antibodies against rat IgG2a, histag and murine isotypes.

Figure S5 Glycosylation profile of MIH5 mIgG2a via native mass spectrometry. Purified MIH5
mIgG2a was treated overnight with PNGAseF (orange) and compared to an untreated sample
(black) via high resolution native mass spectrometry. The Pearson correlation coefficient
between the two spectra over all ion signals is given in the upper right corner. The molecular
mass belonging to the base peak of the untreated (black font) and treated (orange font) sample
and the leading difference in mass (green) is depicted in the lower right corner. The difference in
mass between treated and untreated samples indicates the loss of two glycans.
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Figure S6 Gating and FACS plots of isotype dependent depletion in vivo. Isolated B-cells were
stimulated overnight with IFN-y and labeled with either red or violet tracer dyes. Subsequently,
the violet B-cells were opsonized with MIH5 mIgG2asilent, while the red B-cells were opsonized
with MIH5 mIgG2a, mIgG2b or mIgA. The populations were mixed and intravenously injected
into LPS stimulated BL/6 mice. After 24 hours the mice were sacrificed and spleens isolated
to determine the ratio of violet blue and far red target cells. These were used to determine the
isotype dependent target cell depletion. The gating strategy (A) and the plots (B) depicting the
labeled B-cell ratios used for determing the specific target depletion in Fig 5C are given.
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Table S1 Isotype donor constructs for HDR. Table displays sequences of each feature of donor
constructs used to change the isotype of rat IgG2a hybridomas. The 5’ HA, IRES-Bsr-PolyA and
3’ HA are constant in each HDR construct, while the isotype features are interchangeable. The
native splice acceptor which is removed is indicated in 3’ HA.
Sequence

102

5’ HA

AG A A AG ATCTG AG TAG A ACCA AG G TA A A A AG TG TG G G TA A A A ACACATG T TCACAG G CCTG G CTG ACATGATGCTGGGCACGTATGGAGGCAAAGTCAAGAGGGCAGTGTAAGGGCCAGAAGTGAATCCTGACCCAAGAATAGAGAGTGCTAAACCTACGTAGATCGAAGCCAACTAAAAAGACAAGCTACAAAACGAAGCTAAGGCCAGAGATCTTGGACTGTGAAGAGTTCAGAGAACCTAGGATCAGGAACCATTAGTAACAGGCCAAGGAAGATAGAAGCTGCCTAGGACTTGGCAAGAGCCAACATGGTTGGACTGGAAAAGAAAGGAGGAGACAGAAGACAGGAGAGATGTGCCAACTTGATTTTGGGCTTCACTGTTGTCCATACTGTGTGCAGCCATATGGCCCACAGATAACAGGTTTAGCCGAGGAACACAGATACCCACATTGGACAATGGTGGGGGAACACAGATACCCATACTACAGGGCTCTTTAGGGCATTTCCTGAAAGTGTACTAGGAGTGGGACTGGGCTCAAAGGGATTAGGTGTGATCTGGCCTGGTGAGGCTGACATTGGCAAGCCCAATGGTTGGGTGTTGCCTCCTCCATGT

mIgG1

GCTAGCGATCGCAGGCGCAATCTTCGCATTTCTTTTTTCCAGCAAAGACCACACCACCTTCTGTGTACCCACTCGCACCAGGCAGCGCCGCTCAAACCAACAGTATGGTGACCTTGGGGTGTCTTGTGAAGGGCTACTTTCCCGAGCCCGTTACCGTCACCTGGAACTCCGGGTCTCTCTCAAGCGGCGTTCACACCTTCCCCGCCGTACTGCAATCAGACCTCTATACCCTGTCTTCCAGCGTCACTGTACCCAGTTCCACCTGGCCCAGTGAAACTGTCACATGTAATGTCGCACACCCAGCTTCCTCCACCAAAGTGGACAAAAAGATCGTGCCTAGGGACTGTGGATGCAAGCCATGTATCTGCACTGTCCCCGAGGTTTCAAGTGTATTTATCTTCCCCCCAAAGCCCAAAGATGTCCTCACCATAACACTCACACCCAAGGTGACCTGCGTGGTGGTCGATATCAGTAAAGATGACCCCGAGGTCCAATTCAGCTGGTTTGTGGATGATGTAGAGGTCCACACTGCTCAGACTCAGCCACGGGAAGAGCAGTTTAACTCAACATTTCGGAGTGTGTCCGAACTGCCAATCATGCACCAAGATTGGCTCAATGGGAAAGAATTCAAATGCAGGGTGAATAGTGCCGCCTTTCCTGCACCAATAGAGAAAACCATATCAAAGACAAAGGGCAGGCCCAAGGCCCCTCAAGTCTATACTATACCTCCACCCAAGGAGCAAATGGCTAAAGATAAGGTAAGCCTCACCTGCATGATCACAGATTTTTTCCCAGAAGACATAACTGTCGAATGGCAATGGAACGGCCAACCTGCAGAAAATTACAAGAATACTCAGCCTATTATGGACACCGATGGCAGCTACTTCGTGTATTCAAAACTGAACGTACAGAAATCTAATTGGGAAGCAGGGAATACATTCACATGCTCTGTGTTGCATGAAGGGCTCCATAACCACCACACTGAAAAGAGCTTGAGCCACTCTCCCGGAAAGCGTACGGGAGGCGGAGGCAGCCTGCCGGAAACCGGCGGCCATCATCATCATCATCATTGA

mIgG2a

GCTAGCGATCGCAGGCGCAATCTTCGCATTTCTTTTTTCCAGCTAAGACTACCGCTCCTAGCGTTTATCCTTTGGCCCCTGTATGTGGGGACACCACTGGCTCTTCTGTAACTCTGGGCTGTTTGGTGAAAGGGTACTTTCCAGAACCTGTAACTTTGACATGGAATTCAGGGTCTCTCTCTTCAGGAGTACATACTTTTCCCGCAGTTTTGCAAAGCGATCTTTACACACTTAGTTCCTCCGTCACCGTTACTTCTTCTACCTGGCCCAGTCAGTCCATAACATGTAACGTGGCCCATCCTGCCAGCAGCACAAAAGTAGACAAAAAAATCGAACCTAGAGGCCCTACTATTAAGCCCTGCCCACCATGCAAATGCCCAGCCCCAAATCTCCTCGGTGGTCCTAGCGTCTTCATCTTCCCCCCCAAGATTAAGGATGTGCTGATGATTTCATTGAGCCCAATTGTCACATGTGTGGTCGTGGATGTGTCAGAGGATGACCCTGACGTGCAAATATCTTGGTTTGTAAATAACGTAGAGGTGCATACCGCTCAGACTCAGACTCACCGGGAGGACTATAATAGCACTCTCAGGGTGGTCTCCGCACTTCCAATTCAGCACCAGGACTGGATGTCCGGCAAAGAGTTCAAGTGTAAAGTCAATAACAAGGATTTGCCCGCACCAATAGAACGGACCATCTCTAAACCTAAAGGGAGTGTACGCGCCCCACAGGTTTACGTGCTGCCCCCACCCGAGGAGGAAATGACCAAAAAGCAGGTGACACTCACCTGCATGGTTACCGATTTTATGCCCGAAGACATATATGTTGAGTGGACTAACAACGGGAAGACCGAGCTGAATTATAAAAATACCGAACCCGTTTTGGACTCAGATGGCTCATACTTCATGTACTCCAAACTCCGGGTAGAGAAAAAGAACTGGGTTGAAAGAAACAGCTACTCATGCAGCGTGGTGCATGAGGGGCTCCACAATCATCATACCACCAAGTCTTTCTCACGGACACCTGGGAAACGTACGGGAGGCGGAGGCAGCCTGCCGGAAACCGGCGGCCATCATCATCATCATCATTGA

mIgG2b

GCTAGCGATCGCAGGCGCAATCTTCGCATTTCTTTTTTCCAGCTAAAACAACACCCCCATCAGTCTATCCACTGGCCCCTGGGTGTGGAGATACAACTGGTTCCTCTGTGACTCTGGGATGCCTGGTCAAGGGCTACTTCCCTGAGTCAGTGACTGTGACTTGGAACTCTGGATCCCTGTCCAGCAGTGTGCACACCTTCCCAGCTCTCCTGCAGTCTGGACTCTACACTATGAGCAGCTCAGTGACTGTCCCCTCCAGCACCTGGCCAAGTCAGACCGTCACCTGCAGCGTTGCTCACCCAGCCAGCAGCACCACGGTGGACAAAAAACTTGAGCCCAGCGGGCCCATTTCAACAATCAACCCCTGTCCTCCATGCAAGGAGTGTCACAAATGCCCAGCTCCTAACCTGGAGGGTGGACCATCCGTCTTCATCTTCCCTCCAAATATCAAGGATGTACTCATGATCTCCCTGACACCCAAGGTCACGTGTGTGGTGGTGGATGTGAGCGAGGATGACCCAGACGTCCGGATCAGCTGGTTTGTGAACAACGTGGAAGTACACACAGCTCAGACACAAACCCATAGAGAGGATTACAACAGTACTATCCGGGTGGTCAGTGCCCTCCCCATCCAGCACCAGGACTGGATGAGTGGCAAGGAGTTCAAATGCAAGGTCAACAACAAAGACCTCCCATCACCCATCGAGAGAACCATCTCAAAAATTAAAGGGCTAGTCAGAGCTCCACAAGTATACATCTTGCCGCCACCAGCAGAGCAGTTGTCCAGGAAAGATGTCAGTCTCACTTGCCTGGTCGTGGGCTTCAACCCTGGAGACATCAGTGTGGAGTGGACCAGCAATGGGCATACTGAGGAGAACTACAAGGACACCGCACCAGTCCTGGACTCTGACGGTTCTTACTTCATATACAGCAAGCTCGATATAAAAACAAGCAAGTGGGAGAAAACAGATTCCTTCTCATGCAACGTGAGACACGAGGGTCTGAAAAATTACTACCTGAAGAAGACCATCTCCCGGTCTCCGGGTAAACGTACGGGAGGCGGAGGCAGCCTGCCGGAAACCGGCGGCCATCATCATCATCATCATTGA
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Sequence

mIgA

GCTAGCGATCGCAGGCGCAATCTTCGCATTTCTTTTTTCCAGGCTCAGAGTCTGCGAGAAATCCCACCATCTACCCACTGACACTCCCACCAGCTCTGTCAAGTGACCCAGTGATAATCGGCTGCCTGATTCACGATTACTTCCCTTCCGGCACGATGAATGTGACCTGGGGAAAGAGTGGGAAGGATATAACCACCGTAAACTTCCCACCTGCCCTGGCCTCTGGGGGACGGTACACCATGAGCAGCCAGTTGACCCTGCCAGCTGTCGAGTGCCCAGAAGGAGAATCCGTGAAATGTTCCGTGCAACATGACTCTAACCCCGTCCAAGAATTGGATGTGAATTGCTCTGGTCCTACTCCTCCTCCTCCTATTACTATTCCTTCCTGCCAGCCCAGCCTGTCACTGCAGCGGCCAGCTCTTGAGGACCTGCTCCTGGGTTCAGATGCCAGCATCACATGTACTCTGAATGGCCTGAGAAATCCTGAGGGAGCTGTCTTCACCTGGGAGCCCTCCACTGGGAAGGATGCAGTGCAGAAGAAAGCTGTGCAGAATTCCTGCGGCTGCTACAGTGTGTCCAGCGTCCTGCCTGGCTGTGCTGAGCGCTGGAACAGTGGCGCATCATTCAAGTGCACAGTTACCCATCCTGAGTCTGGCACCTTAACTGGCACAATTGCCAAAGTCACAGTGAACACCTTCCCACCCCAGGTCCACCTGCTACCGCCGCCGTCGGAGGAGCTGGCCCTGAATGAGCTCTTGTCCCTGACATGCCTGGTGCGAGCTTTCAACCCTAAAGAAGTGCTGGTGCGATGGCTGCATGGAAATGAGGAGCTGTCCCCAGAAAGCTACCTAGTGTTTGAGCCCCTAAAGGAGCCAGGCGAGGGAGCCACCACCTACCTGGTGACAAGCGTGTTGCGTGTATCAGCTGAAACCTGGAAACAGGGTGACCAGTACTCCTGCATGGTGGGCCACGAGGCCTTGCCCATGAACTTCACCCAGAAGACCATCGACCGTCTGTCGGGTAAACCCACCAATGTCAGCGTGTCTGTGATCATGTCAGAGGGAGATGGCATCTGCTACCGTACGGGAGGCGGAGGCAGCCTGCCGGAAACCGGCGGCCATCATCATCATCATCATTGA

mIgG2a
silent

GCTAGCGATCGCAGGCGCAATCTTCGCATTTCTTTTTTCCAGCTAAGACTACCGCTCCTAGCGTTTATCCTTTGGCCCCTGTATGTGGGGACACCACTGGCTCTTCTGTAACTCTGGGCTGTTTGGTGAAAGGGTACTTTCCAGAACCTGTAACTTTGACATGGAATTCAGGGTCTCTCTCTTCAGGAGTACATACTTTTCCCGCAGTTTTGCAAAGCGATCTTTACACACTTAGTTCCTCCGTCACCGTTACTTCTTCTACCTGGCCCAGTCAGTCCATAACATGTAACGTGGCCCATCCTGCCAGCAGCACAAAAGTAGACAAAAAAATCGAACCTAGAGGCCCTACTATTAAGCCCTGCCCACCATGCAAATGCCCAGCCCCAAATgcCgcCGGTGGTCCTAGCGTCTTCATCTTCCCCCCCAAGATTAAGGATGTGCTGATGATTTCATTGAGCCCAATTGTCACATGTGTGGTCGTGGATGTGTCAGAGGATGACCCTGACGTGCAAATATCTTGGTTTGTAAATAACGTAGAGGTGCATACCGCTCAGACTCAGACTCACCGGGAGGACTATgccAGCACTCTCAGGGTGGTCTCCGCACTTCCAATTCAGCACCAGGACTGGATGTCCGGCAAAGAGTTCAAGTGTAAAGTCAATAACAAGGATTTGCCCGCACCAATAGAACGGACCATCTCTAAACCTAAAGGGAGTGTACGCGCCCCACAGGTTTACGTGCTGCCCCCACCCGAGGAGGAAATGACCAAAAAGCAGGTGACACTCACCTGCATGGTTACCGATTTTATGCCCGAAGACATATATGTTGAGTGGACTAACAACGGGAAGACCGAGCTGAATTATAAAAATACCGAACCCGTTTTGGACTCAGATGGCTCATACTTCATGTACTCCAAACTCCGGGTAGAGAAAAAGAACTGGGTTGAAAGAAACAGCTACTCATGCAGCGTGGTGCATGAGGGGCTCCACAATCATCATACCACCAAGTCTTTCTCACGGACACCTGGGAAACGTACGGGAGGCGGAGGCAGCCTGCCGGAAACCGGCGGCCATCATCATCATCAcCATTGA

IRES Bsr
polyA

GTCGACGTCGAGGCCCCTCTCCCTCCCCCCCCCCTAACGTTACTGGCCGAAGCCGCTTGGAATAAGGCCGGTGTGCGTTTGTCTATATGTTATTTTCCACCATATTGCCGTCTTTTGGCAATGTGAGGGCCCGGAAACCTGGCCCTGTCTTCTTGACGAGCATTCCTAGGGGTCTTTCCCCTCTCGCCAAAGGAATGCAAGGTCTGTTGAATGTCGTGAAGGAAGCAGTTCCTCTGGAAGCTTCTTGAAGACAAACAACGTCTGTAGCGACCCTTTGCAGGCAGCGGAACCCCCCACCTGGCGACAGGTGCCTCTGCGGCCAAAAGCCACGTGTATAAGATACACCTGCAAAGGCGGCACAACCCCAGTGCCACGTTGTGAGTTGGATAGTTGTGGAAAGAGTCAAATGGCTCTCCTCAAGCGTATTCAACAAGGGGCTGAAGGATGCCCAGAAGGTACCCCATTGTATGGGATCTGATCTGGGGCCTCGGTGCACATGCTTTACATGTGTTTAGTCGAGGTTAAAAAAACGTCTAGGCCCCCCGAACCACGGGGACGTGGTTTTCCTTTGAAAAACACGATGATAATATGGCCACAGAATTCGCCACCATGGCCAAGCCTTTGTCTCAAGAAGAATCCACCCTCATTGAAAGAGCAACGGCTACAATCAACAGCATCCCCATCTCTGAAGACTACAGCGTCGCCAGCGCAGCTCTCTCTAGCGACGGCCGCATCTTCACTGGTGTCAATGTATATCATTTTACTGGGGGACCTTGTGCAGAACTCGTGGTGCTGGGCACTGCTGCTGCTGCGGCAGCTGGCAACCTGACTTGTATCGTCGCGATCGGAAATGAGAACAGGGGCATCTTGAGCCCCTGCGGACGGTGCCGACAGGTGCTTCTCGATCTGCATCCTGGGATCAAAGCCATAGTGAAGGACAGTGATGGACAGCCGACGGCAGTTGGGATTCGTGAATTGCTGCCCTCTGGTTATGTGTGGGAGGGCTAAGTACTAGTCGAGTGTGCCTTCTAGTTGCCAGCCATCTGTTGTTTGCCCCTCCCCCGTGCCTTCCTTGACCCTGGAAGGTGCCACTCCCACTGTCCTTTCCTAATAAAATGAGGAAATTGCATCGCATTGTCTGAGTAGGTGTCATTCTATTCTGGGGGGTGGGGTGGGGCAGGACAGCAAGGGGGAGGATTGGGAAGACAATAGCAGGCATGCTGGGGATGCGGTGGGCTCTATGGAGATCTTGT

3’ HA

TGTACAACTTGGGGAGGGTACAAAATGGAGGACTTGTAGGAGCTTGGGTCCAGACCTGTCAGACAAAATGATCACGCATACTTATTCTTGTAGCTGAAACAACAGCCCCATCTGTCTATCCACTGGCTCCTGGAACTGCTCTCAAAAGTAACTCCATGGTGACCCTGGGATGCCTGGTCAAGGGCTATTTCCCTGAGCCAGTCACCGTGACCTGGAACTCTGGAGCCCTGTCCAGCGGTGTGCACACCTTCCCAGCTGTCCTGCAGTCTGGACTCTACACTCTCACCAGCTCAGTGACTGTACCCTCCAGCACCTGGTCCAGCCAGGCCGTCACCTGCAACGTAGCCCACCCGGCCAGCAGCACCAAGGTGGACAAGAAAATTGGTGAGAGAACAACCAGGGGATGAGGGGCTCACTAGAGGTGAGGATAAGGCATTAGATTGCCTACACCAACCAGGGTGGGCAGACATCACCAGGGAGGGGGCCTCAGCCCAGGAGACCAAAAATTCTCCTTTGTCTCCCTTCTGGAGATTTCTATGTCCTTTACACCCATTTATTAATATTCT

3
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Table S3 FcγR affinity values of MIH5 Fc variants and comparison to literature. Affinity
quantification by KD (µM) of CRISPR/HDR antibodies for mFcγRI, FcγRIIb and mFcγRIV (bold)
comparison to described values in literature.

mIgG1

mIgG2a

mIgG2b

mIgA
mIgG2asilent

mFcγRI

mFcγRIIb

mFcγRIV

-/-

0.26 ± 0.05

-/-

-/- S1-S6

0.15S1; 0.30S2 ; 0.83S3;
0.17S4; 0.25S5

-/- S1-S6

0.017 ± 0.007

0.66 ± 0.20

0.13 ± 0.02

0.012 S23; 0.006 S2; 0.026 S3;
0.018 S4; 0.033 S6; 0.013 0.022 S7

0.69S1; 2.4S2; 1.8S3

0.060S1; 0.035S2; 0.071S3;
0.010S4

-/-

1.24 ± 0.06

0.20 ± 0.02

0.83S1; 0.45S2; 0.91S3; 0.26S5

0.12 ; 0.059S2; 0.063S3;
0.034S5

-/- S1, S3, S7; 10C; 0.021S7

S1

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-S6

-/-S6

-/-S6

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

S8

-/-

S8

-/-S8
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Abstract
Regulatory T cells (Tregs) are major drivers behind the immunosuppressive mechanisms
of the tumor microenvironment (TME) that represent a major hurdle for effective cancer
therapy. Tregs are characterized by high expression of CD25, making the marker a
potentially valuable target for Treg depletion to alleviate immune suppression. The
preclinical anti-CD25 (αCD25) antibody, clone PC-61, has demonstrated modest activity,
being able to clear Tregs from circulation and lymph nodes but not the Tregs that reside
in TME. Optimization of the Fc domain of this antibody clone has been shown to enhance
intratumoral Treg depletion capacity. We employed a genome engineering strategy
combining CRISPR/Cas9 with homology-directed repair (CRISPR/HDR) to optimize the
Fc domain of the hybridoma PC-61 for effector functions by switching it from the original
rat IgG1 to a mouse IgG2a isotype. In a syngeneic tumor mouse model, the resulting
αCD25-m2a antibody mediated effective depletion of tumor resident Tregs leading to a
high effector T cell (Teff) to Treg ratios. Moreover, by combining αCD25-m2a with αPD-L1
treatment tumor eradication in mice was augmented, demonstrating the potential for
αCD25 as a cancer immunotherapy.
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Introduction
The presence of regulatory T-cells (Tregs) within the tumor contributes to a local
environment in which effective anti-tumor immunity is actively dampened. In preclinical
models, increasing numbers of Tregs support tumor manifestation and growth, while
their depletion delays in tumor growth1–3. In the clinic, a low ratio of effector T cells (Teff)
to Tregs (Teff/Treg) corresponds to poor reaction to immunotherapy while a high Teff/
Treg ratio is associated with effective immunotherapy4–6. Targeted strategies to reduce
the number of tumor infiltrating Tregs or to counter their immunosuppressive effects can
offer significant benefit in clinical cancer treatment7–9.
The recent clinical success of antibody-based immune checkpoint inhibitors in various
malignancies has led to a surge into the development of novel immune modulators
that can alleviate the immune suppression of the tumor microenvironment10,11. The
therapeutic efficacy of these antibodies was first thought to be solely mediated by Fab’
mediated blockade of inhibitory signaling from T-regs. However, recent preclinical and

4

clinical evidence suggest that Fc mediated mechanisms are a major determinant in
leveraging therapy in checkpoint targeted treatments12–14. Use of Fc optimized αCTLA4
results in superior tumor control in mouse models and the presence of high-affinity FcR
polymorphism in patients treated with αCTLA4 ipilimumab correlates with increased
survival for these patients14,15. Therefore, the use of depletion inducing backbones in
antibodies targeting surface proteins highly expressed on Tregs could be a valuable
strategy to potentiate the efficacy of existing therapeutic antibodies and leverage cancer
immunotherapy.
CD25, also known as the interleukin-2 high-affinity receptor alpha chain (IL-2Rα), represents
a valuable target for antibody-mediated depletion of Tregs. This receptor is highly expressed on Tregs and, in combination with CD4 and forkhead boxP3 (FoxP3) expression,
used for identification of this suppressive cell type16. CD25 has been explored as a target for
development of antibody-based therapeutics in past studies, and although preclinical and
clinical studies demonstrated that these antibodies can actively deplete Tregs, their antitumor activity in vivo remained modest17–20. The clone PC-61 is a widely used anti-murine
CD25 antibody that indeed depletes Tregs in vitro, but is ineffective in depleting Tregs in
established tumors21,22. This lack in activity is attributed to the rat igG1 isotype of PC-61
that exhibits a low preference for activating over inhibiting Fc gamma receptors, which is a
strong determinant for therapeutic potential23,24. Others demonstrated that by exchanging
the immune inert rat IgG1 Fc domain for the classical depleting mouse IgG2a Fc domain,
anti-tumor activity of PC-61 could be augmented25. Indeed, this αCD25-m2a version
effectively depleted intratumor Tregs in mouse models, increased intratumoral Teff/Treg
ratios, and in combination with αPD-1 treatment effectively eradicated tumors in vivo25.
We are interested in αCD25-m2a as a sole Treg depleting agent, which would allow us
to study the underlying dynamics and timing of Treg depletion and subsequent Teff
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generation. The PC-61 hybridoma is available to us, but the sequence of the variable
domains that determine its specificity is not. In Chapter 3 we demonstrated efficient
engineering of the immunoglobulin heavy chain locus of hybridomas by combining
CRISPR/Cas9 (Clustered regular interspaced short palindromic repeats - CRISPRassociated protein 9) with homology-directed repair (HDR)26. This allows the rapid
generation of stable cell lines that secrete isotype variants of the parental antibody
without losing specificity for the original target. Here, we used this platform to obtain
αCD25-m2a and evaluated its efficacy in combination with programmed death-ligand 1
(PD-L1) treatment for cancer immunotherapy.

Results
To engineer the immunoglobulin locus of the rat IgG1 PC-61 hybridoma (Fig. 1A) we
utilized a guide RNA (gRNA) which directs the Cas9 nuclease to a protospacer adjacent
motif (PAM) located in an intron upstream of the exon encoding the CH1 domain of rat
IgG1 (Fig. S1). Additionally, we designed an HDR donor construct to resolve the Cas9
mediated double-stranded break and insert a synthetic exon consisting of an artificial
splice acceptor, the murine IgG2a Fc domain, a sortag and his-tag and gene elements
to convert blasticidin resistance (Fig. 1B, Table S1). After co-transfection of PC-61
hybridomas we applied selection pressure with blasticidin to enrich for hybridoma
clones which successfully integrated the donor construct. After one week, we confirmed
secretion of his-tag proteins in the supernatant of the selected hybridoma population
and performed limiting dilution to obtain monoclonal cell lines. His-tag positive
monoclonal supernatants as determined by dot-blot (Fig 1C) were exposed to CD25+
target cells in combination with secondary antibodies against murine IgG2a or rat IgG1 to
select for a recombinant hybridoma that exclusively expressed CD25 binding antibodies
of the murine IgG2a isotype (Fig 1D). Based on the exclusive and high expression of
murine IgG2a, we selected the recombinant hybridoma clone PC-61_B1 for production
of αCD25-m2a. After the cultivation of PC-61_B1, we isolated αCD25-m2a from the
supernatant using his-tag affinity purification. We subsequently cleaved off the his-tag
via sortase-mediated hydrolysis27 (Fig 1E and 1F) to circumvent the potential his-tag
associated liver retention of antibodies (unpublished observation by Hagemans and coworkers). Notably, the use of sortase-mediated cleavage of the his-tag resulted in the
intramolecular covalent linkage of the heavy chains within a fraction of the αCD25-m2a
(Fig S2), likely through nucleophilic addition of the ε-amino group of the lysine present
near the c-terminus with the sortase activated c-terminus of the adjacent heavy chain28.
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Figure 1 CRISPR/HDR mediated FC optimization of PC-61 hybridoma. (A) Schematic of
CRISPR/HDR engineering to tune expression of PC-61 hybridoma from rat IgG1 to mouse
IgG2a. (B) The IgH locus of PC-61 is targeted with gRNA-r1 to create a double stranded break
that can be repaired through homology with the donor construct that will insert the murine
IgG2a Fc domain with c-terminal sortag and his-tag (srt-his) and gene elements for blasticidin
resistance. (C) Supernatant HDR and gRNA-r1 transfected cells that were resistant to blasticidin
were taken and screened for secretion of his-tag positive antibodies via dotblot. (D) His-tag
positive supernatants were used to stain activated splenocytes in combination with secondary
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hydrolysis with non-reducing SDS-page and immunoblot (F).
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Figure 2 Effective depletion of Tregs in blood, lymphnodes and tumor via Fc-optimized
αCD25-m2a. (A) Schematic of tumor challenge in C57/Bl6 mice. On day 0 mice were inoculated
subcutaneously with MC38 and on day 5 and 7 treated with either αCD25-m2a or an isotype
control. Blood, lymph nodes and tumor were harvested on day 9. (B) Representative plots
showing expression of CD25 and FoxP3 in CD3+CD4+ T cells isolated from tumor. Numbers
show percentage of cells in each quadrant. MFI of CD25 in Tregs (C), percentage of Treg cells in
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, lymph nodes and tumor are shown (n=5, statistical difference determined via independent
student t-test: *p≤0.05 , ** p≤0.01, *** p≤0.001).
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To evaluate whether αCD25-m2a efficiently depletes Tregs we tested the antibody
in the syngeneic MC38 colon adenocarcinoma in vivo model (Fig. 2A). As the activity
of the original antibody αCD25-r1 has been well studied by others, we opted to not
use αCD25-r1, but only an isotype control reference group for ethical reasons. We
administered 200 µg of αCD25-m2a on day 5 and 7 after inoculating mice with MC38 and
evaluated T-cell populations within the blood, draining lymph node and tumor on day 9.
Treatment with αCD25-m2a reduced the fraction of CD25 expressing cells in the CD4+
T cell compartment (Fig 2B and 2C), decreased the percentage of CD4+FoxP3+ Tregs
(Fig 2B and 2D) and increased the Teff/Treg ratios (Fig 2E) in the blood, draining lymph
nodes and tumor. The depletion of the CD8+CD25+ and CD4+FOXP3-CD25+ T cells was less
dramatic compared to Treg depletion. Only the percentage of intratumoral activated Teffs
(CD8+CD25+), but not Teffs residing in the blood or draining lymphnode, was significantly
decreased (Fig 2F).
Having established that αCD25-m2a efficiently depletes tumor-infiltrating Tregs, we
wanted to explore its therapeutic efficacy in controlling tumor growth. Moreover, as

4

antibodies targeting the PD-1/PD-L1 axis increase Teff function and anti-tumor activity,
we hypothesized that αCD25 would synergize with αPD-L1 in combinational therapy.
Therefore, we inoculated mice with MC38 and injected 200µg αCD25-m2a at day 5 and
day 7, injected 200 µg the αPD-L1 clone 10F.9G2 (rat IgG2b) at day 5, day 8 and day 11,
or combined the two treatment regimens and measured tumor growth over 60 days
(Fig 3A). Although monotherapy with αCD25-m2a or αPD-L1 treatment resulted in the
respective survival of 1/8 and 2/10 mice at the endpoint of the study, tumor growth in
most mice was not delayed and comparable to the control group (Fig 3B and 3C).
However, combining αPD-L1 and αCD25-m2a did lead to tumor regression and increased
survival (5/8) compared to using either antibody alone. Of note, mice that responded
to αCD25-m2a treatment experienced tumor regression only after 30 days, indicating
CD25 mediated depletion of Tregs has a delayed impact on tumor growth. By combining
αCD25-m2a and αPD-L1 treatment the number of mice responding to therapy was
increased (7/8) resulting in significant survival (5/8) at study termination compared to
other treatments. Here we also observed a delayed response similar to the responders
in the αCD25-m2a monotherapy group. Taken together, these data demonstrate that the
αCD25-m2a antibody stably produced by our CRISPR/HDR engineered PC-61 hybridoma
can efficiently deplete Tregs from the TME and synergizes with αPD-L1 treatment of MC38
mouse colon adenocarcinoma.

Discussion
Here we described the Fc optimization of the anti-murine CD25 antibody PC-61 to augment
its immunotherapeutic activity for cancer treatment. To this purpose, we performed
CRISPR/HDR engineering of the parental hybridoma and exchanged its immune inert rat
IgG1 Fc domain for the classical depleting murine IgG2a backbone. Genetic engineering
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was effective, as we were able to identify multiple cell lines that secreted CD25 specific
antibodies of murine IgG2a isotype with the designed chemoenzymatic- and his-tag.
After isolation and his-tag removal, we performed tumor challenging studies with αCD25m2a and demonstrated that the Fc optimized antibody can efficiently deplete Tregs
from the tumor microenvironment. This is in contrast to the original PC-61 clone with rat
IgG1 isotype that is unable to clear tumor-infiltrating Tregs and demonstrated modest
Figure 3
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anti-tumor activity in vivo in combination with other therapies2,19,22. Moreover, αCD25m2a treatment synergized with PD-L1 treatment, leading to the effective elimination of
tumors and a significant increase in survival compared to using either treatment alone21,22.
Together, these results demonstrate that CRISPR/HDR can be used to repurpose
hybridomas and their antibodies for cancer immunotherapy.
To obtain αCD25-m2a we adapted the CRISPR/HDR engineering approach we previously
developed26 to modify the heavy chain locus that encodes for rat IgG1. The efficient
generation of daughter cell lines secreting αCD25-m2a antibodies underlines the
versatility of this approach as it can be adapted and applied to virtually any hybridoma.
Such an approach can be advantageous over conventional transient techniques as
i) prior knowledge regarding sequences for binding sequences of hybridomas is often
missing, ii) a stable continuous source of antibody product is preferred over transient
systems, and iii) the expertise and funds to use of transient expression systems is not
available.

4

To negate possible detrimental in vivo effects of the c-terminal his-tag on Fc-optimized
αCD25-m2a antibodies we performed the sortase-mediated hydrolysis of the heavy
chain. Although the his-tag was successfully removed, we observed an additional protein
band of approximately 120kDa in size as determined by reducing SDS-page. Given
that mass spectrometry measurements and non-reducing SDS-page confirm the final
products to be monomeric and of the expected size, we postulate that sortase-mediated
reaction leads to covalent inter-heavy chain linkage within a single antibody molecule.
Likely, the acyl-enzyme intermediate that is formed during the reaction is not resolved
via hydrolysis, but via a nucleophilic attack from the ε‐amino side chain of a lysine of the
opposing heavy chain in close proximity to the c-terminus, linking the chains together29.
Formation of these bonds could be prevented by providing an excess of nucleophilic
peptides during sortase-mediated reaction, or by simply removing the protein tags from
the original HDR design.
In the past, CD25 received a lot of attention as a potential target for cancer immunotherapy
as it is used for the identification and isolation of Tregs. The preclinical antibody used, PC61, for targeting CD25, however, showed modest anti-tumor activity in preclinical studies
as they did clear Tregs from circulation and lymph nodes, but did not impact the Treg
population within the tumor microenvironment9,19,21,22. This difference in efficacy can be
attributed to rat IgG1 isotype of PC-61 and differential FcγR expression of effector cells
in circulation, blood and tumor. Specifically, FcγR engagement of rat IgG1 is limited to
the inhibiting FcγRIIb and activating FcγRIII and can therefore only recruit effector cells
for Treg depletion when these express low levels of FcγRIIb30. In circulation and lymph
nodes macrophages express low levels of FcγRIIb and can therefore be recruited for
Treg depletion25. In contrast, macrophages in the tumor microenvironment express high
levels of FcγRIIb, impairing macrophage activation and depletion of Tregs25,31. The use of
the mIgG2a isotype backbone in PC-61, which interacts besides FcγRIIb and FcγRIII with
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the activating FcγRI and FcγRIV32, can overcome this inhibitory signaling of FcγRIIb and
may license tumor-associated macrophages for Treg depletion.
We also found that despite the favorable Teff/Treg ratio in the tumor, the number of
activated Teffs are decreased as well, as determined by the percentage of CD25+ cells
in the CD8+ T cell compartment on day 9. The reduction of activated Teffs within the
tumor can explain the delayed response to αCD25-m2a/αPD-L1 treatment. Likely,
after CD25 mediated depletion of Tregs and activated, potentially exhausted, CD8+ T
cells in the tumor, a recovery period is required to generate a pool of activated T-cells
that can infiltrate the tumor and exhibit anti-tumor immunity. Further investigation into
how αCD25-m2a treatment impacts the distribution of Teff and Treg at a different time
in circulation and the tumor would provide valuable insights for optimizing the length
required for αCD25-m2a treatment.
αCD25-m2a treatment synergized with PD-L1 treatment resulting in superior tumor
control and increased survival in vivo. Whereas αCD25-m2a treatment alleviates the tumor
suppression by Treg depletion, αPD-L1 treatment is known to block PD-L1 ligation to PD-1
on activated T-cells, which circumvents impairment of T-cell function33,34. Therefore, the
PD-L1 blockade likely further promotes the activity of the Teff compartment within the
tumor microenvironment. However, this particular αPD-L1 clone, 10F.9G2, has multiple
mechanisms of action and can, besides blockade of the PD-1/PD-L1 axis, directly
deplete tumor cells as well as certain myeloid populations within the tumor35. Therefore,
extrapolation of which mechanism contributes to the synergistic effect is difficult and
will be explored in future work by characterization of T-cell and myeloid populations at
different time points during and after treatment.
Besides increasing therapy, the lowering of treatment-associated toxicities has become
a priority for the development of novel immunotherapeutic treatments. In the clinic,
ipilimumab treatment offers therapy to part of the patient population and is attributed
to the blocking CTLA-4 function as well as Treg depletion36. However, ipilimumab is also
associated with the development of severe immune-related toxicities, which may be
attributed to activation of Teff recognizing self-antigens37–40. In comparison to CTLA-4
treatment, we believe αCD25 treatment can offer a larger therapeutic window as CD25
lacks the immune-modulatory capacity compare to CTLA-4. Therefore, our results
warrant further investigation of αCD25 as a potential therapeutic.

Material and methods
CRISPR/HDR engineering
The genomic sequence of the IgH locus of rat IgG1 was identified via the Ensembl rate
genome build Rnor_6.0 for gRNA and donor construct design. The donor construct was
ordered as a synthetic gene from IDT and cloned into a vector via traditional cloning
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techniques. The gRNAs, including gRNA-r1 (CATCCTCCATTTATACAGCC), used for this
study were designed with the CRISPR tool from the Zhang laboratory and cloned into
the pX330-U6-Chimeric_BB-CBh-hSpCas9 vector, which was obtained as a kind gift
from F. Zhang (Addgene ref:42230)29. PC-61 hybridomas were transfected with donor
construct and gRNA-r1 and cultivated for 10 days under blasticidin pressure. The
resulting blasticidin resistant population diluted in 96-well plates to 0.3 cells/well to
obtain monoclonal cell lines. Plates were cultured until wells could be observed with
high cell concentrations. From each monoclonal cell line, 3 µL supernatant was spotted
on a nitrocellulose membrane and allowed to dry at RT for one hour. Subsequently,
the nitrocellulose membrane was stained with rabbit antibody against his-tag
(ab137839, Abcam) and goat antibody against rabbit (926-32211, LI-COR) to select for
resistant modified hybridomas that expressed his-tagged antibodies. His-tag positive
supernatants were used to stain CD3 and CD28 stimulated splenocytes from Bl6 mice
and subsequently screened with anti-mIgG2a-PE (12-4210-82, ThermoFisher) and antirIgG1-APC (17-4812-82) to identify daughter cell lines that exclusively secrete murine
IgG2a that bind CD25. Detailed description of CRISPR/HDR editing of hybridomas can
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be found elsewhere26.

Antibody production and isolation
For αPC-61-m2a, 20 million PC-61_B2 cells were seeded in CELLine Bioreactor Flasks
(900-05, Argos) and cultivated for 1 week. Antibody-containing supernatants were
separated from cells via centrifugation (90g, 5 min), filtered through a 20-µm filter, and
supplemented with 10 mM imidazol (I2399, Sigma-Aldrich). Subsequently, the hybridoma
supernatant was run over an Ni-NTA column (30210, Qiagen) and washed with 10 column
volumes of PBS/25 mM imidazole before antibody elution with PBS/250 mM imidazole.
Buffer ex-change to PBS was performed via ultracentrifugation with Amicon Ultra-15
centrifugal filter units (Z717185, Sigma-Aldrich). WT antibodies from PC-61 were obtained
by cultivating parental hybridoma using CD Hybridoma medium (11279023, Thermo Fisher
Scientific) supplemented with 2 mM ultraglutamine, 1× AA, and 50 µM 2-ME. PC-61 were
purified from medium using Protein G GraviTrap (28-9852-55, Sigma-Aldrich) according
to the manufacturer’s protocol. Antibody concentration was determined via absorption
at 280 nm with an extinction coefficient of 1.4. Protein purity was assessed by SDS-PAGE
using the SYPRO Ruby Protein Gel Stain (S12000, Thermo Fisher Scientific).

Sortase mediated hydrolysis
For his-tag removal, αCD25-m2a was dialyzed into sortase buffer (150 mM tris, 50 mM
NaCl, and 10 mM CaCl2, pH 7.5) via ultracentrifugation. Sortase-mediated reaction
was carried out with 15 mg of αCD25-m2a with 0.5 equivalents of trimutant sortase A
Δ59 (3M srt)41 in a volume of 1.5mL overnight at RT. Subsequently the reaction volume
was increased to 5mL and adjusted to a concentration of 50mM imidazol before it was
incubated with 2mL NiNTA resin to remove 3M srt, unreacted αCD25-m2a, and cleaved
his-tag. The column was 2x washed with PBS 50mM imidazole after which the flow
through containing the hydrolysed product was collected and dialyzed against PBS.
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Concentration was determined via absorption at 280 nm with an extinction coefficient of
1.4 and run on reducing and non-reducing SDS-page to assess purity.

Tumor experiments
For assessing Treg depletion, female C57/bl6 mice were injected subcutaneously in their
right flank with 5x105 MC38 cells resuspended in PBS. To two cohorts of five mice 200µg
of αCD25-m2a or an isotype control were administered intraperitoneally on day 5 and 7.
Tumor volume was measured on day 5, 7 and 9, after which the mice were euthanized.
Blood, lymph nodes and tumors harvested and processed for phenotyping using
flow cytometry. Used anti-mouse antibodies for flow cytometry were anti-CD4-BV711
(563050, BD Bioscience), anti-CD25-FITC (553072, BD Bioscience), anti-CD8-PerCPCy5.5 (551162, BD Bioscience), anti-FoxP3-PE (560046, BD Bioscience), anti-CD3-APC
(100235, Biolegend) and anti-CD45-aF700 (103127, Biolegend). For tumor challenge, four
cohorts of ten female C57/bl6 mice each, were injected subcutaneously in their right
and left flank with 5x105 MC38 cells resuspended in PBS on day 0. For the control and
αCD25-m2a cohort, mice received the same treatment as described above. For the PD-L1
treatment cohort, mice were injected on day 7 with an isotype control in 100µL PBS and
injected on day 5, 8 and 11 with 200 µg of anti-PD-L1 (BE0101, BioXcell). Tumor volume
was determined every other day and mice were euthanized when the combined volume
reached 1500mm³. Mice were maintained under specific pathogen–free conditions and
treated according to Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines.

Data Analysis
Flow cytometry data were analyzed with FlowJo v10 (Tree Star). Statistical analyses were
done with Prism 8 (GraphPad Software); p values were calculated using independent
student T tests (ns p > 0.05; *p ≤ 0.05; **p ≤ 0.01; ***p ≤ 0.001). Kaplan-Meier curves were
analyzed with the log-rank Mantel-Cox test.
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Rattus norvegicus: Rn Celera
Chr.6 (AC_0000741)
139,140,597 – 139,140,001
TGGGCTTCACTGTTGTCCAAACTGTGTGCAGATTATGGCCCATGGGTAAGAGGTTTAGCATTAGAACACAGATACCCACATTGGACAATGGTGGGGGAACACAGATACCCATACTGCAAGGCTCTTCGGGCCCTTTCCTAAAAGTGTACTAGGAGTGGGACTGGGCTCAAAGGGATTAGGTGTGATCTGGCCTGGTGAGGCTGACACTGACAAGCCCAATGGTTGGGTGTTGCATCCTCCATTTATACAGCCAGGGACTTGGGGAGGGTACAAAATGGAGGACTTGTAGGAGCTTGGGTCCAGACCTGTCAGACAAAATGATCACGCATACTTTTTCTTGTAGCTGAAACAACAGCCCCATCTGTCTATCCACTGGCTCCTGGAACTGCTCTCAAAAGTAACTCCATGGTGACCCTGGGATGCCTGGTCAAGGGCTATTTCCCTGAGCCAGTCACCGTGACCTGGAACTCTGGAGCCCTGTCCAGCGGTGTGCACACCTTCCCAGCTGTCCTGCAGTCTGGGCTCTACACTCTCACCAGCTCAGTGACTGTACCCTCCAGCACCTGGCCCAGCCAGACCGTCACCTGCAACGTAGCCCACCCGGCCAGCAGCACCAAGGTGGACAAGAAAATTGGTGAGAGAACAACCAGGGGACGAGGGGCTCACTAGAGGTGAGGATAAGGCATTAGACTGCCTACACCAACCAGGGTGGGCAGACATCACCAGGGAGGGGGCCTCAGCCCGGGAGACCAAACATTCTCCTTTGTCTCCCTTCTGGAGATTTCTATGTCCTTTACACCCATTTATTAATATTCTGGGTAAGATGCCCTTGCATCATGACATACAGAGGCAGACTAGAGTATCAACCTGCAAAAGGTCATACCCAGGAACAACCTGCCATGATCCCACACCAGAACCAACCTGGTGCCTTCTAACCTATAGACACCAATAACACACAGCCTTCTCTCTGCAGTGCCCAGAAACTGTGGAGGTGATTGCAAGCCTTGTATATGTACAGGTAAGTTACTAGGCCTTAAATTCCAGCCCCAGGTCCAACAAATGTCCTCTGAGGCCCATGTTGGAGGATATTGGCATATTTCCACCTTTCTTCTTCATCTACAGGCTCAGAAGTATCATCTGTCTTCATCTTCCCCCCAAAGCCCAAAGATGTGCTCACCATCACTCTGACTCCTAAGGTCACGTGTGTTGTGGTAGACATTAGCCAGGACGATCCCGAGGTCCATTTCAGCTGGTTTGTAGATGACGTGGAAGTCCACACAGCTCAGACTCGACCACCAGAGGAGCAGTTCAACAGCACTTTCCGCTCAGTCAGTGAACTCCCCATCCTGCACCAGGACTGGCTCAATGGCAGGACGTTCAGATGCAAGGTCACCAGTGCAGCTTTCCCATCCCCCATCGAGAAAACCATCTCCAAACCCGAAGGTGGGAGCTGCAGGGTGTGTGGTGTAGAAGCTGCAGTAGGCCATAGACAGAGCTTGACTTAACTAGACTTCTGCCCTCTTACTGACCTCCATGCTGACCACTCTCTGTATCCACAGGCAGAACACAAGTTCCGCATGTATACACCATGTCACCTACCAAGGAAGAGATGACCCAGAATGAAGTCAGTATCACCTGCATGGTAAAAGGCTTCTATCCCCCAGACATTTATGTGGAGTGGCAGATGAACGGGCAGCCACAGGAAAACTACAAGAACACTCCACCTACGATGGACACAGATGGGAGTTACTTCCTCTACAGCAAGCTCAATGTGAAGAAGGAAAAATGGCAGCAGGGAAACACGTTCACGTGTTCTGTGCTGCATGAAGGCCTGCACAACCACCATACTGAGAAGAGTCTCTCCCACTCTCCGGGTAAATGACCCCAGAGTCAGTGGCCCCTCTTGGCCTAAAGGATGCCAAAACCTACCTCTACCACCTTTCTCTGTGTAAATAAAGCACCCAGCTCTGCCTTGGGACCCTGCAAAAATGTCCTGGTTCTTTCTGAGATACAGAGTCCAGCGAGGTCATGGGCTGAGGGGCGTCCAGGGTTTGAGGCCTGAGGTTTGACTAAGGAAAAAGGGTGATCTACACTGCCAGACACAGCACTTTTGATTTGCTGGCATGAACAGAATTTACCTCTCACTGAAAAGTGGAGGCTTTATCCCGAGGCAATCCCTCTTGCTTTCTCTTCCTCTACCTAATACATCTATAGTGGGCACAGAATATATCATGAAAGTAAGGACGACCCAAACTCCACCTCCCTAGTCCACCTTTACCCCTCTTCCTAGCCAAGGATCCCACTGAAGGCACTCAATGGACACATATGGTCACAGACAGA

Figure S1 Genomic sequence of rat IgG1 heavy chain locus. Genomic sequence of rat IgG1
heavy chain immunoglobulin locus with the exons for the CH1, Hinge, CH2 and CH3 highlighted in
grey. The PAM sequence for gRNA-r1 (AGG) is underlined and highlighted in yellow.
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Table S1 Isotype donor constructs for HDR.
Sequence

5’ HA

ACTAGTAGGGCTGCGTATGAGCCACAAGTGAATCCTGACCCAAGAATAGAGAGTGCTAAACCTACTTACATCAAAGCCAACTGAAAGGACAAGGCCAGCAAAACGAAGCTAAGGCCAGAGATCTTGGACTATGAAGAGTTCAGAGAACCTAGGATCAGGAACCATTAGTGAACAGACAAAGGCAGGTAAAGCAGCCTAGGAGTGGACAAAGACAGGAGAATACAGAAGACGGCAGGGATGACCCGACTTCAGTTTGGGCTTCACTGTTGTCCAAACTGTGTGCAGATTATGGCCCATGGGTAAGAGGTTTAGCATTAGAACACAGATACCCACATTGGACAATGGTGGGGGAACACAGATACCCATACTGCAAGGCTCTTCGGGCCCTTTCCTAAAAGTGTACTAGGAGTGGGACTGGGCTCAAAGGGATTAGGTGTGATCTGGCCTGGTGAGGCTGACACTGACAAGCCCAATGGTTGGGTGTTGCATCCTCCATTTATACAGCC

GCTAGCGATCGCAGGCGCAATCTTCGCATTTCTTTTTTCCAGCTAAGACTACCGCTCCTAGCGTTTATCCTTTGGCCCCTGTATGTGGGGACACCACTGGCTCTTCTGTAACTCTGGGCTGTTTGGTGAAAGGGTACTTTCCAGAACCTGTAACTTTGACATGGAATTCAGGGTCTCTCTCTTCAGGAGTACATACTTTTCCCGCAGTTTTGCAAAGCGATCTTTACACACTTAGTTCCTCCGTCACCGTTACTTCTTCTACCTGGCCCAGTCAGTCCATAACATGTAACGTGGCCCATCCTGCCAGCAGCACAAAAGTAGACAAAAAAATCGAACCTAGAGGCCCTACTATTAAGCCCTGCCCACCATGCAAATGCCCAGCCCCAAATCTCCTCGGTGGTCCTAGCGTCTTCATCTTCCCCCCCAAGATTAAGGATGTGCTGATGATTTCATTGAGCCCAATTGTCACATGTGTGGTCGTGGATGTGTCAGAGGATGACCCTmIgG2a,
GACGTGCAAATATCTTGGTTTGTAAATAACGTAGAGGTGCATACCGCTCAGACTCAGACTCACCGG4S, LPETGGAGGACTATAATAGCACTCTCAGGGTGGTCTCCGCACTTCCAATTCAGCACCAGGACTGGATGG, H6
GTCCGGCAAAGAGTTCAAGTGTAAAGTCAATAACAAGGATTTGCCCGCACCAATAGAACGGACCATCTCTAAACCTAAAGGGAGTGTACGCGCCCCACAGGTTTACGTGCTGCCCCCACCCGAGGAGGAAATGACCAAAAAGCAGGTGACACTCACCTGCATGGTTACCGATTTTATGCCCGAAGACATATATGTTGAGTGGACTAACAACGGGAAGACCGAGCTGAATTATAAAAATACCGAACCCGTTTTGGACTCAGATGGCTCATACTTCATGTACTCCAAACTCCGGGTAGAGAAAAAGAACTGGGTTGAAAGAAACAGCTACTCATGCAGCGTGGTGCATGAGGGGCTCCACAATCATCATACCACCAAGTCTTTCTCACGGACACCTGGGAAACGTACGGGAGGCGGAGGCAGCCTGCCGGAAACCGGCGGCCATCATCATCATCATCATTGA

IRES Bsr
polyA
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GTCGACGTCGAGGCCCCTCTCCCTCCCCCCCCCCTAACGTTACTGGCCGAAGCCGCTTGGAATAAGGCCGGTGTGCGTTTGTCTATATGTTATTTTCCACCATATTGCCGTCTTTTGGCAATGTGAGGGCCCGGAAACCTGGCCCTGTCTTCTTGACGAGCATTCCTAGGGGTCTTTCCCCTCTCGCCAAAGGAATGCAAGGTCTGTTGAATGTCGTGAAGGAAGCAGTTCCTCTGGAAGCTTCTTGAAGACAAACAACGTCTGTAGCGACCCTTTGCAGGCAGCGGAACCCCCCACCTGGCGACAGGTGCCTCTGCGGCCAAAAGCCACGTGTATAAGATACACCTGCAAAGGCGGCACAACCCCAGTGCCACGTTGTGAGTTGGATAGTTGTGGAAAGAGTCAAATGGCTCTCCTCAAGCGTATTCAACAAGGGGCTGAAGGATGCCCAGAAGGTACCCCATTGTATGGGATCTGATCTGGGGCCTCGGTGCACATGCTTTACATGTGTTTAGTCGAGGTTAAAAAAACGTCTAGGCCCCCCGAACCACGGGGACGTGGTTTTCCTTTGAAAAACACGATGATAATATGGCCACAGAATTCGCCACCATGGCCAAGCCTTTGTCTCAAGAAGAATCCACCCTCATTGAAAGAGCAACGGCTACAATCAACAGCATCCCCATCTCTGAAGACTACAGCGTCGCCAGCGCAGCTCTCTCTAGCGACGGCCGCATCTTCACTGGTGTCAATGTATATCATTTTACTGGGGGACCTTGTGCAGAACTCGTGGTGCTGGGCACTGCTGCTGCTGCGGCAGCTGGCAACCTGACTTGTATCGTCGCGATCGGAAATGAGAACAGGGGCATCTTGAGCCCCTGCGGACGGTGCCGACAGGTGCTTCTCGATCTGCATCCTGGGATCAAAGCCATAGTGAAGGACAGTGATGGACAGCCGACGGCAGTTGGGATTCGTGAATTGCTGCCCTCTGGTTATGTGTGGGAGGGCTAAGTACTAGTCGAGTGTGCCTTCTAGTTGCCAGCCATCTGTTGTTTGCCCCTCCCCCGTGCCTTCCTTGACCCTGGAAGGTGCCACTCCCACTGTCCTTTCCTAATAAAATGAGGAAATTGCATCGCATTGTCTGAGTAGGTGTCATTCTATTCTGGGGGGTGGGGTGGGGCAGGACAGCAAGGGGGAGGATTGGGAAGACAATAGCAGGCATGCTGGGGATGCGGTGGGCTCTATGGAGATCTTGT
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Abstract
Dendritic cell vaccination has shown promising results as an active immunotherapy to
treat various cancers. However, the laborious and expensive procedures associated
with the ex vivo generation of these personalized cellular vaccines hamper the large
scale clinical introduction. Therefore, targeted strategies are being developed to
deliver vaccines to dendritic cells (DCs) in vivo to evoke anti-cancer responses. Preclinical studies demonstrated that targeting of vaccine components to DCs through
antibodies increases the potency of such vaccines. To translate these results into the
clinic, potential immunogenic responses against non-human antibodies used to direct
vaccines to DCs should be circumvented. Therefore, we performed humanization of
antibodies AZN-D1 that targets human DC-SIGN and 9A11 that targets human CLEC9a
via phage display. Humanization of these antibodies was successful yielding clones with
high human identity (>90%), while maintaining or even increasing the binding properties
for their respective target.

Introduction
Dendritic cells (DCs) are professional antigen-presenting cells of the immune system and
central in bridging our innate and adaptive immune system. Immature DCs continuously
patrol the periphery in search of antigens. Once encountered and internalized, the
DC processes antigen and presents the derived peptides in major histocompatibility
complexes (MHC)s on their surface. If the appropriate activating stimuli are received,
DCs mature and migrate to lymphoid organs, where they can present antigen to T-cells
and B-cells. DCs possess the unique capacity to present peptides from exogenous
antigens, not only in MHC class II, but also in MHC class I. This trait allows DCs to present
tumorigenic peptides to both CD4+ and CD8+ T-cells and evoke both humoral responses
and cellular responses, essential for the eradication of tumor cells1.
In the clinic, DCs are employed as autologous cellular vaccines to elicit potent immune
responses in cancer patients2. In short, DCs or precursors are isolated by leukapheresis
of a patient, cultivated ex vivo, equipped with tumor antigen and maturation stimuli, and
infused back into the patient to evoke antigen-specific T-cell responses. Although clinical
studies use many different protocols for the generation of these therapeutic vaccines
(different cell subsets, different maturation cocktails, or different antigens), the general
consensus is that DC-based therapy is safe and capable in evoking immune responses3–6.
This cumulated in the approval of the first DC vaccine for the treatment of prostate cancer
in 20117. However, despite the high frequency of immune responses observed in multiple
clinical trials, the objective clinical response rates within these clinical studies remain
limited8. Besides the immunosuppressive mechanisms in the tumor microenvironment,
one could contribute the low efficacy of these vaccines to the laborious ex vivo handling
of these DCs, potentially lowering their activation status, migratory capabilities, and
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viability, thus affecting vaccine quality. Moreover, as each cellular vaccine has to be tailormade for each patient, the treatment requires significant investments into a dedicated
infrastructure, resulting in an unfavorable cost-to-benefit ratio.
Researchers have focused on the development of cost-effective strategies to directly
activate DCs in vivo and replace cellular DC vaccines. A clear example of such a strategy
is vaccination with antibody-antigen conjugates that target DC-specific surface
receptors in vivo. This indeed led to at least 400-fold better uptake, processing and
presentation in vivo compared to injecting antigen alone9. However, as targeting antigen
alone leads to tolerance instead of immunity, additional administration of an adjuvant
is required, increasing the risk of toxicity associated with systemic administration of
pathogenic stimuli10. To circumvent potential toxicity, both antigen and adjuvant can
be simultaneously delivered to DCs in a single-vehicle, ensuring that each recipient DC
that presents antigen is also activated11. The prime example of such a delivery vehicle
is poly(lactic-co- glycolic acid) (PLGA). This polymer is attractive for drug delivery as it
is biocompatible, biodegradable, has adjustable mechanical properties, and is, most
importantly, FDA approved12. PLGA particles containing antigen and adjuvant are
efficiently phagocytosed by DCs, resulting in DC activation and antigen-presentation
simultaneously. Furthermore, by shielding PLGA particles with polyethylene glycol, one
can circumvent rapid clearance from circulation and reduce non-specific phagocytosis

5

by phagocytotic cells13–15. An additional benefit of PEG shielding is the possibility to
decorate these so-called nanovaccines with targeting moieties to efficiently direct PLGA
particles to DCs15.
C-type lectins have been extensively studied as candidates for targeting antigen towards
DCs. These endocytic surface receptors can be used as distinct markers for different DC
subsets, and targeting of nanovaccines to them results in effective antigen-specific T-cell
responses16–18. DC-SIGN (DC-specific ICAM3-grabbing non-integrin) and CLEC9A (C-type
lectin-containing domain 9A, DNGR-1) are suitable candidates to target antigen and
adjuvants within the human system. DC-SIGN is abundantly expressed on DCs residing
in lymphoid tissue and mucosal surfaces, dermal DCs, and on specialized macrophages
in the placenta and lung19. The endocytic receptor primarily functions as a pathogen
receptor and recognizes fucosylated glycans, acting as a mediator of antigen uptake and
presentation20. CLEC9A is exclusively expressed by the BDCA3+ DC subset, believed to
be the most potent cross-presenter among DCs21–23. This subset resides in human blood,
spleen, lymph nodes, tonsils and bone marrow, where CLEC9A functions as a recognition
receptor for necrotic material via interaction with exposed actin filaments24. Both DCSIGN and CLEC9A have been demonstrated to serve as a viable candidate for DC vaccine
targeting. Conjugation of the antigen key limpet hemocyanin (KLH) or ovalbumin (OVA)
to the DC-SIGN targeting antibody AZN-D1 resulted in strong antigen presentation and
activation of antigen-specific T-cells15,25. Moreover, in a DC-SIGN transgenic mouse model
targeting of ovalbumin via AZN-D1 resulted in potent CD8+ and CD4+ T-cell responses26.
Targeting of PLGA containing antigen and adjuvant via human CLEC9A resulted in
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efficient presentation in MHC-I and MHC-II in vitro27 and conjugation of antigen to CLEC9A
antibodies and subsequent targeting in a humanized mouse model results in effective
CD8+ and CD4+ T-cell responses28.
To advance in vivo targeting of DCs for immunotherapy we set out to humanize the
antibodies AZN-D1 and 9A11, targeting DC-SIGN and CLEC9A respectively. Humanization
of these antibodies is a necessity as the inherited immunogenicity of rodent antibodies
can severely hamper their clinical application. Early studies demonstrated that
therapeutic antibodies from murine origin evoke human anti-mouse antibodies (HAMA)
s and are rapidly cleared from human circulation once administrated, rendering antibody
treatment less effective29–32. To circumvent potential immunogenicity, the murine
sequence can be replaced by its human counterpart33. For the constant domains, this is
a relatively simple process, but for the variable domains, which are essential for target
binding and affinity, this is more challenging. One can transfer the complementary
determining regions (CDR) into a human framework, a process known as CDR grafting,
but this may affect affinity or even completely abrogate binding to the original target.
This has led to the development of various humanization techniques including grafting
into the closest human germline34–36, humanization of framework residues that are
surface exposed37, and conserving of Vernier residues38. Still, none of these technologies
safeguarded binding affinity of the parental antibody, often requiring the production
of antibody variants with additional back mutants. By contrast, the introduction of
phage display technologies allowed to humanize antibodies, while maintaining or even
increasing the level of antibody affinity39,40.
The use of phage display distinguishes itself from the other approaches as it allows the
direct testing of a large variety of antibody sequences against a single target41. Phages are
generated in vast numbers with each phage displaying a variant of a Fab’ fragment on the
coat protein pIII. The displayed Fab’ variant is encoded by the DNA the phage is carrying,
thus linking the genotype with their phenotype. In humanization, the Fab’ fragment
displayed is a variation on the WT murine Fab’ fragment with a combination of parental
and human residues in the framework. The complete phage library can be panned against
their target protein, in which phages encoding for lower affinity Fab’ fragments are
outcompeted for binding by phages encoding Fab’ fragments with higher affinity. Thus,
the lower affinity phages are washed away, while higher affinity phages can be propagated
for additional panning rounds or for characterization. Through this method, the library
can be enriched for phages displaying Fab’ fragments with strong binding characteristics.
Here, we used phage display to humanize the murine antibodies AZN-D1 and 9A11 to
obtain antibodies with a high identity (>90%) to the variable domains of their closest
human germline, while at least maintaining their target avidity. These humanized
antibodies could be used in different targeting strategies to deliver antigen and adjuvant
to DCs to evoke potent immune responses in vivo, opening the door for clinical translation
of DC targeted nanovaccines.
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Results
To humanize the framework of antibodies AZN-D1 and 9A11 we first identified their
closest human germlines. To this purpose, we sequenced the variable domains of their
respective murine parental hybridomas. With these sequences in hand, we identified
the closest human variable domain (V) germline with identical CDR1 and CDR2 canonical
fold combination for both the heavy (VH) and light chain (Kappa, VK). For AZN-D1 we
identified VH2.10 and VK1.3 as the closest human germlines. For 9A11, VH3.1 and VK1.3
were identified as the closest human V germlines. Alignment between the closest human
V germline and the parental sequences revealed 40 framework differences for AZN-D1
and 25 framework differences for 9A11 (Fig. 1, Table S1-S2). The fraction of identical
FIGURE 1

framework residues between AZN-D1 and its closest human germline, referred to as

human identity, was 73.6% for the VH and 87.5% for the VK. The identity scores for 9A11
are 88.5% for the VH domain and 82.5% for the Vκ domain.

5

Figure 1 Alignment between original and closest human germline. Alignment between the
original VH and VK domains and there closest human germline with identical CDR1 and CDR2
fold are given for AZN-D1 (A) and 9A11 (B). Residues that differ are bold and coloured to indicate
original murine (red) or human (blue) residues.

Based on the framework differences between the closest human germlines and WT
sequences, we designed overlapping primers that cover the complete variable domains
(Fig. 2). Each framework position that differed between the human germline and parental
sequence was covered by at least two primers, one carrying the human residue and
one carrying the parental residue. Subsequently, we performed gene assembly of
both AZN-D1 and 9A11 by PCR to obtain their variable domains (VHlibr, Vκlibr) carrying the
complete framework repertoire.
To reduce library size and remove non-sense mutations introduced during gene assembly,
we first created two sub-libraries for each antibody clone. To this end we cloned the Vκlibr
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in frame with the human constant kappa domain (huCκ), the self-cleaving peptide T2A,
the VHwt and the first human constant domain of IgG1 (huCH1) fused to the pIII gene into
an appropriate phagemid vector. We took the same approach for the VHlibr by cloning
this gene library between the VKwt, huCκ, T2A and the huCH1-pIII gene elements. We
transformed the resulting sub-libraries in e. coli and checked for library size and quality
(Table S3), before we conducted an initial selection round with phage display (Fig. 3). We
instructed Tg1 bacteria to produce phages, displaying the humanized Fab’ fragments on
their pIII containing the framework repertoire. The phages were allowed to bind their
protein target immobilized in flat bottom wells before we discarded non-binding phages
by washing. We used trypsin to elute phages that were firmly bound to the target protein,
and subsequently used these to infect a bacterial host, thus propagating a pool of binding
phages. To construct the final libraries in which both the heavy and light chain carry the
framework repertoire we exchanged the VHwt in the vector with the Vκlibr for the VHlibr. We
panned these final libraries against their immobilized target in three successive rounds
with increasingly stringent conditions (Table S4) to saturate the library for higher affinity
clones.
After three panning rounds with increasingly more stringent conditions, we picked 3032 clones per selection condition and performed clone characterization. First, we used
periplasmic extracts from the selected clones to assess which clones produced target
binding Fab’ fragments. For humanized AZN-D1 we observed that 70% (64/92) of the
periplasmic Fab’ fragments bound DC-SIGN, whereas for 9A11 78% (72/92) of the Fab’
variants bound their protein target. To assess whether clone enrichment had taken
place, we sequenced the variable domain of the clones capable of binding their target
protein. For AZN-D1 we observed that all the VH sequences were unique (37/37) and Vκ
we observed that 84% (54/64) of the sequences were unique. For 9A11, we observed
that 95% (74/77) and 96% (73/84) of the VH and Vκ domains were unique in the pool. The
maximum copy number of a single sequence found within a single pool of Fab’ fragments
was three, indicating that there was not a sequence with a clear advantage for target
binding. Comparing the frequency of individual parental framework residues before and
after the panning rounds (Fig. S1) we could identify certain framework positions in which
the original or human residue was preferred. For AZN-D1 we observed a clear preference
(over 0.5 normalized saturation) for the parental residue in positions H11, H12, H28, H40,
H69, L03, L37, L46 and L104, and a preference for the human residue (lower than -0.5
normalized saturation) in positions H38, H71, H81, L14, L17, L18, L49 and L100 (Fig. 3A). For
the humanized and panned library of 9A11 positions H03, H42, H77, L15, L71, L72, L73, and
L79 preferred the murine residue over the human alternative, whereas position H89 was
the only position where the residue of the closest human germline was preferred (Fig.
3B).
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Figure 2 Phage display. (A) Artwork depicting the process of library generation for phage display.
Overlapping primers (1) are designed which carry either the original murine residue or the human
residue in identified framework positions. Using propagating PCR cycles VH and Vκ genes are
assembled that together carry the complete the framework repertoire (2). Finally, the assembled
genes are clones into a phagemid vector in frame with constant regions for Fab’ display (3). After
transformation of the DNA in bacterial hosts, phages are produced that display the variants of
humanized Fab’ fragments through fusion on the coat protein pIII. The use of phagemid allows
to link the phenotype to genotype. (B) Artwork depicting phage display. (1) Phagemid vector
containing variable domains with the framework repertoire are (2) transformed in Tg1 bacterial
hosts to obtain libraries which are assessed for their size and quality. (3) Phage production is
initiated by infecting the bacterial hosts with helper phage to package the phagemid DNA and
produce phage particles. Each phage particle displays a variant of humanized Fab’ fused to the
coat protein pIII. (4) Phages are incubated against surfaced-immobilized target protein and
extensively washed (5) to remove non-binding or low-affinity phages.

To assess whether affinity of the humanized and panned libraries was improved over
the affinity of the wildtype antibody we performed surface plasmon resonance with
periplasmic extracts of the humanized clones that bound their target. We injected
perisplasmic extracts for one minute to let Fab’ fragments present in these extracts bind
their target and then washed with PBS for 5 minutes to determine off-rates (koff) values.
For humanized AZN-D1 clones we observed lower koff values for DC-SIGN for only two
clones (1.14 x 10-3 s-1 and 1.21 x 10-3 s-1, Fig.4A) compared to the periplasmic extract
containing the WT clones (1.62 x 10-3 s-1). Humanized Fab’ fragments from other clones
displayed koff values between 1.82 x 10-3 s-1 to 5.52 x 10-3 s-1. For humanized 9A11 clones
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we observed lower koffvalues for four clones (ranging between 1.0 x 10-2 s-1 and 1.21 x 10-2
s-1, Fig.4B) compared to the WT (1.22 x 10-2 s-1) with the highest off-rate being 1.93 x 10-2 s-1.
Comparing the koffvalues of the pools from the different final selection conditions (Fig. 4A
and B), one could observe a trend for lower off-rates with the AZN-D1 with increasingly
stringent conditions, while for 9A11 no trend could be observed. Based on the human

FIGUREof3 these clones and their koff values we selected six clones per target (Fig. 4C
identity
FIGURE
3 cloned their humanized variable domains (Fig. S2) with human IgG1 constant
and
D) and
domains for expression in transient production systems.

AZN-D1
AZN-D1

Closest human germline
Closest human germline

9A11
9A11

Closest human germline
Closest human germline

Figure 3 Framework residue preference. Preference for the wt residue or the residue of the
closest human germline are indicated for every framework position randomized within the
library for AZN-D1 (A) and 9A11 (B). Preference was normalized through dividing Wt residue
percentage before selection rounds by Wt residue percentage after selection rounds, followed
by subtraction of 1. Heavy chain framework residues are depicted in red bargraphs, while light
chain residues are depicted in blue bargraphs.
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Figure 4 Off-rate screenings of humanized clones. Periplasmic extracts of affinity matured
clones were analysed against immobilised target protein to assess their binding characteristics
and sequenced to determine the human identity. The off-rates of AZN-D1 (A) and 9A11 (B)
humanized clones were determined and grouped per selection condition. The human V
identity (average identity of VH and Vk domain) of AZN-D1 (C) and 9A11 (D) of each clone plotted
against the off-rate value (Koff). Clones that were selected for reformatting in human IgG1 are
highlighted.

Once we expressed and purified the humanized clones in human IgG1 format, we
proceeded by analyzing their binding characteristics via SPR and determined their avidity
by measuring the dissociation constant (KD) for their respective target (Table S5-6). Five
out of six humanized AZN-D1 antibodies displayed an increase in avidity compared to
the WT AZN-D1 (Fig. 5A). Humanized clone AZN-D1_A12 displayed the highest increase
in avidity for DC-SIGN with a KD of 0.12nM compared to a KD of 0.94nM of the AZN-D1 with
the original framework. For the humanized 9A11 antibodies we did not observe significant
increases in avidity for CLEC9A compared to the clone with the murine framework
(Fig. 5B). Clone 9A11_F12 displayed the highest avidity with a KD of 1.99nM, comparable to
the avidity of the 9A11_WT with a KD of 2.11nM. For the degree of framework humanization,
we observed that an 90% identity threshold for both VH and Vκ was achieved for AZN-D1_
E03, 9A11_F12, 9A11_G07 and 9A11_H08 antibodies.
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Based on the human identity of the VH and Vκ combined with the measured avidity
levels, we selected humanized clone AZN-D1_E03 for targeting DC-SIGN, and 9A11_F12
for targeting CLEC9a. For targeting nanovaccines towards CLEC9a and DC-SIGN in
future studies, we produced the AZN-D1_E03 and 9A11_F12 in Fab’ format containing
FIGURE 5

a c-terminal LPETGG and his-tag motif (Fig. 5C) and confirmed binding against their
respective protein targets in ELISA (Fig. 5D). Such Fab’ fragments can be functionalized
with Dibenzocyclooctyne (DBCO) via site-directed ligation to subsequently decorate
PLGA particles shielded by PEG chains with terminal azide groups. Compared to
traditional stochastic chemical approaches, the use of site-directed ligation allows for
the correct orientation of the Fab’ fragments on nanoparticles.
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Figure 5 Avidity determination of humanized lead panel. The human identity of the VH and Vk to
the closes framework with the calculated avidity of the WT and humanized clones as human IgG1
for AZN-D1 (A) and 9A11 (B). Based on the human identity and avididy, clones AZN-D1 E03 and 9A11
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Discussion
DCs have been explored as cellular vaccines for cancer treatment in clinical studies
which indicate that this personalized therapy is safe and can prolong survival2. However,
the number of patients that benefit from DC vaccines remains rather limited, resulting
in an unfavorable cost-to-benefit ratio, as the ex vivo generation of DC from each patient
requires costly dedicated infrastructures. Therefore, researchers are invested in the
development of more cost-efficient off-the-shelf vaccines to directly activate DCs in
vivo to elicit potent anti-cancer responses16. The inclusion of DC targeting antibodies to
promote the uptake of such vaccines by DCs increases their efficacy in evoking antigenspecific tumor responses. However, the murine origin of these antibodies is a cause for
concern for clinical application as the associated immunogenicity can severely diminish
vaccine efficacy42. Humanization of DC targeting antibodies would therefore contribute to
advancing DC targeted nanovaccines towards the clinic.
In this chapter, we humanized antibodies AZN-D1 and 9A11, which target the human DCspecific c-type lectins DC-SIGN and CLEC9A. By comparing the murine variable domains
to their closest human germline, we generated a large phage library of Fab’ variants in
which the frameworks were humanized to certain degrees. After multiple rounds of
panning against their protein targets we were able to select for humanized variants of

5

AZN-D1 and 9A11 with human identities of over 90%. Furthermore, within the pool of
characterized clones, we identified multiple clones for humanized AZN-D1 with improved
binding characteristics for DC-SIGN, while the affinity for CLEC9A of humanized 9A11
variants remained similar to the original murine clone.
Evaluating the occupation of the framework positions by either the human or murine
residues, one can pinpoint the residues that are likely important for paratope – epitope
interaction. For both AZN-D1 and 9A11, we observed a preference for murine residues
in certain positions suggesting that these residues are essential for antigen binding.
On the other hand, the preference for human residues in the VH AZN-D1 suggests that
these residues may improve binding characteristics over their murine counterparts. This
notion that framework residues can severely influence antibody affinity is not novel38.
Whether it is via direct interaction with the epitope43, the restructuring the CDR loops44,
or by affecting antibody stability and flexibility45, framework residues can greatly impact
binding affinity by modulating the CDR loops.
Although we were able to identify humanized clones with over 90% identity to the closest
human germline and maintained binding affinity, we did not observe saturation of highaffinity clones within the final round of phage display. This was emphasized by the high
frequency of unique VH and Vκ sequences found, suggesting little saturation within
the pool of humanized clones. Still, stronger off-rates correlated with more stringent
conditions in the last round for AZN-D1, indicating that affinity maturation was successful.
This is emphasized by the number of framework positions found with a clear preference
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of the human over the murine residue, suggesting that binding affinity can be improved by
humanizing certain residues within the original framework. Additional selection rounds
for AZN-D1 could possibly improve binding characteristics, as a plateau for binding affinity
was not yet reached. For 9A11 we did not find clones in which the binding characteristics
were significantly enhanced compared to the WT sequence, nor did we find an effect of
the more stringent conditions on the clones in the final round. This could either indicate
that for the pool of humanized 9A11 clones the point of saturation for strong affinity was
already reached within earlier rounds, or that the framework residues in the case of 9A11
did not provide a direct benefit for the interaction of the CDR loops with their epitope.
It would be useful to analyze the sequences and binding characteristics from clones
from earlier panning rounds to assess whether the overall affinity was increased and
preference for certain residues becomes clearer over time.
The need for antibody humanization became clear after the first clinically approved
antibody Muromonab was shown to induce the generation of isotypic and idiotypic
antibodies against the murine monoclonal antibody itself46. Since then, the replacement
of murine constant domains to human constant domain, and subsequent humanization
of the variable domains leveraged lower immunogenicity in clinical studies42. However,
the intrinsic human degree of antibodies is not the only factor in immunogenicity, as
human antibodies may still evoke immune responses47,48. Post-translation modifications,
aggregate formation, or the presence of MHC class II epitopes may confer immunity
against antibody therapeutics49–51. Therefore, claims regarding the circumvention of
immunogenicity due to humanization of these antibodies should be taken with care.
Nevertheless, the humanization of AZN-D1 and 9A11 variable domains to human identities
of over 90% while retaining their antigen affinity will facilitate their use for future targeting
strategies in a human setting.
We selected the humanized variants AZN-D1_E03 and 9A11_F12 for DC targeting
strategies for immunotherapy. One strategy encompasses the use of these antibodies for
the decoration of PEG shielded PLGA particles harboring adjuvant and tumor antigen for
DC activation. For future research endeavors, we produced Fab’ fragments of these leads
with motifs for chemoenzymatic ligation. We plan to functionalize these Fab’ fragments
via sortase-mediated ligation with DBCO handles and couple these to nanovaccines
shielded with PEG suitable for click chemistry. This strategy is advantageous over
traditional strategies as it ensures the correct orientation of the Fab’ fragments for
binding of their cognate antigen. Additionally, the use of Fab’ fragments instead of fulllength antibodies circumvents unwanted Fc mediated uptake by non-targeted cells and
reduces nanoparticle size. We believe that this strategy will be optimal to target dendritic
cells in vivo.
The exploitation of antibodies to direct nanovaccines towards DCs has already proven
to be a valuable strategy to enhance vaccine potency17,18,27,52–55. A prime example is the
targeting of tumor antigen NY-ESO-I through antibody-mediated targeting to DEC205.
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This antibody-antigen conjugate, CDX-1401, results in both CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell
responses in patients with NY-ESO-I positive tumors, leading to tumor regression in
some patients56. As DEC205 expression is not restricted to DCs, antibodies specifically
targeting DC subsets may evoke even more potent immune response than seen with
CDX-140154. As both AZN-D1 and 9A11 target c-type lectins specific for DC subsets and
both exhibited potential to elicit strong immune responses, there is a strong rationale to
develop these antibodies for DC-based strategies in the clinic.
The humanization of murine antibodies has become a standard procedure in the
development of novel antibody therapeutics to mitigate immunogenicity. Therefore, we
believe the developed panel of humanized antibodies against DC restrictive endocytic
receptors in this chapter will facilitate the progression of DC targeted immunotherapies
towards clinical application.

Material and methods
Hybridoma sequencing and closest human germline identification
The genomic DNA of the murine hybridomas AZN-D119 and 9A1157 was isolated, and
amplified with a set of primers to determine the sequence of antibodies targeting DC-
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SIGN and CLEC9A using OneStep RT-PCR Kit (QIAGEN, 210212). Sequences of the
resulting amplicons were subsequently determined by Sanger sequencing. Closest
human germlines with identical CDR1 and CDR2 canonical folds of the murine sequences
were identified using the abYsis tool from Chemogenomix.

Library construction
On basis of the framework differences between the variable domains and identified
closest human germline with identical CDR1 and CDR2 canonical folds overlapping
primers were designed and ordered at IDT technologies and used to obtain gene
fragment covering the framework variation. Primers were mixed and extended using two
successive 20 cycles of 94°C, 30 s; 50-60°C, 30 s; 72°C, 40 s and finally assembled by an
additional 20 cycles with a forward and reverse primer containing the restriction sites for
cloning. The resulting gene fragments of 400bp were separated via gel electrophoresis
and purified using the QIAquick gel extraction kit (QIAgen, 28115). Subsequently, each
variable gene fragment was cloned via restriction digest (VHlibr: NcoI/ NheI Vκlibr: ApalI/
BsiWI) into the pCB13-Cκ4 phagemid vector (pCB13-Cκ4 phagemid vector has similar
construction as pCES1 as in 58. The VHlibr and Vκlibr were combined with the Vκwt and VHwt
respectively into pCB13-Cκ4 obtain sub-libraries for phage display. After an initial phage
round (outlined below) the propagated VHlibr was digested and cloned into the Vκlibr to
obtain the final libraries.
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Phage display selections
Phagemid particles were produced by inoculating 100mL of 2xTY-AMP-GLU containing
ampicillin and 2% glucose with 109 bacteria from the libraries and cultivated for 90
minutes, shaking at 37°C. Tg1 cells were centrifuged, resuspended in 100mL of 2x TYAMP, before VCS-M13 helper phages (NEB, N0315S) were added to the mixture, followed
by incubation for 30 min at 37°C without shaking. Subsequently, the bacterial suspension
was transferred to 900 mL of 2x TY broth containing ampicillin and kanamycin initiating
phage production. After overnight incubation the phage particles were purified by PEG
precipitation and resuspended in PBS. For pre-selections NUNC MaxiSorp flat-bottom
plates were coated with 10 µg/mL of recombinant CLEC9A Fc chimera protein (R&D
systems, 6049-CL) or DC-SIGN Fc chimera protein (R&D systems, 9136-DC) by overnight
incubation at 4°C. Phages (1010/mL) in 100 µL of PBS/Marvel 2% from the AZN-D1 and 9A11
sub-libraries were incubated in wells coated with their respective target or uncoated
wells for 2 hours and extensively washed with PBS / 0,01% Tween. Binding phages were
eluted with 10 µg/mL of trypsin (150 µL/well) and transferred to 96-well v-bottom plates
containing protease inhibitor AEBSF. Finally, 75 µL of binding phages were used to infect
log-phased TG1 bacteria, propagating and saturating binding humanized Fab’ library. To
assess selection quality, phages were serial diluted in 50 µL of 2TY, before 50 µL of logphase TG1 culture was added in 96-well v-bottom plates. The bacterial suspensions were
cultivated for 30 minutes at 37°C before 5 µL was used to spot on agar plates containing
ampicillin and glucose. After overnight incubation at 37°C colony number at different
dilutions were determined assess enrichment. For subsequent selection rounds, the
selection conditions during panning varied as outlined in table S6.

Clone characterization
For characterization of the clones from the final round, libraries were plated out on
agar plates and resulting single colonies were picked and transferred to 96 well plates
containing 2TY/Amp/Glu 2% and cultivated for 2 hours. Of the bacterial suspension 40
µL was transferred to 96 deep well plate containing 750 µL of 2TY/Amp/Glu 0,004% and
cultivated at 37°C until an OD600 of 0.9 was reached. Fab’ production by the bacterial host
was promoted by supplementing the bacterial cultures with IPTG, followed by overnight
incubation at 26°C. To obtain the periplasmic extracts containing Fab’ fragments we
performed freeze-thaw cycles and isolated the Fab’ containing supernatant after
centrifugation of the cellular debris. Supernatants were screened for binding in enzymelinked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) against directly coated DC-SIGN (1 µg/mL) or
CLEC9A (1 µg/mL). The binding characteristics of clones positive for binding in ELISA
were subsequently assessed by surface plasmon resonance on a Biacore 3000 (GE
Healthcare). Target proteins were immobilized with a density of 2000 responsive units on
a CM5 sensor chip (GE health care, 29104988). Periplasmic extracts were diluted 1:5 in 0.1
M HEPES, 1.5M NaCl, 30mM EDTA, 0.5% Tween-20 (wash buffer) and injected at a speed
of 30 µL/min for 2 minutes, followed by injection of wash buffer to dissociate bounded
Fab’ fragments for 5 minutes. Affinity was calculated with biacore software applying 1:1
interaction Langmuir model. For binding characteristics of clones in human IgG1 format,
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IgG1 was injected at 4 different concentrations (62.5-7.81 nM) to accurately calculate
affinity.

Antibody production
Synthetic genes encoding the variable domains of the lead panel for humanized
AZN-D1 and 9A11 were codon optimized for CHO expression and ordered at Genewiz.
Subsequently the synthetic genes were cloned into various pcDNA3.1 vectors for
production of the variable domains in human IgG1 (AZN-D1: A12, B09, H11, E06, H07, E03;
9A11: A09, A12, C07, F12, G07, H08) or Fab’ fragment format (AZN-D1_E03, 9A11_F12). The
Fab’ heavy chain sequence included the cysteine which forms the disulphide bridge
between the heavy and light chain to form monovalent Fab’ fragments, followed by a
GGGS motif, LPETGG motif, and histag motif. The expression vectors co-transfected in
ExpiCHO cells (Thermofischer scientific, A29127) and cultivated for 7-8 days. Cells were
removed by centrifugation and the clarified supernatants for IgG were passed through
an Protein A IMAC affinity column, while supernatants of Fab’ fragments were passed
through a HisTrap IMAC affinity column (GE lifesciences) using an ÄKTA Pure 25L1
chromatography system. Humanized IgG was eluted using 0.2M Glycine/HCL buffer
and neutralized using 1M Tris/HCl and humanized Fab’ fragments were eluted using
0.3M imidazole buffer. Eluted fractions were pooled, and buffer exchanges into PBS and
concentrated using AMICON Ultra-15 centrifugal concentrates with a 30 kDA MWCO

5

membrane. Protein concentration was determined by measuring absorbance at 280 nm
on a spectrophotometer and adjusted for the mass attenuation coefficient ε/M.W of 1.4.
Binding of Fab’ fragments for their respective target was performed with 500 nM, followed
by incubation with secondary antibody against his-tag conjugated to HRP (Milteny Biotec,
cat.nr. 130-092-783)\
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FIGURE S1

Supplementary information

Figure S1 Origin frequency of framework residues before and after phage display selections.
Frequency of murine residue (red) or germline residue (blue) are depicted as bargraphs for each
framework position that differs between original heavy and light variable domains and the human
germline. The AZN-D1 framework positions before (A) and after (B) phage display selections are
given. The 9A11 framework positions before and after phage display selections are depicted in
(C) and (D).
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5
Figure S2 Lead panel alignments. Alignments between the original murine sequence, the
closest identified human germline and the generated lead panels for AZN-D1 (A) and 9A11 (B).
Framework positions that differ are highlighted in bold and indicated as human (blue) or mouse
residue (red).*
*CDRs are redacted to protect intellectual property
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Table S1 Framework residue differences between AZN-D1 and closest human germline.

Framework
AZN-D1

Position
VH

Murine
FR1

H5

Q

V

H9

P

A

H10

Q

E

H11

S

V

H12

V

K

H13

R

K

H16

A

S

H20

I

V

H27

Y

G

H28

S

T

H30

T

S

H38

K

R

H40

R

A

H48

I

M

H66

K

K

H67

A

V

H69

L

I

H71

V

A

H75

S

T

H78

V

A

H81

Q

E

H82

P

L

H83

T

R

H87

S

T

H89

I

V

H93

V

A

FR4

H109

L

Y

FR1

L03

L

V

L14

S

T

L17

D

Q

L18

K

P

L36

Y

F

L37

L

Q

L45

K

R

L46

L

R

L49

F

Y

L72

I

T

L83

L

V

L100

G

Q

L104

L

V

FR2

FR3

VK

FR2

FR3
FR4
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Table S2

Framework residue differences between 9A11 and closest human germline.

Framework

Position

Murine

Human

9A11

VH

FR1

H03

M

Q

H13

K

Q

H19

K

R

H40

T

A

H42

E

G

H44

R

G

H77

T

S

H82a

T

N

H84

S

A

H89

L

V

H108

S

L

FR2

FR3

FR4
VK

FR1

FR2

FR4

L7

T

S

L8

T

P

L9

S

G

L15

L

V

L22

S

T

L41

D

G

L42

G

K

L43

T

A

L44

V

P

L71

Y

F

L72

S

T

L73

L

F

L77

N

S

L79

E

Q

L80

Q

P

L87

F

Y

L100

Q

Q
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Table S3 Size and quality determination of generated (sub-) libraries.

Library

Library Size (x107)

Insert (%)

Valid (%)

pCB13.Cκ4_9A11_VκlibrhuCκ_VHwthuCH1

1.8

88

50

pCB13.Cκ4_9A11_VκwthuCκ_VHlibrhuCH1

1.6

91

40

pCB13.Cκ4_AZND1_VκlibrhuCκ_VHwthuCH1

2.9

100

48

pCB13.Cκ4_AZND1_VκwthuCκ_VHlibrhuCH1

2.2

96

58

pCB13.Cκ4_9A11_VκlibrhuCκ_VHlibrhuCH1

29.4

100

N.D.

pCB13.Cκ4_AZND1_VκlibrhuCκ_VHlibrhuCH1

37.2

100

N.D.
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Table S4 Binding characteristics of humanized AZN-D1 clones in human IgG1 format
Target protein
coated (nM)
Round I

10

Target protein in solution
(fold excess)
-

Duration off-rate
washes (hours)
0

Round II

10 - 1.0

100

2

Round III

10- 0.01

100

24

Table S5 Binding characteristics of humanized AZN-D1 clones in human IgG1 format

ka(1/Ms)

kd(1/s)

KA (1/M)

KD (M)

Human
identity VH

Human
identity VK

AZN-D1_Wt

2,19E+05

2,06E-04

1,06E+09

9,43E-10

73.6%

87.5%

AZN-D1_A12

2,16E+05

2,53E-05

8,56E+09

1,17E-10

85.1%

93.8%

AZN-D1_B09

2,27E+05

2,39E-04

9,51E+08

1,05E-09

87.4%

91.3%

AZN-D1_H11

1,96E+05

1,58E-04

1,23E+09

8,10E-10

86.2%

95.0%

AZN-D1_E06

2,18E+05

7,03E-05

3,09E+09

3,23E-10

82.8%

93.8%

AZN-D1_H07

2,12E+05

6,73E-05

3,15E+09

3,17E-10

81.6%

95.0%

AZN-D1_E03

1,67E+05

7,24E-05

2,30E+09

4,35E-10

92.0%

92.5%

Table S6 Binding characteristics of humanized 9A11 clones in human IgG1 format

ka(1/Ms)
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kd(1/s)

KA (1/M)

KD (M)

Human
identity VH

Human
identity VK

9A11_WT

2,12E+05

4,46E-04

4,75E+08

2,11E-09

88.5%

82.5%

9A11_A09

2,67E+05

7,30E-04

3,65E+08

2,74E-09

97.7%

86.3%

9A11_A12

2,86E+05

5,84E-04

4,90E+08

2,04E-09

97.7%

86.3%

9A11_C07

2,21E+05

4,76E-04

4,64E+08

2,15E-09

95.4%

86.3%

9A11_F12

2,56E+05

5,09E-04

5,02E+08

1,99E-09

95.4%

91.3%

9A11_G07

1,98E+05

7,59E-04

2,60E+08

3,84E-09

95.4%

91.3%

9A11_H08

2,21E+05

6,22E-04

3,55E+08

2,81E-09

95.4%

90.0%
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Summary
Whether it is to clear malignant cells, suppress autoimmune responses, or release the
breaks of our immune system, monoclonal antibodies have become the answer to treat a
wide spectrum of diseases1. Even patients with established malignant tumors, previously
thought untreatable, can now be treated using monoclonal therapeutic antibodies2. Each
antibody possesses a unique blueprint that governs their ability to recognize specific
antigens and engage in complex interactions with our immune system. The common
denominator between these antibody therapeutics is their inception in preclinical
research.
In Chapter 1, I provide a general introduction into the antibody structure, development
and function and explore their role in immunity. Subsequently, I explore the mechanism
of actions antibodies can exert, the profound role in this process of the Fc domain
structure, and how we can implement these to augment the therapeutic efficacy of
clinical antibodies. The scope and outline of this thesis are also provided.
Monoclonal antibodies were first introduced by Kohler and Milstein’s seminal work
back in 1975 on hybridoma technology3. Since then, the number of technologies for
the development and production of monoclonal antibodies has greatly expanded with
human transgenic mice, phage display technologies, and next-generation sequencing4.
Still, hybridoma technology remains amongst the most prominent methods for antibody
discovery. However, as a single hybridoma produces antibodies in a fixed Fc format,
researchers rely on other technologies for further antibody development. In this thesis
I resolve this issue and expand upon existing hybridoma technology by implementing

6

novel CRISPR/HDR strategies to redesign the immunoglobulin locus.
In Chapter 2, we combine the CRISPR/Cas9 gene-editing technique with homologydirected repair (HDR) in hybridoma cells to obtain Fab’ secreting recombinant
hybridomas. We designed an HDR template which inserts a small chemo-enzymatic
tag (sortag) and affinity tag (his-tag) in the hinge region of the heavy chain locus and
confers antibiotic resistance of successfully engineered hybridomas. We showed that
the approach is efficient, leading to the identification of multiple Fab’ secreting cell lines
after transfecting hybridomas with HDR template and Cas9 vectors. The resulting Fab’
fragments retain antigen specificity for the parental target and are easily conjugated to
small nucleophilic probes via sortase-mediated ligation. Moreover, we demonstrate that
sequential CRISPR/HDR engineering leads to the efficient modification of both the heavy
and the light chain c-terminus with orthogonal sortase recognition motifs, obtaining
Fab’ fragments with dual-modality (sqFab’). The heavy and light chain of these sqFab’
fragments can be orthogonally functionalized with probes via sortase-mediated ligation
without losing their binding capabilities. We demonstrate that the technique is robust
and versatile as we can adjust and apply our strategy in different hybridomas of rat and
murine origin.
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In Chapter 3, we further explore the use of the CRISPR/HDR strategy in hybridomas for
antibody development by replacing the native Fc domain with synthetic Fc domains of our
choice. In this chapter we targeted the intronic region upstream of the constant domains
and incorporated 1) a splice acceptor, 2) a complete Fc domain, 3) a chemo-enzymatic and
affinity tag and 4) gene elements to confer antibiotic resistance. This technique proves
efficient, leading to the identification of multiple hybridoma cells secreting antibodies
of the isotype of choice, while retaining antigen specificity. The approach is robust as
we were able to obtain all chimeric antibodies with murine IgG isotypes, the murine IgA
isotype and a mutant Fc silent isotype. We demonstrated that the resulting antibodies
acquire the biochemical properties from the engrafted Fc domain, as expressed in their
ability in FcyR engagement and performance in vitro and in vivo.
In Chapter 4, we applied the developed CRISPR/HDR strategy to repurpose the
hybridoma PC-61 for immunotherapy. PC-61 is a hybridoma that secretes rat IgG1 antibodies against the CD25, a receptor highly expressed on regulatory T cells (Tregs).
Tregs pose a major hurdle for effective cancer immunotherapy as they mediate the
immunosuppressive signaling in the tumor microenvironment. Earlier attempts to target
CD25 via antibodies resulting in modest anti-tumor activity. Therefore we reframed the
PC-61 hybridoma and replaced the immune inert rat IgG1 Fc domain by a mouse IgG2a
Fc domain. The resulting αCD25-m2a antibodies displayed effective depletion of Tregs
in circulation, lymph nodes and tumor. Moreover, the combination of αCD25-m2a and
αPD-L1 treatment effectively eradicated tumors and improved survival.
In Chapter 5, we move from engineering the constant domain of antibodies to engineering
the variable domain of antibodies. We describe the process of antibody humanization via
phage display for two antibodies which target the dendritic cell (DC) c-type lectins DCSIGN and CLEC9A. These endocytic receptors are prime targets for antibody-mediateddelivery of vehicles carrying tumor antigens and adjuvant to elicit anti-tumor responses.
The DC targeting vehicles, called nano vaccines are developed as off-the-shelf products
to replace the personalized cellular DC vaccination therapy. However, as the antibodies
used for targeting are of murine origin they are likely to be immunogenic in patients, thus
hampering their clinical translation. Therefore, we sequenced their parental hybridomas’
variable domains and used the results to identify their closest human germline. We
constructed a phage library that expressed the framework repertoire based on the
differences between the murine antibodies’ heavy and light chain variable domains
and the closest human germline. Subsequently, we performed phage display to select
for humanized antibodies that maintained affinity against DC-SIGN or CLEC9A. We
were able to select humanized antibodies that displayed similar or increased binding
characteristics compared to the original murine clone from this effort.
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Discussion and future perspectives
This thesis focuses on the early and later stage preclinical development of monoclonal
antibodies to accelerate their clinical translation. In the first part of this thesis, we
described a novel strategy to steer the expression of antibody constant domains for
immunological interrogation and accelerate preclinical antibody development. In the
second part, we describe the process of humanizing variable domains of DC targeting
antibodies to progress novel immunotherapeutic strategies towards the clinic.

Lifting the genetic constraints of hybridoma
technology
The introduction of hybridoma technology in 1975 was fundamental for the dominance
of antibody-based therapeutics we see in medicine today1. Hybridoma technology
encompasses the fusion between a myeloma cell and an antibody-secreting B-cell from
an immunized mammal. The result is an immortal hybridoma, a cell line that continuously
secretes monoclonal antibodies against the target used for immunization3. Forty years
after its introduction by Kohler and Milstein, hybridoma technology is still predominant
for the discovery of novel monoclonal antibodies5,6, but of less value for the subsequent
antibody development and production.
The redundancy of hybridoma technology for antibody development is due to the genetic
constraints of the fixed IgH locus that removes the possibility to adjust the isotype of the
produced monoclonal antibodies. However, the flexibility to adjust the antibody isotype
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is of paramount importance in antibody development. Through its Fc domain, which
determines the antibody isotype, an antibody engages in complex interactions with the
immune system. The effect of these interactions is profound and differences in the Fcdomain structure can greatly impact the therapeutic mechanism of action. However,
as the constant domains of the secreted antibody are genetically laid down and fixed
in the genomic blueprint of the B-cell fusion partner, researchers must rely on tedious
procedures to acquire antibody isotype variants. Typically, researchers first extract the
sequences of the variable domains via sequencing, then clone these in various plasmids
with different (mutant) Fc backbones, and finally produce recombinant antibodies in
sub-optimal expression systems in the format of choice7. These laborious and costly
procedures hamper early antibody development as most research labs do not have the
required funds, time, or expertise to optimize and implement these processes.
To lift the genomic constraints of hybridoma technology and accelerate antibody
development we devised a one-step CRISPR/HDR strategy to rapidly alter the genomic
antibody blueprint. By genetically targeting exons and introns within the heavy and
light chain immunoglobulin locus, we are capable of generating stable recombinant
hybridomas in which the format, species, and isotype of the secreted antibody can be
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adapted by design. The resulting antibody products are stable, retain target specificity,
and display their proprietary immunological functions. This empowers researchers to
quickly obtain functionally diverse antibody variants after discovery within the same
platform and investigate their therapeutic potential, rendering the need for tedious
procedures of sequencing, cloning and expression in the earlier stages of antibody
development obsolete.
Immunological interrogation of different isotype variants of particular antibodies is
critical in the early stages of antibody development. The structure of the Fc domain can
dictate the mechanism of action through FcR engagement, and the evaluation of different
isotype variants is therefore a must. Depending on which FcRs are engaged, antibodies
can be depleting, agonistic or blocking. In general, antibodies that target malignant cells
benefit from Fc domains that engage activating FcRs, while agonistic antibodies benefit
from Fc domains that engage the inhibitory FcγRIIb. For blocking antibodies the use of
FcR engaging Fc domains is best to be avoided as there mechanism of action is endowed
by the Fab’ binding domains.
For this reason therapeutic antibodies targeting malignant cells via CD208 or Her29
directly benefit from a depleting isotype, while antibodies targeting immune stimulatory
molecules, such as CD4010–12, OX4013, 4-1BB14 benefit from agonistic Fc domain to enhance
their therapeutic potential. However, in some cases the actual mechanism of action turns
out not to be as hypothesized. Antibodies targeting immune checkpoints CTLA-4 and PDL1 were designed as blocking agents to counteract the suppressive mechanisms of the
tumor microenvironment2,15–17. Recent research suggests that these antibodies actually
benefit from FcyR engagement resulting in the depletion of the cells that mediate this
suppression18–23. For example, the observation that ipilimumab (a CTLA-4 antibody)
treatment in patients with high-affinity FcγR polymorphism results in patient benefit,
suggests that optimal Fc-FcR engagement is central to their therapeutic efficacy79.
Therefore, the ability to directly obtain Fc variants from the hybridoma via CRISPR/HDR
empowers researchers to evaluate and pick the correct isotype to complement the
mechanism of action, accelerating early antibody development.
The use of CRISPR/HDR strategies to obtain recombinant hybridomas is advantageous
over traditional procedures as it allows to rapidly obtain a stable source of antibody
product within a single platform, circumventing the need to switch to different expression
systems. The current options for antibody production technologies consist of transient
expression systems or stable cell line generation. The latter is the preferred option as
stable cell line generation represents a reliable and inexhaustible source of antibody
product, while the use of transient systems requires often extensive optimization
procedures before sufficient antibody products can be obtained via repeated production
cycles. However, confounding factors such as unbalanced heavy and light chain
production, multiple integration sites, and gene silencing make stable cell line generation
a tedious process, requiring months of laborious work until a stable monoclonal cell line is
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selected24,25. Therefore, research labs rely on sub-optimal transient expression systems
for recombinant antibody production, as the required funds for stable cell line generation
are often not available to them. CRISPR/HDR engineering of hybridomas represents a
cost-effective and rapid alternative for stable cell line generation. Hybridomas have,
similar to the industrial cell lines NS0 and SP2/026, plasmacytoma-like characteristics
which endows them with a cellular physiology and transcriptional profile that significantly
enhances their capacity to produce and secrete antibodies27. Therefore, it is no surprise
that the first approved antibody therapeutics, muromonab-CD3 and tositumomab, were
produced for clinical application by their parental hybridomas28,29. Thus, hybridomas
represent a stable and reliable alternative for preclinical antibody production compared
to current production technologies.
Besides empowering researchers with the ability to change isotype design of the
secreted antibody, we also enable them with the freedom to install useful protein
motifs. We demonstrated this by installing chemo-enzymatic tags on the c-terminus
of heavy and light chains of antibodies which function as a substrate for the bacterial
transpeptidase sortase A30,31 and mutants thereof. In antibody engineering, this relatively
novel way of ligation is considered to be superior to equip antibodies with cargo over
traditional methods, such as genetic fusions and chemical ligation32–38. Cargo ligation
to antibodies via genetic fusions is limited to peptide-based payloads and can impair
antibody production. Installment of sortags on antibodies does not impair antibody
production and does allow site-specific ligation of nucleophilic peptides carrying
virtually any payloads, including synthetic ones. Traditional chemical ligation strategies
are sub-optimal as these depend on the nonstoichiometric labeling of available amino
acids, resulting in limited control of the site and number of functionalized amino acids. In
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contrast, sortase-mediated ligation allows for site-specific modification of one specific
site, endowing researchers with absolute control over cargo loading. We genetically
equipped hybridoma produced antibodies with c-terminal sortase motifs on the heavy
and light chain, and demonstrated effective labeling with fluorescent or clickable
probes, without losing antibody specificity. The ability to genetically install tags for posttranslational modifications further expands the flexibility of the hybridoma platform.
To cement CRISPR/HDR editing of hybridomas for expression of recombinant antibodies,
the proposed strategy has to be advantageous over existing technologies in terms
of speed, costs, versatility and robustness. The CRISPR/HDR strategy for hybridoma
transformation is rapid as novel recombinant hybridomas are established within a month
after targeting the original hybridoma within a single electroporation step. Certainly, this
is advantageous over laborious procedures involving transient expression systems or
stable cell line generation, requiring prior knowledge of the variable domains, cloning
of these variable domains into appropriate vectors, and transfection in the associated
cell lines. The strategy is also flexible as virtually any antibody format, species or isotype
can be installed without losing target specificity. Furthermore, the antibodies can also be
equipped with immune-modulating Fc mutations or useful recombinant tags. Therefore,
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the devised CRISPR/HDR strategy endows users with the same flexibility as observed in
transient expression systems or when generating stable cell lines. Finally, the strategy
is also robust. To date, we successfully altered the expression of rat (NLDC-145, MIH-5,
RMP1-14, MOMA-1, FGK45.5, PC-61 and LYT-2), mouse (AZN-D1, CLEC9A and NKI-B20/1),
and golden hamster (9H10 and 37.51) hybridomas with a single electroporation step. We
are certain that the CRISPR/HDR strategy developed here can be simply adjusted to
target the immunoglobulin locus of any other species and isotype. Therefore, I envision
that the presented CRISPR/HDR strategy will become a valued strategy for antibody
engineering within the foreseeable future.

This thesis
Chapter 2

Chapter 3

Chapter 4

CRISPRHDR
Nucleofection

Selection

Final product

Future

Affinity maturation

Immuno
Isotype
Fab’
generation generation therapy

Target
specificity

Humanization
Manufacturabilty

Augmentation of
effector function

Glycoengineering

Figure 1b CRISPR antibody editing and future directions. I explored precise genome engineering through CRISPR/Cas9 editing to redesign the constant regions of antibodies relevant
for the space of cancer immunotherapy. Through editing the genomic immunoglobulin loci of
hybridomas with CRISPR/Cas9, I generated Fab’ fragments which can be site-specifically ligated
to cargo (chapter 2), produced a panel of functionally diverse isotype variants of an αPD-L1
(chapter 3), and optimized the Fc region of an immune inert antibody for effective Treg depletion
in vivo (chapter 4). I foresee that the field of CRISPR antibody editing will continue to develop and
provide additional tools to address target specificity, antibody humanization, enhancement of
effector functions throug glycoengineering, affinity maturation, and manufacturability.
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The current state of the art:
CRISPR-based antibody engineering
Genomic engineering of the IgH locus of hybridomas was first performed in the 1980’s,
but these mainly focused on elucidating the mechanism of homology-directed repair
of doubles stranded breaks. Two studies from this period did focus on redesigning the
immunoglobulin constant domains. Baker et al. used HDR templates to restore antibody
production in an IgG deficient mutant hybridoma39 and Fell et al. exchanged the murine
heavy chain locus of a hybridoma with its human counterpart40. Although these studies
highlighted the potential for genomic engineering in hybridomas, their methodology
depended on inefficient classical methods for gene targeting available to them, requiring
multiple selection steps before a minimal number of engineered clones could be
identified39,40. Since then, the number of studies focused on changing the immunoglobulin
locus of hybridomas remained limited until CRISPR/Cas9 technology for precise genome
editing entered the scene41,42.
During the timeframe of preparation of this thesis, others have employed CRISPR/Cas9
technology in antibody engineering. The first report employing CRISPR/Cas9 technology
to rapidly change the constant domains of hybridomas was Cheon et al.43. They used Cas9
to mutate the switch regions in the IgH locus to force isotype switching or delete the Fc
domain to generate Fab’ secreting cell lines43. Although elegant, their methodology is
restricted to the limited number of available isotypes within the IgH locus of the targeted
hybridoma, hampering the instalment of immune modulating mutations. Similar to us,
Khoshjenad et al. installed a c-terminal sortag on the rat IgG1 heavy chain and use these
to, rather inefficiently, couple radioactive isotopes to ICAM-3 targeting antibodies44. Our
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devised CRISPR/HDR strategy is the first to reliably and rapidly redesign the constant
domains of hybridomas derived antibodies to obtain the preferred isotype with the
freedom to install immune modulating mutations.
Complementary to our work on the hybridoma constant domains, others have focused
on CRISPR engineering of the variable domains to adapt antigen specificity. Pogson et
al. developed a hybridoma platform in which the light chain is knocked out and the
variable heavy chain domain is replaced by a fluorescent reporter gene via CRISPRbased approaches45. The reporter gene can be exchanged via Cas9 assisted HDR with
a complete light chain and variable heavy chain domain, resulting in recombinant
hybridomas that secrete antibodies with specificity for a different antigen. This platform
has been further developed by Mason et al. to simulate affinity maturation of the variable
domains via homology-directed mutagenesis46, and by Parola et al. as a mammalian
display platform as an alternative for bacterial display technologies47. Additionally,
Moffett et al. used CRISPR/Cas9 engineering to redirect primary B-cell specificity towards
different viruses. Transfer of these B-cells in Rag1-deficient mice resulted in durable and
potent protection against the targeted virus48. The use of our devised strategy could
expand upon the strategies described above to further finetune antibody function.
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Clearly, the revolutionary CRISPR/Cas9 technology has also found its way into antibody
engineering, where the novel field of CRISPR antibody editing is emerging (Figure 1).
The work on constant domain design described in this thesis, combined with the work
on variable domains by others equips researchers with a powerful molecular toolbox
for antibody development. I believe that this field of genomic antibody engineering will
rapidly expand in the near future with techniques to reduce antibody immunogenicity,
finetune antibody effector functions, and enhance antibody affinity.

Perfecting the art
Although the proposed CRISPR/HDR strategy can be effectively used to change antibody
isotype by design, small adjustments can be implemented to streamline the process
of genomic constant domain editing and further broaden its application in antibody
engineering and development.
In our CRISPR/HDR strategy we relied on antibiotic resistance as a selection marker to
enrich for hybridoma cells that have been successfully engineered. Although this strategy
has enabled us to reliably identify recombinant hybridomas after each co-transfection,
we still encountered a substantial number of antibiotic-resistant clones that lacked
antibody expression, exclusively secreted light chains, or retained the original isotype.
The incidence of these clones can be attributed to the heterogenicity of the original
targeted hybridoma population or sub-optimal genomic engineering.
The presence of a defective population for antibody expression within a hybridoma
population is not unusual, as genomic instability, chromosome loss, or gene silencing can
alter antibody expression, especially when the original hybridoma population has been
cultivated for an extended period49. A straightforward approach to circumvent this issue
is subcloning of the target hybridoma prior CRISPR/HDR transfection50. Subcloning will
ensure that a homogeneous population of antibody-producing hybridomas is targeted.
This rationale is supported by the results obtained by us on sequential heavy and light
chain editing in Chapter 2. In essence, we performed subcloning by selecting a clone
for Fab’ production after heavy chain engineering of the NKI-B20/1 hybridoma, before
we genetically equipped the light chain with a myc-tag for detection. After selection, the
resulting antibiotic-resistant monoclonal cell lines all secreted the designed antibody
product. This result, albeit a singular observation, supports the rationale for subcloning
the target hybridoma before initiating CRISPR/HDR editing.
The defective antibody production could also be explained by sub-optimal precise
genome engineering. Indeed, off-targets and incorrect HDR can lead to random
integration of the donor construct51–53. The resistance gene is enclosed by regulator
elements which warrants its correct translation. Therefore, even if the donor construct
is incorrectly installed, the clone will become antibiotic-resistant. To improve the correct
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integration of the donor construct one could use linearized DNA templates to limit offtarget integration54, design flanking CRISPR sites in the HDR templates to circumvent
integration of the plasmid backbone55, use chemical or genetic approaches to increase
HDR efficiency56,57, or reduce the incidence of off-targets DSBs by implementing mutant
Cas9 proteins with stronger fidelity and lower off-target incidence58–60. Nonetheless,
the current strategy consistently allows the identification of clones that have been
successfully reengineered.
When we targeted intronic regions to alter the antibody isotype we observed, besides the
designed isotype, residual production of the native isotype in antibiotic-resistant clones.
We hypothesize that the native constant domains could still be transcribed and translated
despite the presence of the poly(A) termination signal to disrupt transcription61.
Indeed, to terminate transcription of protein-encoding genes by polymerase II, a poly(A)
termination signal alone may not suffice62, allowing for transcription of the downstream
native constant domains. This prompted us to remove the nucleotides forming the
splice acceptor adjacent to the native CH1 domain in the 3’ homology arm of the HDR
template to render splicing of the native isotype to the variable domain impossible. This
partly resolved the issue as we were able to identify hybridoma clones which exclusively
secreted the designed antibody product, although a small number of clones with dual
expression remained. The persistence of these clones can be explained by the large
distance between the doubles stranded break and the deleted splice acceptor site in the
homologous arm, which reduces the inclusion frequency of this mutation in the repaired
genome63,64.
Compared to stable cell line generation, our devised CRISPR/HDR strategy is rapid
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in obtaining recombinant hybridomas. However, antibiotic pressure and limiting
dilution are relatively long procedures which can take up to four weeks to complete
the total strategy. By implementing alternative selection approaches the time between
transfection and final clone selection can be significantly shortened. A straightforward
approach would the use of a selection marker readily employed on the Cas9 vector to
enrich for clones that were successfully transfected with plasmid. However, these
approaches are extremely inefficient as the mere successful transfection of plasmid
does not account for the subsequent successful Cas9 mediated cleavage of the target
location, nor successful repair and integration of the donor sequence. Indeed, the use
of such a selection approach are extremely inefficient, yielding less than 1% of clones
being correctly repaired, requiring more laborious procedures to pinpoint a successfully
modified clone45. A notable alternative approach suited for the selection of transformed
recombinant hybridomas is FACS enrichment based on antibody surface expression.
As hybridomas possess the RNA splice pathways of both B-cells and plasma cells, they
often produce membrane-associated as well as secretory immunoglobulin transcripts,
resulting in the concomitant surface expression and secretion of antibodies65,66.
Others have exploited this attribute by selecting for genetically engineered B-cells and
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hybridomas that have altered antibody surface expression45,48. For example, Moffett
et al. altered the target specificity in primary B-cells towards respiratory syncytial
virus antigen F (RSV-F) and could purify for altered expression by labeling B-cells with
fluorescent RSV-F within 48 hours after transfection. Certainly, such an approach would
be advantageous in our strategy to select clones that secrete the altered isotype. We
postulate that only correctly engineered clones will abolish antibody surface expression
as it is the only scenario in which the native splice acceptor responsible for the generation
of membrane-associated immunoglobulins is removed. In instances where the DSB
is repaired by incomplete HDR or NHEJ, the native splice acceptor will remain intact,
allowing for transcription and translation of the native domains including those required
for membrane-associated IgG.
Selection based on antibody surface expression can significantly shorten the timespan
in our current approach. Implementing clone selection based on disrupted surface
expression would allow identification of successfully engineered clones within 48
hours. Furthermore, if the altered hybridomas are homogeneous in their expression
of the secreted antibody product, tedious monoclonal cell line generation would be
unnecessary, further shortening the timespan of this strategy. Still, this approach cannot
be universally applied to all hybridomas as some do not surface express antibody,
or express antibodies that bind surface-expressed antigen on their own membrane,
making discrimination between target bound antibody and surface-expressed antibody
challenging. In these cases, antibiotic selection within the current strategy will be
sufficient to successfully obtain recombinant hybridomas.
In terms of antibody production, CHO and NS0 cell lines are superior to hybridoma
cells when industrial amounts of product are required. CHO and NS0 cell lines have
been extensively engineered to optimize cellular processes, such as cell apoptosis,
proliferation and antibody-folding to promote antibody production25. The advances used
for these cell types can also be translated to hybridomas to obtain greater antibody
yields. For example, deletion of the regulator microRNA67, pro-apoptotic proteins BAX
and BAK68, or DNA methyl transferases69 are measures that can be taken with Cas9
technology. Furthermore, Cas9 has been adapted for transcription regulation by fusing
transcription factors to catalytic dead Cas9 (dCas9)70–72. Production enhancing dCas9
activators targeting gene regulators in the IgH locus would be a potentially useful
addition to the current toolbox of CRISPR/HDR engineering.
Besides the antibody isotype, antibody glycosylation is central for augmenting FcγR
engagement. In Chapter 3, we demonstrated this by removing glycosylated sites in IgG2a,
resulting in the complete loss of FcγR engagement, rendering the murine IgG2a effector
functions silent73. This is the result of the mutation N297A which is usually glycosylated
and influences Fc domain structure and FcγR engagement74–76. Even subtle differences
in the existing glycan composition at this site can affect and alter Fc-FcγR engagement
significantly. Notable is that absence of fucose on the glycan in N297 greatly enhances
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engagement to activating FcγRs77,78 and has been exploited to enhance the efficacy of
antibody-based therapeutics79–81. Removal of fucose in the glycan composition can be
accomplished by knocking out FUT8, the gene responsible for glycan fucosylation82,
or the use of decoy substrates83. These and other measures to finetune antibody
glycosylation83–85 can be exploited for hybridoma-based antibody engineering.

Humanization of DC targeting antibodies
The DC is known as the orchestrator of our immune system due to its superior ability in
evoking adaptive immune responses86. Therefore, DCs are exploited as cellular vaccines
to instructs a cancer patient’s own immune system to seek out and destroy tumors. These
cancer vaccines are generated by isolating DCs from a cancer patient and stimulating
these ex vivo with tumor antigen and adjuvant to enable T-cell priming. After stimulation,
the DCs are infused back into the same patient to elicit anti-tumor responses87. Clinical
studies have indicated that this personalized cellular therapy is safe and can induce
antigen-specific T-cell responses, resulting in prolonged survival in some cases88. Due
to the small number of patients who benefit from this treatment, combined with the
expenses to support the infrastructure for the generation of these cellular vaccines,
researchers have devised alternative strategies to release DC activation potential in
vivo89. Most of these strategies depend on the use of antibodies that target tumor antigen
and adjuvant towards DCs. In Chapter 4 we performed humanization of two DC-specific
antibodies targeting Clec9a (9A11) and DC-SIGN (AZN-D1), to accelerate progression of
such DC targeting strategies towards the clinic.

6

Humanization of antibodies has become a standard procedure in the development of
novel antibodies for clinical application90. This procedure was necessary as the first
clinical approved murine antibody, muromonab-CD3, led to the generation of human
anti-mouse antibody (HAMA) responses in patients91. HAMA responses were problematic
as repetitive administration could render the antibody therapy less effective or even
lead to anaphylactic shock. Therefore, researchers engineer rodent antibodies to make
them appear more human to our immune system. Re-engineering can be performed
by chimerization or humanization procedures. Chimerization involves grafting of the
variable regions onto the constant domains of human antibodies, allowing for correct
human FcyR engagement and reduce the chance for HAMA responses92. Still, these
chimeric antibodies contain a foreign variable domain which can potentially lead to HAMA
responses. Therefore, humanization can be performed to minimize the rodent content in
the variable domains93.
We performed humanization of the murine antibodies, 9A11 and AZN-D1, and increased
their human identity to over 90% to the closest human germline. However, one can
question whether a high degree of human identity assures that a particular antibody is
not immunogenic. Intrinsic factors such as the nature of the antibody target, presence
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of carbohydrate side chains, post-translational modifications, and presence of CD4+ T
helper cell epitopes can still render an antibody-based therapeutic immunogenic94. Even
in steady-state circulation, anti-idiotype antibodies are detectable, likely to suppress
the efficacy of autoantibodies95. Therefore it is not surprising that clinically approved
antibodies that are fully human, such as adalimumab, golimumab, and panitumumab,
can still evoke anti-drug antibody in a significant subpopulation of treated patients94.
Still, humanized or fully human antibodies carry less risk for immunogenicity than their
chimeric counterparts96.
We used germline identification in combination with phage display to humanize antibodies
while at least maintaining binding avidity to their target97. An advantageous side effect of
phage display mediated humanization is that the stringent conditions can drive selection
towards humanized clones with stronger affinity than the parental clone, a process
referred to as affinity maturation. The strategy as a whole was successful as we were able
to identify clones with high human identity to the closest human germline and maintained
affinity. However, when looking at the broad spectrum of the unique variable domain
sequences one could wonder whether the process of affinity maturation took place. For
9A11 we did not observe lower off-rate values with progressing affinity maturation rounds,
while for AZN-D1 most humanized antibodies exhibited weaker binding characteristics
than the parental clone. Conventionally, phage display is used for antibody discovery
and development to identify antibodies that bind strongly to the target antigen. In this
process the CDR diversity is much higher compared to our situation, resulting in better
discrimination between low-affinity binding and higher affinity binders. Alteration in the
framework results in less significant increases of the binding characteristics, making
the selection conditions less effective in discriminating the stronger from lower binders.
Still, identification of framework positions with a strong preference for the human residue
suggests these alterations from the murine framework are beneficial for binding, while
preference for the murine residue in positions suggests these are crucial to maintaining
affinity. Hypothetically, incorporation of the complete human framework with exception
of those positions which preferred murine residues could likely lead in humanized
antibodies with an optimal combination of human and murine framework residues for
binding.
The exploitation of the endocytic receptors CLEC9a and DC-SIGN for vaccine delivery
has been widely studied in several in vitro and in vivo studies. In murine models, targeting
of tumor antigen to CLEC9a via direct antibody conjugates or in encapsulated form
results in effective antigen uptake, processing and presentation by CD8+ DCs, resulting
in antigen-specific T-cell responses which suppress tumor growth in vivo98–100. In a setting
more relevant to the human situation, isolated cDC1s from humanized mice vaccinated
with anti-CLEC9a fused to a CMV antigen could activate antigen-specific CD4+ and CD8+
T-cells ex vivo101. These results suggest that CLEC9a is a viable candidate for targeting
cDC1s for DC-based immunotherapy. DC-SIGN targeting for DC induced anti-tumor
immunity has also been widely studied, but is more difficult as a murine homolog does not
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exist and DC-SIGN expression on primary immature DCs cannot be found. Still, the use of
in vitro generated monocyte-derived DCs and a transgenic mouse model which expresses
human DC-SIGN under the CD11c promoter has demonstrated that antibody-mediated
targeting of antigens to DC-SIGN leads to antigen presentation in both MHC class I and
class II102–109. As DC-SIGN expression is found in human lymphoid tissues, tonsils, and in
the skin110 and CLEC9a is expressed by human cDC1s, these endocytic receptors make
prime candidates for targeting cancer vaccines to human DC subsets.
The use of prophylactic and therapeutic vaccines against cancer and other pathogens
requires the administration of immunogenic protein for pathogen recognition
and adjuvant as an immune stimulant. Systemic administration of these separate
components can evoke immune responses against pathogens but are often weak with the
risk of inducing tolerance rather than immunity. The targeting of antigen and adjuvant coencapsulated in protected particles via DC targeting antibodies has several advantages
over the administration of soluble protein and adjuvant. First, the required dose of
antigen and adjuvant could be significantly lowered as the vaccines will be preferentially
taken up by the targeted cell type. Second, the targeted co-delivery of both antigen
and adjuvant will reduce the risk for unwanted immune reactions, such as induction of
tolerance, autoimmune responses or systemic cytokine release. Third, the targeting of
both antigen and adjuvant in a single-vehicle ensures the activation of DCs that received
the antigen111. Finally, targeting to specific DC subsets in combination with an appropriate
vaccine formulation allows for tailoring of the generated immune responses.
We plan to use PEG shielded PLGA particles as a delivery vehicle of tumor antigen and
adjuvant to DCs for cancer immunotherapy. Such particles can be equipped with
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targeting moieties to promote uptake by DCs. The antibodies we humanized here, will be
used in the future as Fab’ fragments and linked to the PEG layer to promote uptake by DCs.
The rationale for the use of Fab’ fragments over full-length antibodies is to circumvent of
unwanted Fc-mediated uptake by untargeted cells and reduction of nanoparticles size. To
ensure correct orientation of the immobilized Fab’ fragment we equipped the heavy chain
of these Fab’ fragments with a c-terminal LPETGG motif for sortase-mediated ligation31.
This sortag motif allows c-terminal ligation of click handles to these Fab’ fragments which
in turn can be attached to the PEG layers suitable for click chemistry112. Such a strategy
is advantageous over traditional chemical coupling strategies which result in stochastic
functionalization of amino acids and little control over Fab’ fragment orientation, which
can significantly impair targeting efficacy113. By circumventing unwanted Fc-mediated
uptake, reducing nanoparticle size, and safeguarding correct Fab’ orientation for binding,
we believe this strategy is optimal for specific DC delivery of nanovaccines.
Whether the DCs that express DC-SIGN or CLEC9A are optimal to mediate anti-tumor
responses remains to be seen. Within human circulation there are two major DC subsets;
plasmacytoid DCs (pDCs) and myeloid/conventional DCs (cDCs), with the latter being
subdivided in cDC1s and cDC2s. In the skin, myeloid Langerhans cells, CD14+ and CD1a+
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DC subsets constitute the cutaneous DC subsets that could be employed to induce antitumor immunity. Each of these DC subsets has unique characteristics, and targeting of
specific DC subsets can potentially lead to distinct responses.
pDCs are primarily found in the peripheral blood and T-cell zone of lymphoid tissues
and resemble, morphologically, plasma cells. This particular cellular shape facilitates
the secretion of large amounts of inflammatory type I interferons (IFNs), which can
recruit innate immune cells and induce Th1 responses for anti-tumor immunity114,115.
Their pathogen-associated molecular pattern (PAMP) receptor repertoire is mainly
intracellular, indicating a specialization in viral antigen recognition116. Although pDCs
cannot match the phagocytic ability of cDCs, targeting of antigen towards different
uptake receptors results in efficient antigen uptake, processing and presentation in both
MHC class I and II117. To specifically target this subset in vivo, the surface protein BDCA2
could be exploited as this c-type lectin is specific for human pDC. Targeting encapsulated
antigen and adjuvant to BDCA2 in nanovaccines in vitro has been shown to evoke CD4+
and CD8+ T-cells responses117.
cDC2s are the major population of DCs found in human blood, tissues, and lymphoid
organs’ marginal zone. These DCs are employed with an extensive machinery of surface
and endosomal receptors to detect and respond to viral, fungal and bacterial pathogens.
Dependent upon the received stimulation, cDC2s can secrete IL1, IL-8, IL-10, IL-12,
IL-23 and TNF-α, which in turn directs the subsequent T-cell responses118,119. Antibodymediated targeting of distinct human DC markers such as, CD11c, DEC205, and DCIR,
leads to antigen presentation in both MHC class I and II, thus mediating both humoral and
cellular responses. On the contrary to pDCs and cDC1s, there are no surface receptors
specific to cDC2s hampering selective targeting of this particular subset.
cDC1s represent only ~4% of human DCs circulating in the blood, but are believed to
be the most potent DC targets for cancer immunotherapy. This is attributed to intrinsic
properties of cDC1s which favor the detection of intracellular pathogens and stimulation
of cellular responses. First, cDC1s express the c-type lectin CLEC9a which mediates
uptake of exposed actin filaments from necrotic cells, which allows detection of
potential viral pathogens120. Second, they are equipped with a restrictive repertoire of
PAMP receptors that enables recognition of viral pathogens. Third, they have an intrinsic
high ability to cross-present antigens to CD8+ T-cells121,122. Finally, their secretion of IL-12
(albeit lower than cDC2 secretion) and type III IFNs potentiates cellular responses. As
expression of CLEC9a and the chemokine receptor XCR1 is restricted to cDC1s, targeting
of these receptors can specifically recruit cDC1s for immunotherapy.
The DC subsets residing in the skin are less well defined than their blood circulating
counterparts. Langerhans cells (LCs) in the epidermis are primarily concerned with
inducing tolerance against commensals123, but can respond to intracellular pathogens
under inflamed conditions and evoke CD8+ T-cell responses124. In the dermis, CD14+
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DCs and CD1a+ DCs are located, but these are better described as antigen-presenting
cells (APCs) as their transcriptional and receptor profile is more akin to monocytes
and macrophages than to DCs125. The CD14+ APCs have a more immature phenotype
than CD1a+ APCs, allowing effective antigen uptake and processing, but both are poor
stimulators of naïve T-cells126. Both CD14+ and CD1a+ APC express uptake receptors
such as langerin, mannose receptor and DC-SIGN, which can be exploited for antibodymediated targeting of vaccines for immunotherapy127–129.
Future research will focus on pinpointing the subset most optimal to induce tumor
immunity by targeting vaccine components to subset restrictive uptake receptors.
However, instead of focusing on a single subset, targeting a combination of subsets
could leverage the most potent immune responses. Clinical studies employing cellular
vaccines based on pDCs or cDC2s resulted in clinical benefit, but likely through distinct
mechanisms130,131. Therefore, combining these subsets in a single vaccine could lead
to synergizing effects and is currently under investigation (NCT02993315). Likewise,
simultaneous targeting of different subsets for immunotherapy should be taken into
account in developing future DC-based targeting strategies.
The tremendous success of checkpoint inhibitors, such as CLTA-4 and PD-1 blocking
antibodies, to counteract the immunosuppressive tumor mechanisms has been a
major breakthrough in battling cancer132. However, these treatments act upon the entire
immune system to facilitate existing tumor recognition and immune responses, but does
not generate novel antigen-specific mediated responses. The combination of DC targeted
vaccines with immune checkpoint inhibition could synergize and lead to more specific
anti-tumor immunity. In theory, targeted DC vaccination would leverage antigen-specific
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tumor responses, while checkpoint inhibition would clear the immunosuppressive
barricades. Clinical studies employing cellular DC vaccination with immune checkpoint
blockade supports this rationale, as they lead to higher patient benefit than employing
either treatment alone133,134. Therefore, it would be interesting to combine these therapies
in future strategies.

Concluding remarks
Lifting the genomic constraints of hybridoma technology for antibody development
Hybridoma generation has been the first technology to enable the production of
monoclonal antibodies against a pre-defined target and significantly contributed to the
tremendous success of antibody therapeutics seen today. Hybridoma technology is still
used for antibody discovery, but of little value for subsequent antibody development due
to the constraints of the genetically fixed immunoglobulin locus.
To lift these genomic constraints of hybridoma technology we successfully developed
a one-step CRISPR/HDR strategy to alter the antibody blueprint within hybridomas and
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adjust the format, species and isotype of the secreted antibody by design. The resulting
recombinant hybridomas provide a stable source of antibody target in the format of
choice, which display their proprietary immunological function and retain antigen
specificity. The strategy is robust and versatile allowing the adaption of any hybridoma,
regardless of species or isotype. We demonstrate that using this technique immune inert
Fc domains can be replaced for immune optimal Fc domains.
The implementation of CRISPR/HDR empowers researchers with an effective strategy to
alter the expression of available and future hybridomas and obtain their target antibody in
the preferred format. We envision this technology will empower researchers in antibody
engineering as it allows them to quickly optimize their antibody to fit their purpose.

Humanization of DC targeting antibodies for cancer immunotherapy
Autologous DCs have been extensively explored in clinical studies as cellular vaccines for
cancer treatment88. Although the clinical results are promising, the number of patients
which benefit from the disease remains limited. This lack in overall patient benefit, in
combination with the significant costs evolved in the generation of these personalized
vaccines, led to the development of targeting strategies to directly activate DCs in vivo
with the purpose to evoke tumor-specific T-cell responses135. However, the murine
origin of these antibodies used in these targeting strategies is cause for concern as the
associated immunogenicity can severely diminish vaccine efficacy96.
To circumvent immunogenicity of these antibodies we set out to humanize murine
antibodies targeting DC restricted receptors. As straightforward CDR grafting can be
detrimental to the antibody binding characteristics we opted for phage display to ensure
maintaining target affinity, while humanizing the frameworks of the variable domains.
After germline identification and phage display, we obtained a lead panel of antibodies
with at least 90% human identity to the closest human germline with similar or improved
binding characteristics.
As associated immunogenicity remains a concern in the therapeutic development of
biologics, all precautions should be taken to ensure such circumvent these issues. The
humanized antibodies against CLEC9a and DC-SIGN certainly relieves any concerns
regarding immunogenicity, allowing their implementation for future therapeutics.
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Dutch summary
Een antistof is één van de meest effectieve wapens van ons afweersysteem. Deze
Y-vormige eiwitten worden geproduceerd als reactie op lichaamsvreemde stoffen, die
mogelijk ziekteverwekkend zijn en ons lichaam zijn binnengedrongen. Door complexe
interacties van de ziekteverwekker en het immuunsystem worden antistoffen precies zo
aangepast waardoor ze met een extreme specificiteit binden aan een specifiek gedeelte,
ofwel een antigen van de ziekteverwekker. Eenmaal gebonden aan de ziekterverwekker,
kan de antistof door interacties met verschillende componenten van het immuunsysteem
de ziekteverwekker effectief verwijderen.
Het unieke immunologische vermogen van een antistof wordt geleverd door zijn unieke
blauwdruk. Een antistof is opgebouwd uit twee gelijke zware en twee gelijke lichte ketens
die zijn opgebouwd uit verschillende functionele domeinen. De variabele domeinen
van één zware keten en lichte keten vormen een antigen bindend fragment (Fab) dat
kan binden aan één enkel stukje (epitoop) van een antigen. Door de enorme diversiteit
van de variabele domeinen kunnen antilichamen met extreme precisie binden aan
een enkel epitoop. De twee Fab’ gedeelten rusten op de zogenoemde hinge regio, die
samen met de constante domeinen het Fc domein vormt. Het Fc domein communiceert
met verschillende componenten van het immuun systeem en is dus cruciaal voor het
immunologisch functioneren van een antilichaam.
Vanwege het beschermende vermogen en de unieke specificiteit tegen ziekteverwekkers
worden antistoffen ingezet in de kliniek voor de behandeling van verschillende ziek ten.
Deze therapeutische antistoffen kunnen worden ontwikkeld aan de hand van verschillende technieken. Eén van de belangrijkste technieken is de hybridoma technologie.
Bij deze techniek worden antistof producerende immuun cellen van geïmmuniseerde
dieren gecombineerd met tumorcellen die ongeremd delen. Dit resulteert in een cellijn
die unieke antistoffen produceert tegen het antigen, of ziekteverwekker, waarmee het

7

gebruikte dier vooraf was geïmmuniseerd. Hoewel het gebruik van hybridomas een zeer
robuuste techniek is om antistoffen te ontwikkelen met de gewenste specificiteit, biedt
deze techniek geen controle over het isotype, ofwel de specifieke vorm van de antistof. Dit
is problematisch, gezien dit isotype in grote mate de functie van een antilichaam bepaalt.
Daardoor zijn onderzoekers op dit moment afhankelijk van secundaire, suboptimale,
technieken om het de gewenste specificiteit te combineren met de gewenste isotype.
In dit proefschrift, heb ik gebruikt gemaakt van de CRISPR-Cas9 technologie om de
genetische blauwdruk van bestaande hybridomas te modificeren en het antilichaam in de
gewenste vorm te gieten.
In hoofdstuk 1 geef ik eerst een algemene inleiding in de structuur, ontwikkeling en
functie van antistoffen en wordt hun rol humorale immuniteit uitgediept. Daarna ga ik in
op hoe we de structuur van therapeutische antistoffen kunnen aanpassen om het effect
in de kliniek te vergroten. Tot slot geef ik een uitzetting en doelstelling van dit proefschrift.
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Figuur 1 Structuur en functie van antistoffen. Typische structuur van een antistof, bestaande uit
een twee zware en lichte ketens. De variabele domeinen (VH en VL) bepalen antigen-specificiteit
en de opvolgende constante domeinen (CH1, Hinge, CH2, CH3 op de zware keten en CL op de
lichte keten) bepalen de structuur van het Fc domein dat cruciaal is voor immunologische functie
(linksboven). Tumoren kunnen immuun reacties opwekken met als gevolg de productie van
antistoffen die tumor antigen binden. Vervolgens kan het Fc domein immuun cellen rekruteren
naar de tumor en deze activeren. Activatie van de immuuncel resulteert in het uitscheiden van
cytotoxische moleculen die de tumor cel doden.

In hoofdstuk 2 stelden we onszelf het doel om hybridomas genetisch te manipuleren
zodat ze Fab’ fragmenten produceerden in plaats van volledige antilichamen. Door gebruik
te maken van CRISPR-Cas9 plaatsten we een genetische breuk in het hinge domein van
de hybridomas. Daarnaast boden we ook de cel een ‘’homology directed repair (HDR)’’
template aan die de hybridoma instrueert hoe deze het DNA moet repareren. In deze
HDR blauwdruk instrueren we de hybridomas om na de hinge region korte eiwitmotiefjes
te plaatsen en genetische elementen die gerepareerde hybridomas resistent zouden
maken tegen antibiotica. Deze strategie resulteerde in de ontwikkeling van meerdere
stabiele recombinante hybridomas die fab’ fragmenten produceerden. Deze Fab’
fragmenten i) konden geïsoleerd worden via de ingebrachte eiwit motieven, ii) behielden
dezelfde antigenspecificiteit en iii) konden op de zware en lichte keten gemarkeerd
worden met fluorescente moleculen. Daarnaast konden we dezelfde methode toepassen
op verschillende hybridomas van dezelfde en verschillende isotypes.
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In hoofstuk 3 breidden we onze ontwikkelde CRISPR/HDR strategie verder uit door
het isotype van hybridoma-geproduceerde antistoffen te vervangen met een isotype
van onze keuze. Daartoe plaatsten we een breuk voor het eerste constante domein
van de Fc en boden een HDR template aan dat een syntetische Fc domein inbouwde
plus genetische elementen die gemodificeerde antibiotica resistent maakte. Net als in
hoofdstuk 2 werkte de techniek efficiënt, resulterend in een reeks van recombinante
hybridomas die antistoffen met dezelfde specificiteit produceerde, maar met een
verschillend isotype. Daaropvolgende karakterisatie van de geproduceerde isotypes
toonde aan dat de antilichamen de biochemische en immunologische eigenschappen
hadden van het gekozen isotype.
In hoofdstuk 4 modificeren we het isotype van de anti-CD25 hybridoma PC-61 zodat
deze bruikbaar zijn voor tumor-immunologisch onderzoek. CD25 is een eiwit dat hoog tot
expressie komt op regulatoire T cellen (Tregs), die een remmende werking hebben op het
immuun systeem en tumorgroei bevordert. Eerdere pogingen met anti-CD25 antistoffen
om Tregs te verwijderen resulteerde in bescheiden anti-tumor activiteit. Met het gebruik
van de ontwikkelde CRISPR/HDR strategie in hoofdstuk 3 veranderden we het isotype
van PC-61 van een immunologisch zwakke isotype naar een immunologisch sterker
isotype. Antistoffen van het waren effectief in het verwijderen van Tregs in de circulatie,
lympeklieren en tumoren in een tumor model. Daarnaast bleken deze antistoffen ook
effectief in combinatie met anti-PD-L1 antistoffen, resulterend in verbeterde survival in
dieren.
In hoofstuk 5 beschrijven we het humanisatie proces voor twee muis antistoffen
die binden aan humane dendritische cellen. Dendritische cellen zijn centraal in het
opwekken van immunologische reacties door lichaamsvreemde stoffen te presenteren
aan het immuunsysteem. Door tumor antigenen via antistoffen direct naar deze cellen te
versturen is het mogelijk om het immuunsysteem te instrueren om tumoren te herkennen
en aan te vallen. Echter doordat deze antistoffen oorspronkelijk door muis cellen worden
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geproduceerd worden deze door deze zelf door het immuun systeem als lichaamsvreemd
aangemerkt, wat resulteert in verminderde effectiviteit. Door alle onderdelen van te
‘’vermenselijken’’ worden deze antistoffen niet meer herkent. Door gebruik te maken
van een bepaalde techniek hebben we voor twee muis antistoffen, meerdere varianten
gevonden waarvan de variabel domein meer dan 90% gelijk is aan humane antistoffen
zonder een verlies in bindingssterkte.
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List of abbreviations
2-ME
3D
3M sortase

2-Mercaptoethanol
3-dimensional
Sortase Aureaus with 3 mutations

A
A:I
AA
ADCC
ADCP
AEBSF
AID
APC
B-cells
BCL
BCR
BSR

Alanine residue
Ratio of binding of activating over inhibiting Fc receptors
Amino acid residue
Antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity
Antibody-dependent cellular phagocytosis
4-(2-aminoethyl)benzenesulfonyl fluoride hydrochloride
Activation-induced deaminase
Antigen-presenting cell
B lymphocytes
B-cell lymphoma
B cell receptor
Blasticidin-S deaminase

C
C1q
CAML
Cas9
CD
CDC
CDR
CH
CH1
CH2
CH3
CL
CLEC9A
CLL
CRC
CRISPR
CRISPR/HDR
CRTL
CSR
CTLA-4
Cκ
Cλ

Cysteine residue
Complement component 1q
Calcium-signal modulating cyclophilin ligand
CRISPR-associated protein 09
Cluster of determination
Complement-dependent cytotoxicity
Complementarity-determining region
Constant heavy
constant heavy 1
Constant heavy 2
Constant heavy 3
Constant light
C-type lectin domain family 9 member A
Chronic lymphocytic leukemia
Collorectal cancer
Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat
Cas9 directed HDR
Cutaneous T-cell lymphoma
Class switch recombination
Cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4
Constant kappa
Constant lambda

D
D
DBCO
DC
DC-SIGN

Aspartic acid residue
Diversity gene
Dibenzocyclooctyne
Dendritic cell
Dendritic cell-specific intercellular adhesion molecule-3-grabbing
non-integrin
Deoxyribonucleic acid
Death receptor
Double stranded break

DNA
DR
DSB
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E
EBV
EBV
EC50
EGFR
ELISA
eSrt 2A-9
eSrt 4S-9

Glutamic acid residue
Epstein-Barr virus
Epstein-Barr virus
half maximum effective concentration
Epidermal growth factor receptor
Enzyme-linked immuno sorbent assay.
Evolved sortase A 2A-9
Evolved sortase A 4S-9

F
Fab’
FBS
Fc
FcR
FcRn
FcαR
FcγR
FcεR
FDA
FL
FR
FR
FRET
FRα

Phenylalanine residue
fragment, antigen binding
Fetal bovine serum
Fragment crystallizable
Fc receptor
Neonatal Fc receptor
Fc alpha receptor
Fc gamma receptor
Fc epsilon receptor
Food and Drug Administration
Follicular lymphoma
Framework
Framework
Fluorescence resonance energy transfer
Folate alpha receptor

G
G4S
GASDALIE
GFP
GITR
gRNA
gRNA-iso
gRNA-m1
gRNA-r1
gRNA-rH
gRNA-rH2

Glycine residue
GGGGS
G236A/S239D/A330L/I332E
Green fluorescent protein
Glucocorticoid-induced TNFR-related protein
Guide RNA
Guide RNA targeting intronic region upstream rat CH1
Guide RNA targeting genomic region encoding CH1 of mouse IgG1
Guide RNA targeting genomic region encoding CH1 of rat IgG1
Guide RNA targeting genomic hinge region of rat
Guide RNA targeting genomic hinge region of rat 2

H
HA
HAMA
HAT
HDR
HER2
His-tag

Histidine residue
Homologous arm
Human anti-mouse antibody
Hypoxanthine-aminopterin-thymidine
Homology directed repair
Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2
HHHHHH

I
IFN
IFNy
Ig
IgA
IgD
IgE

Isoleucine residue
Interferon
Interferon gamma
Immunoglobulin
Immunoglobulin A
Immunoglobulin D
Immunoglobulin E
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IgG
IgH
IgM
IL
IRES

Immunoglobulin G
Immunoglobulin locus heavy
Immunoglobulin M
Interleuking
Internal ribosomal entry site

J

Joining

K
KD
kDa
KLH
Koff

Lysine residue
Equilibrium dissociation constant
Kilo Dalton
key limpet hemocyanin
Off-rate

L
LALA

Leucine residue
L234A/L235A

M
m1
m2a
mAbs
MCC
MFI
MHC
Mφ

Methionine residue
Mouse IgG1
Mouse IgG2a
Monoclonal antibodies
Merkel-cell carcionma
Mean fluorescent intensity
Major histocompatibility complex
Macrophage

N
NGS
NHEJ
NHL
Ni-NTA
NK
NSCLC

Asparagine residue
Next generation sequencing
Non-homologous end-joining
Non-Hodgkin lymphoma
Nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid
Natural killer
Non-small cell lung cancer

OVA

Ovalbumin

P
PAM
PAMP
PBS
PCR
PD-1
PD-L1
PEG
PLGA
PNGase F
Puro

Proline residue
Protospacer adjacent motif
Pathogen-associated recognition pattern
Phosphate-buffered saline
Polymerase chain reaction
Programmed cell death protein 1
Programmed cell death protein ligand 1
Polyethylene glycol
Poly lactic-co-glycolic acid
Peptide:N-glycosidase F
Puromycin resistance gene

Q

Glutamin residue

RAG
RNA

Recombination activating gene
Ribonucleic acid
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S
S region
SA
SCCHN
scFv
SDS-PAGE
SELF
SIRPα
sortag
Sortase A
SPR
sqFab
SRBC

Serine residue
Switch
Splice acceptor
Squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck
Single chain variable fragments
Sodium dodecyl sulfate–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
S267E/L328F
Signal-regulatory protein α
LPETGG
Sortase Aureaus
Surface plasmon resonance
Fab’ squared
Red blood cells of sheep

T
T- cells
TAMRA
Teff
TGF-β
TNFR
Treg
TRIM21

Threonine residue
T lymphocytes
Carboxytetramethylrhodamine)
Effector T cell
Transforming growth factor-β
Tumor necrosis factor receptor
Regulatory T cell
Tripartite motif containing-21

UC
UNG

Urothelial carcinoma
Uracil N glycosylase

V
V
V11
V12
V18
VH
VL

Valine residue
Variability
G237D/P238D/H268D/P271G/A330R
E233D/G237D/H268D/P271G/A330R
F243L/A292P/Y300L/V305D/P396L
Variable heavy
Variable light

W
WT

Tryptophan residue
Wild type

XCR1

X-C motif chemokine receptor 1

Y

Tyrosine residue
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Research data management
All data that have been generated during this PhD trajectory were collected and archived
according to the FAIR principle (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable). The
animal studies described in chapter 3 and chapter 4 of this thesis has been approved
by the local and central committee of animal experimentation of The Netherlands. All
data have been stored on LabGuru, which is backed up daily on the Radboud UMC server
and accessible to staff members affiliated with the project. Additionally, all raw and
processed data files have been stored on the NAS-drive belonging to the department of
Tumor Immunology, RadboudUMC the Netherlands. A number of the vectors generated
during the PhD trajectory and described in chapter 2 and chapter 3 of this thesis for
hybridoma CRISPR are deposited in the plasmid repository of Addgene (www.addgene.
org). Published data as part of this thesis and additional data can be made available upon
request through the corresponding author.
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PhD Portfolio - Radboud Institute for Molecular Sciences
Name PhD student:
Department:
Graduate school:

J.M.S. van der Schoot
Tumor Immunology department
Radboud Institute for
Molecular Life Sciences

PhD period:
Promotor(s):
Co-promotor(s):

TRAINING ACTIVITIES

Year(s)

Courses & Workshops
RadboudUMC introduction day
RIMLS technical forum
RIMLS graduate school introductory school
Preparing a poster presentation
The art of presenting science
Scientific integrity course

2014
2014
2014
2015
2016
2017

Seminars & Lectures
Radboud Research Rounds
RIMLS lecture series & seminars
Symposia & Congresses
Radboud New Frontiers (Nijmegen, The Netherlands)
NVVI Anniversary Congress
ICI PhD day
PhD retreat
BSI-NVVI joint meeting Liverpool
Chemical Immunology Meeting Oxford
Enable Copenhangen
Antibody Therapeutics and Engineering conference Amsterdam

2014-2018
2014-2018
2014-2017
2014
2015
2015-2016#, 2018*
2017#
2016#
2018#
2018*

ECTS

1.5
2
0.5
0.4
1.5
1.0

0.7
4.0

1.5
0.75
0.5
4.75
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Other
Journal club Tumor Immunology
Tumor Immunology Meeting
MACHT meeting presentation
RIMLS PhD Committee member

2014-2018*
2014-2018*
2015*
2017-2018

4
4
0.2
1

TEACHING ACTIVITIES

Year(s)

ECTS

2015
2016
2017
2018
2018

2
2
2
2
1

Internships
Master student (MMD) F.L. Fennemann - 6 months
Bachelor student (BMW) I. te Paske - 6 months
Master student (MMD) A.D Becker - 6 months
Master student (MMD) A. Cevirgel - 6 months
Master thesis (clinical biology) - S. Maassen

Lecturing
Lecture chemical chemistry course ‘’Site-directed ligation approaches’’
Meeting the expert CRISPR genomic engineering
Lecture at Minkema higher education ‘’Genomic engineering’’
Tutor BMS ‘’Tumor Immunology’’
Review scientific paper
TOTAL
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01-09-2014 until 31-08-2018
Prof.dr. C.G. Figdor
Dr. M. Verdoes, Dr. F.A. Scheeren

2016*
2017*, 2018*
2017*, 2018*
2017
2017, 2018

0.2
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.4
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Curriculum Vitae
Johan Maurits Sebastiaan van der Schoot was born on March 8, 1989 in Bussum, The
Netherlands. After finishing his secondary education at the St. Vituscollege in Bussum, he
obtained his bachelor’s degree in Biology and master’s degree in Science and Business
Management at Utrecht University. During his time as a master student, he completed
three internships: at Crucell (Leiden, The Netherlands) he optimized a protocol for the
isolation of white blood cells for clinical studies under supervision of Dr. Nora Bachmayer,
at argenx (Ghent, Belgium) he developed novel antibodies for treatment of the
autoimmune disease psoriasis under supervision of Dr. Sebastiaan van der Woning, and at
Catalyze (Amsterdam, The Netherlands) he wrote grant proposals for small and medium
enterprises in life sciences under supervision of Theodoor Rutgers. After obtaining his
master’s degree in 2014 he started his doctoral research under the supervision of dr. prof.
Carl G. Figdor, and co-supervision of dr. Verdoes and dr. F.A. Scheeren in the department
of Tumor Immunology at the Radboud Institute for Molecular Life Sciences in Nijmegen.
There, he primarily worked on developing novel genetic strategies for immunological
interrogation of antibodies by genetic engineering of hybridoma cells, which was the
basis of the described work in this thesis. Additionally, he worked on developing a
targeted nanoplatform for targeted delivery of tumor antigen and adjuvant to dendritic
cells. Since January 2020, he works at as an equity research analyst of European biotech
at Kempen & Co.
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